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1571 AB!Tl'RACT 
An automatic chromosome analysis system is provided 
wherein a suitably prepared slide with chromosome 
spreads thereon is placed on the stage of an automated 
microscope. The automated microscope stage is com- 
puter operated to move the slide to enable detection of 
chromosome spreads on the slide. The X and Y location 
of each chromosome spread that is detected is stored. 
At the conclusion of this searching operation, the com- 
puter directs the microscope to again sequence through 
the chromosome spread locations in response to the 
stored X and Y locations. At this time an operator can 
view these spreads to determine which ones are worth- 
while and which ones are not. He is provided with an 
accept-reject switch. The microscope stage thereafter 
again sequences through only the accepted chromo- 
some spreads, and this time a digital photograph of each 
of the chromosome spreads is made and entered into the 
computer storage. The computer thereafter measures 
the chromosomes in a spread, classifies them by group 
3,833,796 9/1974 Fetner et al. ............................ 444/1 or by type and also prepares a digital karyotype image. 
This image is converted to analog form, displayed and 
printed out and constitutes a primary output of the 
system. Chromosome measurement data is filed in an 
interactive data base for subsequent statistical analysis. 
The computer system can also prepare a patient report 
summarizing the result of the analysis and listing SUS- 
petted 
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AUTOMATED CLLNICAL SYSTEM FOR 
CHROMOSOME ANALYSIS 
ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION 
The invention described herein was made in the per- 
formance of work under a NASA contract and is sub- 
ject to the provisions of Section 305 of the National 
Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958, Public Law 85-568 
(72 Stat. 435; 42 USC 2457). 
5 
10 
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
This invention relates to automated medical analysis 
equipment and more particularly to improvements 
therein. 15 
Since the introduction of a method allowing micro- 
scopic examination of individual human chromosomes, 
'the karyotype has emerged as a tool of increasing diag 
nostic value. Under microscopic examination, the chro- 
mosomes, from a somatic cell in the metaphase stage of 20 
cell division, appear in scattered disarray. The karyo- 
type is a systematic grouping of metaphase chromo- 
somes from a single cell. This grouping was conceived 
to assist the geneticist in the identification of individual 
chromosomes. In normal humans, the 46 chromosomes 25 
CM be reliably ordered into 24 types (seven groups). 
The diagnostic value of the karyotype is predicated 
upon the existence of a consistent pattern in normal 
patients and the correlation of certain chromosomal 
aberrations with specifrc clinical observations. There 30 
are two types of chromosomal irregularities: numerical 
and structural. Numerical aberrations exist when the 
number of chromosomes in one or more mourn differs 
from the normal case. Structural aberrazons-manifest 
themselves in many forms, wme presumably unob- 
served as yet. Those which presently merit nomencla- 
ture, amongst others, include variations in arm length 
and centromere position. 
At present, manual karyotyping is so tedious and 
expensive that its general application is usually limited 
to those situations involving a suspected abnormality. In 
these circumstances, the clinical evidence is often so 
overpowering that the karyotype serves primarily as a 
corroborative tool. In a addition, manual karyotyping 
offers little prospect of quantitative data. It is desirable 
to extend karyotype- analysis to the clinically asymp- 
tomatic situation. For example, screening all newborns 
by karyotype may detect certain inherited disorders 
long before clinical symptoms appear. As the potency 
and reliability of the karyotype improves, fetal karyoty- 
ping through amniocentesis may become a routine part 
of prenatal care. Screening studies on large populations 
offer the potential of uncovering the effects of industrial 
and environmental poisons, aging, and long term low 
dosage ionizing radiations. These factors may manifest 
themselves in subtle structural aberrations requiring 
detailed analysis of the chromosome morphology. The 
ability to procxss cells rapidly and inexpensively would 
also aid in the detection of mosaicism, in which two or 
more cytogenetically distinct lies of cells exist in the 
individual. 
There are certain functional requirements for an auto- 
mated chromosome analysis system which should be 
met before widespread acceptance thereof can be antici- 
pated. One of these is that the system should be compat- 
ible with current practice producing results compatible 
with those obtained with the present manual system of 









time savings in processing cytogenetic specimens with- 
out sacrificing accuracy. Its cost should not be prohibi- 
tive and it should be accurate. 
OBJECTS AND SUMMARY O F  THE 
INVENTION 
An object of this invention is to provide a system for 
automating chromosome karyotyping. 
Another object of this invention is to provide an 
automated chromosome analysis system which is com- 
patible with current practice. 
Still another object of this present invention is one 
which operates rapidly without sacrificing accuracy, 
and which reduces the cost. 
The foregoing and other objects of the invention are 
achieved in a system wherein a previously prepared 
slide, which has a number of chromosome spreads is 
mounted on the stage of a microscope. Under instruc- 
tions of a computer, a search of the slide is undertaken 
to locate the various chromosome spreads on the slide. 
The spread locations are stored. At the end of the slide 
search, it is again initiated with the stage of the micro- 
scope beiig stopped at each chromosome spread loca- 
tion, to enable a human observer to inspect the chromo- 
some spread and determine whether it is acceptable for 
the purpose of analysis or not. If it is not acceptable the 
observer pushes a button whereby its location is re- 
moved from the spread storage list and the microscope 
stage is moved to the next location. The microscope 
automatically focuses at each location. 
After all of the chromosome spread locations have 
been inspected, the microscope is again actuated to 
move its stage so that each one of the accepted chromo- 
some spreads are passed under the optics of the micro- 
scope for the purpose of enabling digital pictures of the 
various spreads to be generated and stored in memory. 
The computer then proceeds to locate and analyze the 
chromosomes in each of the chromosome spreads by 
measuring the chromosomes, classifying them by group 
or by type and preparing a digital karyotype image 
format. This image is then converted to pictorial form 
and displayed on an image display tube to enable any 
corrections, if needed. A joystick control is provided so 
that a cursor, which is produced on the display tube 
screen can have its position moved whereby the opera- 
tor an point out to the computer objects in the image 
which he wants removed or chromosomes which need 
repositioning. Communication with the computer is 
made using a typewriter. The corrected karyotype 
image is then printed out. Provision is also made for a 
printout of the computer analysis of the optical image 
derived from a slide. 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
FIG. 1 is a schematic drawing of a chromosome anal- 
ysis system, in accordance with this invention. 
FIG. 2 is a schematic drawing of the apparatus used 
to drive the microscope stage. 
FIG. 3 is a flow chart illustrative of the searching and 
detecting operation, in accordance with this invention. 
FIG. 4 is a flow chart illustrating the analysis opera- 
tion in accordance with this invention. 
DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 
FIG. 1 is a block schematic diagram of the configura- 
tion of the system in accordance with this invention. 
The preparation of glass slides containing stained meta- 
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phase chromosome spreads suitable for use with this cus Unit 36 (FIG. 1). Both X and Y motors are driven 
invention is known. The slides can be prepared by dif- in the +X or -X directions and +Y or -Y directions 
ferent techniques, such as the homogeneous Giemsa in response to outputs froma +X Or gate 58, or a -X 
staining technique or by the Trypsin-Giemsa banding Or gate 60 and a +Y Or gate 62, or a -Y Or gate 64. 
technique. Slides are produced with patient identifica- 5 The inputs to these Or gates, come either from the 
tion marks. A specimen slide 10 is placed on the stage 12 computer 20, through logic circuits to be described or 
of a microscope 14. The stage 12 is motorized, that is it from the joystick pulse generator 66, as determined by 
is capable of being driven in the X, Y and Z directions whether the operation is to be in the manual mode or 
by three stage motors 16. The stage motors may either the computer mode. 
be controlled via a motor control interface circuit ar- 10 In the manual mode, the direction in which the joy- 
rangement 18, from a computer 20, or by a stage joy- stick is moved determines whether pulses are provided 
stick 22, when it is enabled to control stage position. A on a +X, or a - X or a +Y or a -Y line. +X and -X 
stage keyboard 24 enables an operator to select the pulses are applied, in response to joystick motion, from 
mode of operation desired, that is, either computer the joystick oscillator to And gates 68 and 71 respec- 
mode or operator mode. Control of the selection is 15 tively. These And gates are enabled in response to the 
normally with the operator; however the computer has output of a mode flip flop 74. When flip flop 74 is set by 
the option to override the operator mode and/or to means of switch 76 to its manual mode, then And gates 
inhibit subsequent selection of the operator mode. The 68 through 72 are enabled. The other output of the flip 
mode of operation is displayed by a stage display 26. A flop indicates that the system is in its computer mode. 
typewriter 27 serves to enable entry of data, instructions 20 Flip flop 74 can be set in its computer mode by means of 
or queries into the computer or to receive data from the a manual switch 76, or the computer can override the 
computer. switch 76 if a situation arises where computer operation 
The configuration of the optical imaging system of must be maintained. 
the microscope allows the specimen to be viewed simul- When in the computer mode, the output of flip flop 
taneously through a binocular eyepiece 28 and by a 25 74 enables an And gate 78 to transfer pulses received 
television camera 30. The output of the television cam- from a pulse generator 81, within the computer M, to  
era is applied to a monitor 32, to an image digitizing another And gate 80, and also to four And gates 82, 84, 
system, 34 and also to circuitry designated as “Spread 86 and 88 whose outputs respectively provide pulse 
Detector and Auto Focus Unit” 36. inputs to the Or gates 58, 60.62 and 64. 
And gates 82 and 84 are three input And gates. One of 
prises circuitry which serves the function of detecting the inputs required to enable And gate 82 is the output 
the presence of a chromosome spread and also for auto- of an X direction flip flop 90. The computer determines 
matically focusing the television camera equipment for which direction the stage is to  move, when the system 
performing these functions is described in an article is in the computer mode,and for one direction sets flip 
entitled “Metaphase Spread Detection and Focus Using 35 flop 90 with its +X output whereby And gate 82 re- 
Closed Circuit Television,” by Johnson and Goforth, ceives one of its two required enabling inputs. The 
published in The Journal of Htkfochemkfry and Cy&- computer sets the flip flop with its -X output high for 
chemistry in 1974, by the Histochemical Society, Inc. the opposite direction, whereby And gate 84 receives 
The Image Digitizing System 34 serves the purpose of one of its two required enabling inputs. Similarly a Y 
digitizing the image being viewed by the television 40 direction flip flop 92 is provided which for one direc- 
camera which is then entered into computer memory. tion is set with its +Y output high thereby providing 
The computer 20 processes each digital image, as will one of the two enabling inputs required by And gate 86, 
be described and arranges each image in a karyotype and for the opposite direction its -Y output is high 
format. A gray level display system 37 displays a karyo- whereby And gate 88 receives one of two required 
type image the information for which is supplied by the 45 enabling inputs. 
computer. A joystick 38 associated with the gray level The second required enabling input to And gates 82 
display system is used for positioning a cursor at a loca- and 84 is provided by an inverter 94, which is driven by 
tion on the face of the display system for the purpose of the output of a zero detector 96. The zero detector 
pointing out certain locations or objects in the display senses when an X motor drive register 98 has reached 
to the computer. The computer can then be instructed 50 zero at which time it supplies an output to the inverter 
by the typewriter to correct the object designated by 94 whereby And gates 82 and 84 are disenabled. 
the cursor, Le. correct or erase, etc. A similar function is provided by a Y motor drive 
The hard copy printout of a karyotype image is pro- register 100. When it reaches zero, this is sensed by a 
duced in response to the corrected karyotype informa- zero detector 102. The zero detector output drives an 
tion received from the computer. This is applied to the 55 inverter whereby And gates 86 and 88, which are other- 
hard copy interface circuit 40. This constitutes a circuit wise enabled becomes disenabled. 
for converting the corrected digital karyotype digital The absolute X position of the microscope stage 12 is 
signals to analog form and the associated timing re- maintained by an X cumulative position register 106, 
quired for enabling the hard copy output device 42, which can provide this information to the computer. 
wich is essentially a facsimile printer, to print out a 60 The X cumulative position register is a reversible 
karyotype picture from the analog signals. counter which can receive +X and -X pulses which 
FIG. 2 is a block schematic diagram illustrating the are applied to the X motor 50, whereby the X cumula- 
circuits used in controlling movements of the motorized tive position register is driven to retain the exact X 
stage of the microscope. The stage is driven in the X, Y position of the microscope stage. The computer gener- 
and Z directions respectively by three motors 50, 52, 65 ates an X coordinate number representing the location 
and 54. The Z motor is driven in the + Z  or - Z  direc- to which it desires the microscope stage to move in the 
tion by signals from the computer in response to focus X direction. This number is subtracted from the number 
drive apparatus 56 in the Spread Detector and Autofo- in the X cumulative position register. The difference 
The Spread Detector and Auto Focus Unit 36 com- 30 
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represents the distance along the X axis, the microscope Next, a test is made to see if a limit of X travel which 
stage must move and also represents the number of is the end of the X line has been reached. If it has not 
pulses required to complete such a move. This number been reached, then the computer issues an instruction to 
is entered into the x motor drive register 98 by the move the next 160 microns in the X direction. If the end 
computer. The pulse generator 81 is then instructed to 5 of the X line has been reached then a Y move instruc- 
commence supplying pulses, and if And gate 78 is en- tion is issued. At the time of issuing the Y move instruc- 
&led, as it should be in the computer mode, then these tion a test is made to see whether or not a limit Of Y 
pulses are applied though And gate 80 to the x motor travel has been reached. If it has been reached, then the 
drive register, causing it to count down towards zero. search mode is terminated. If it has not been reached, 
nese pulses from the pulse generator 81 are also ap- 10 then an instruction to change the X direction is issued. 
plied to all of the And gates 82, through 86. The computer then moves in the Y direction and 
changes the x direction of motion by applying a signal 
to drive the x flip flop 90. Thereafter the microscope Since the motor drive register is in its non-zero state, until it has counted down to zero, the one of the two X 
And gates 82, 84 which is enabled by the x direction 
flip flop 90 will be able to apply pulses to the X motor 
-using it drive the ~croscope stage. men the x 
the And gate which hes been applying pulses to the 
motor is disenabled. 
puter mode is the same as the circuitry used for driving 
the X motor in the computer mode. A Y cumulative 
stage moves until it reaches the end of the new X line 
where the 
TO clarify the foregoing, in the search mode the mi- 
of one line. It is then instructed to move in the Y direc- 
tion to the end of the adjacent line, and then instructed 
20 to move in the x direction back to the beginning of that 
adjacent line. At the beginning of that adjacent line the 
microscope stage is moved again in the Y direction one 
line and then s- again in the direction towards the 
routine 
motor drive register reaches zero, this is detected, and croscope stage is moved from the &ginning to the end 
ne circuitry for driving the motor in the 
position mode register lM the pi- end of the line to it has been moved. The micro- 
25 scope slide is scanned in this manner from top to bottom Of the microscope stage 12* It is driven in to the same pulses which are applied to the +Y and -Y 
inputs to the Y motor 52. This cumulative position is Automatic focusing is carried out each time a chro- supplied to the computer which determines the location 
along the Y axis to which it desires the microscope stage ne television camera 30 scans a spread Seen through 
to move. This is subtracted from the Y cumulative p s i -  3o the microscope and displays this On a monitor 32. me 
tion information and the difference is applied to the Y spread may also be viewed through the microscope 
Over the entire Bzea to be searched. 
mosome spread is detected. 
motor drive register by the computer. Pulses from the 
pulse generator 81 are to an And gate 110* 
viewing lens 28. Thus, during the editing mode, the 
operator can use either or both means for editing. 
which is enabled when the Y motor drive register is not the system goes into its scan- 
in its zero psition* These pulses s~ t~ drive the ' 35 ning mode. It sequences the microscope stage to the 
motor drive register and are also applied to the +y and locations of the chromosome spreads which have been 
-y And gates 62 and 64- The One Of these two which accepted, automatically focuses the image, and digitizes 
is enabled is determined by the output of the y flip flop the spread image into a dah  set (SDS). m e  digiti- 
92. zation is accomplished by the television camera 30 and 
Accordingly, the Y motor is driven until it reaches the image digitking system 36. n i s  equipment is com- 
the position determined by the computer at which time mercially available and, by way of example, in an em- 
the Y motor drive register will be at zero. This is de- bodiment of the invention which was built, this equip- 
tected by the zero detector With the consequent in- ment, called the model 108 Computer Eye, was fur- 
Vef te r  output 104 dkmbling the one of the two And nished by a company called Spatial Data Systems, Inc. 
gates which was enabled by the Y flip flop 92. Also, no 45 The camera scanned the image at the standard televi- 
further pulses are applied to the Y motor drive register. sion rate (525 lines, 60 frames per second, interlace 2: 1) 
Both the x and Y CUmUlatiVe position register Out- and produced a video signal which was monitored on 
Puts are applied to an x and y display 112 to be Visually the television display. The brightness value in the scan 
displayed. The display comprises apparatus which con- picture is sampled at each point of a 512 by 480 grid and 
verts the digital information in the X and Y cumulative 50 converted to a 7-bit binary number. Points anywhere in 
position registers into visual information. the picture may be selected on the program control, or 
FIG. 3 is a flow chart exemplifying the search mode the digitization can proceed through all points in se- 
of operation. When the computer starts a search the quence. A cursor is displayed on the monitor to show 
circuitry shown in FIG. 2 is instructed to move a prede- the points to be digitized. 
termined amount in the X direction. In the embodiment 55 As soon as the computer detects the presence of a 
of the invention which was constructed, each step of spread image in one of the scan data sets provided by 
motion in either X or Y direction is 10 microns, how- the image digitizing apparatus, it enters into its analysis 
ever each move instruction from the computer in either mode. If the spread image is not to be karyotyped, the 
the X or the Y direction is a 160 micron move. The field chromosomes are located, counted and displayed to the 
of view is 200 microns square, and a cell containing 60 operator for verification. However, if the cell is to be 
chromosomes is on the order of 80 microns in diameter. karyotyped, a sequence of programs are executed to 
Accordingly, the instruction by the computer to the effect the karyotype analysis of the cell. These pro- 
circuitry shown in FIG. 2 is to move the stage 160 grams locate the chromosomes in a cell, orient them, 
microns in the X direction and then to institute a delay extract measurements, classify the chromosomes and 
in order to focus and to permit the spread detector to 65 compose the digital karyotype. After the chromosomes 
determine if a spread is present in the field of view. If have been isolated, they are displayed on the gray level 
there is a spread the X-Y coordinates of that location display device 37 along with sequence numbers to allow 
are stored by the computer. the operator to correct cases of chromosome touching 
After the editing 
7 
and fragmentation. The karyotype is also displayed to drives each of which has two 2.5 million byte disk car- 
allow the operator to verify correct classification. After tridges. The core memory is partitioned so that it a n  
the karyotype has been approved by the operator, it is simultaneously perform three. tasks; slide search, chro- 
formatted for output, combined with the spread image mosome spread analysis on a recorded digital picture of 
and copied into one ofthe output data sets. The analysis 5 a chromosome spread; and pictorial output generation 
Phase Processes cell images one at a time from a raw of an analyzed chromosome spread. All software runs 
spread image to digital karyotype. under a disk operating system monitor supplied by the 
FIG. 4 represents a flow chart illustrating the steps in manufacturer, as well as maintenance and interactive 
the analysis Phase of operation which have Just been statistical analysis. Automatic keryotyping runs under a 
described. SDS stands for scan data set. Each chromo- 10 specially written supemisor (CALMS). 
some is tagged with a number. Where operator inter- 
vention is required, in the case of the spread interaction CALMS 
or karyotype interaction, where break ups are to be purpose: Clinical ALMS supervisor - Controls slide 
fixed or chromosomes are touching, or other problems. search, scanning, analysis and hardcopy output of 
The operator moves the interactive joystick to the loca- 15 karyotypes or counts. 
tion of a picture element which required correction. controls the three s4+i- 
The operator then, by means of the typewriter 27, types tions,~l search, analysis, and hardcopy. 
an instruction to the computer in response to which the occupies core from 30000 to 37777 
and includes the hardcopy driver. The search partition computer performs the required operation. 
the chromosome spread which has been organized into System subroutines are permanently resident at loca- 
the standard karyotype format for ease of diagnosis. tions 4,000 to 57777. 
Similar pairs of autosomes are collected and numbered scan and analysis of u) phases that residue on with homologous pairs being numbered from 1 - 22 and disk in core-image One phase at a time is loaded 
visor. (Locations 157000 to 157775 may be used for through G based on similar morphology. 
COMMON storage.) The gray level display device is a 1029 line television monitor driven by a scan converter called a Hughes 639 Each analysis phase has a unique identifying number, scan converter. This is provided by the Hughes Aircraft 
data set CALMS.OVR is used to store the phases. Each Hard copy printout is achieved by converting the 
which are applied to the hard copy output device. This a phase in CALMS.oVR it has been linked with a 
comprises essentially a facsimile recorder. bottom switch of 60000. 
above, a novel and useful system for scanning chromo- 
some spreads detecting those spreads; editing the de- 
analyzing, classifying and placing a spread in a karyo- 
type format. This format is displayed on a gray scale 40 SR OVB 
display for final correction. Then a hard copy printout * l  
of the corrected karyotype image is provided. SFI 
The Appendix that follows provides a specific de- Similar batch streams build the other phases. 
scription of the computer programs as well as a copy of An Analysis P h  is loaded into core and then called 
the program, in the FORTRAN language, used on a 45 85 if it were a subroutine. The disk unit, file name and 
DEC PDP-11 computer for performing the operations extension of the current scan data set are passed 85 
described. The computer is made by Digital Equipment Parmetem. The Phase must to the CALMS 
Corporation, One Iran Way, Mulborough, Mm. This supervisor when it is finished. This can be done with a 
is to be considered exemplary and not as limiting. n e  return statement h a subroutine or a d to the CALMS 
program can be translated for use on other types of M EXIT Subroutine from a main ProPam. 
general purpose computers, made by other manufactur- The following symbols are used to define the scan 
em by those skilled in the art. 
The chromosome indentifieation technique, that is a NSDS = 3 # of scan data sets 
general description of a method of chromosome identi- NHDS = 2 # of hardcopy data sets 
fication which was implemented by the programming is 55 SDU = 5 scan disk unit @K5:) 
described in a volume entitled Chmtnosome Identific- HDU = 3 hardcopy disk unit (DK3:) 
tion edited by Torbjorn, Casperson and Lore Zech, The scan data sets are named sl,s2,s3. The hardcopy 
which is a publication of Proceedings of the Twenty- data sets are named H1,H2. They are stored under UIC 
Third a Noble Symposia published by the Academic 12.21. Alkat ion  Of data sets is done by: 
Press in 1973. The chromosome analysis procedure 60 
which was implemented by the programming is gener- 
ally described in Perspectives in Genetics edited by S.  W. 





The gray level display system presents a picture of 2o is permanently resident at lopations 40000 to 46777. 
similar Pairs being into flouP lettered A 25 into locations 60000 to 156777 and called by the super- 
Co. with instructions for its use and its operation. 30 from l-m* scan is Phase ' 8  binary is Phase 2, etC. The 
program OVB is used to store d ig id  elements into analog signals by the circuits 40, phase required 63 
There has accordingly been shown and described 35 The fouOwing stream builds (Phase l): 
f2p2] 
SR 
t s t ed  spreads. Thereafter digitking the spread images, #DK5:PHASE/COJJ:/SH <CALMS,STBs- 
SCAN,EXIT,FTNLIB/B:60000/E 
and hardcopy data sets. 
NFSDS: .WORD .-. # full scan data sets (F) 
SDS: .BLKB NSDS if NFSDS contains F (F>O) the 
first F bytes contain the data set numbers (1 = S1, 
2 = S2, etc) ordered by time of scan. 
HDS: .BLKB NHDS each byte gives the status of a 
4,1223 18 
65 particular data set: 
0 = available 
The computer has a core memory and the software 
fits into 64K bytes of core memory. It also has three disk 
1 = in use by mask 




When CALMS calls the MASK phase, it gives the 
current hardcopy data set as a parameter, instead of the 
current scan data set. When MASK returns, CALMS 
calls HCOPY, unless it is already operating. Whenever 
data set is full, and if so, it starts to process it. 
HCOPY and SEARCH are intemptdriven and 
must not call mY non-reentrant DOS routines, because 
the routine they call might be the One that Was inter- 
rupted. 
not re-entrant because it gets buffer space for a DDB. 
Therefore, HCOPY and SEARCH cannot call OPEN. 
CALMS initially opens all the hardcopy data sets to 
find their start block numbers and saves them in the 15 
HSBN table. 
The CALMS supervisor flow chart illustrates its 
operation. The ‘idle loop’ starts at S10 and the program 
will cycle until a spread can be scanned or analyzed, or 
a special request has been made (See Flow Chart 1). 
After a spread is scanned, the program INTl is 
called. If the operator only wants to do a count, the 
spread will not be placed in the analysis queue, and the 
counting and masking are done at this time. 
the analysis queue, but if more spreads are to be scanned 
(and scan data sets are available), they will be scanned 
before analysis begins. When all spreads on a slide have 
been scanned, a new slide can be searched while spreads 
HCOPY finishes, it checks to See if another hardcopy 5 If the spread is to be karyotyped, it will be added to 
lo from the previous slide are karyotyped. 
OPEN rC3lllts in a d l  t0 the .INIT routhe which is mow Chart 2 details the flow of data through the 
various program and data sets during the karyotyping 
process. 
The analysis loop begins at 575, and CALMS Stays in 
this loop until the MASK phase is called (or a restart or 
abOrtisrquested)- 
After MASK is called, CALMS starts the hard copy 
partition (unless it is already running), and returns to the 
20 “idle loop.” 
NFSDS = ’ OF SCANNED SPREADS IN ANALYSIS QUEUE 
INI I IALIZE LEDS 
M C A N  = ’ Cy SPREADS IN SCAN OUEUt  
SLARCH 
INIT IAl12E SEARCH 
PROCESS RESTART 
1 
CLEAR BINARY P H M S  
+ 
TI CLEAR N O 8  PAIbMS L+ 
,-a N PAT. REP. 
NFSDS = 31  c?-- 




FTC!.I’ CHART 2 C,\L“S n a t a  Flow 
SEARCH 
Purpose: Slide search edit, and focus. SEARCH par- 
tition of CALMS 
SEARCH controls the microscope stage and handles 
the interrupts from the special-function keyboard and 
spread/focus data ready. Initially, CALMS calls 
SEARCH to set up some of the interrupts. Thereafter, 
SEARCH is interrupt-driven. 
The operator presses SEARCH start on the special- 
function keyboard to start a search. Patient ID, sex, 
slide ID, and source are entered from the typewriter, 
before the SEARCH actually starts. The SEARCH 
pattern is a boustrophedon. Each step is 160 microns, 
and 60 horizontal steps are taken, before a vertical step 
is taken. Thus, the slide is searched in rows. 
SEARCH is entered via the spread/focus data ready 
interrupt, after each step. I f  the “spread” bit is on, the X 
and Y values are saved in the spread queue, SPQ. 
SEARCH will perform an auto-focus whenever 15 
steps have elapsed since the last auto-focus, and there is 
something to focus on. 
The operator can manually halt the search with the 
SEARCH halt key. He can then move to another area 
of the slide and resume the search by pressing 
SEARCH resume. SEARCH disables the spread/focus 
data ready interrupt when it receives a SEARCH hlt 
interrupt, and re-enables it for SEARCH resume. 
The SEARCH is terminated when 300 spreads have 
been found, or when the operator presses the edit-start 
key. 
Normally, both SEARCH and edit are done at 63X. 
and there is only one edit. (There is also an option to 
search at 40X and do a “low-magnification” edit at 40X, 
followed by a “high magnification” edit at 100X). 
Edit moves the stage to each spread location saved in 
the spread queue and initiates an auto-focus sequence. 
The operator can reject the spread before the auto- 
focus sequence finishes, and edit will immediately move 
40 to the next spread in the queue. If the auto-focus se- 
quence finishes, edit turns on the operator action light 
and waits for the operator to press “accept,” “reject,” 
“next” or “last.” 
The operator normally centers the spreads he wishes 
45 to accept. When the accept key is pressed, edit saves the 
X and Y values in the same place in the queue and flags 
them by setting them negative. It also increments the 
rating for the spread by one each time the accept key is 
pressed. The ratings are stored in a byte table named 
When the reject key is pressed, spread rating is ze- 
roed and the X and Y values are made positive. The 
stage is then moved to the next spread. 
The next key causes edit to move to the next spread 
55 without altering the accept-reject state. 
The last key causes edit to move to the previous 
spread. 
The edit finishes when the end of the queue is 
reached, or when the operator presses edit-end. The 
60 queue is then sorted according to rating. The highest 
rated spread is moved to the start of the queue, and the 
stage is moved to this spread in preparation for the first 
scan. At this point, the queue and other critical informa- 
tion is saved, by calling WPARAM for phase one. This 
65 allows a scan restart at a later time. 
GNSTS is the entry point for the “get next spread to 
scan” subroutine. It initiates a motor move and auto- 
focus on the next spread in the scan queue. CSPQ con- 





if search start is pressed. The spiral search is useful in 
locating a spread close to known coordinates. It takes 
steps of 50 microns in a spiral pattern and focuses when 
there is something to focus on. The operator can halt it 
or resume it with the search halt and resume keys. 
The focus routine can be entered via the focus key 
interrupt, or it can be called as a subroutine via a simu- 
lated interrupt. It operates by initiating focus motor 
moves and executing an RTI instruction, after setting 
up the spread/focus data ready interrupt. When the 
move is completed, it is reentered and compares the 
new focus value with the old one to see what the next 
move should be. Each lens has an initial and final step 
based on its magnification. The step size is decreased 
until the final step size is reached. The focus flow chart 
illustrates the algorithm. 
(See Flow Chart 3). 
onto a disk. The picture is scanned by columns, with 
alternating even and odd TV fields, to achieve the mini- 
mum scan time of 17 seconds. Each column is assembled 
in core and output as a l i e  on disk and on the gray 
5 scale. The coils on the SDS monitor have been rotated 
so that the orientation is the same as on the gray scale 
monitor. 
Sector histograms are accumulated as the picture is 
scanned, and sector thresholds are calculated at the end 
of each row of sectors. The thresholds are typed out if 
SW1 is up. The thresholds are written after the last 
picture line. 
SCAN sets priority 6 during the pixel digitization 
15 loop to prevent interrupts from other devices which 
would cause it to lose “sync.” Hardcopy interrupts 
(which are at priority 7) are the only ones allowed, due 
O L D F  : FOCUS VALUE 
CALL IFREL (FSTEP) 
SDF?A F430 
DISPLAY FOCUS KEY 
AS LAST KEY 
DISA8LL F O C U S  INTERRUPT 
OIEAPD - IEAPD OSDFPA = SDFPA 
F I N D  FSTEP A N D  FLAST FOR THIS LENS 
SDFPA - F410 
ENAJLE SDR INTERRUPT 
CALL IFREL (-2’FSTEP) 
SDFPA = F440 
F = FOCUS VALUE 
I 
FSTEP = +STEP 
CALL IFREL 
(FSTEf‘*FSlEP/2I 
FSrEP = FSTEPD 
I 
F FOCUSVALUE FSiEP +STEP 
RE-ENABLE IT, UNLESS SPR PRESENT 
IN SEARCH A N D  SWI I UP. 
FSIEP - F S I E P / ?  
FLOW CHART 3 Focus 
SCAN 65 to their critical nature. When the hardcopy is running, 
the SCAN takes several seconds longer. 
SCAN converts pixel values of 0 to I ,  and values of 
127 to 126. This allows cut and join lines to be differen- 
tiated from normal data values. 
Purpose: To scan a picture onto disk, display it on the 
SCAN uses the SDS data camera to scan a picture 
gray scale, and calculate sector thresholds. 
4.122.5 18 I ,  
15 
SCAN stores the source code, patient ID and sex, 
slide ID, X and Y values, date and time of scan into the 
label of the output data set. 
The operator may enter additional information as the 
SCAN ID. 5 
BINARY 
Purpose: To segment the chromosomes and generate 
an edge file containing the end point coordinates for 
BINARY will read in a scanned spread and assemble 
a reduced core image of binary sample points. Each 
sample point is obtained by averaging a 2 X 2 pixel area. 
If this average is above the sector threshold, then the 
sample point is recorded as a I-bit. Otherwise, a zero bit 15 
is recorded. Thus a digitized spread of SOOX480 pixels 
is reduced to a 250x240 grid of sample points. The 
resulting binary image is surrounded with zero bits to 
provide a physical boundary to keep the perimeter 
walker used in the segmentation algorithm from wan- 20 
dering off the edge of the picture. The binary reduction 
is accomplished through multiple calls to the subrou- 
tines QTHR or STHR. 
After the binary image has been completely assem- 
bled in core, it is scanned line-by-line for chromosomes 25 
(I-bits). Each chromosome.is "segmented" by record- 
ing its starting and ending coordinates on each scan line. 
Provision also exists for multiple segments to occur on 
any given line. (See Flow Chart 5) 
subroutine SEGMENT, which scans the binary image 
line-by-line for chromosomes. The search is performed 
by ROACH, which scans each line from left to right, 
stopping only when it encounters a chromosome. The 
each segmented chromosome. 10 
The segmentation algorithm is implemented the 30 
starting bit location of any chromosome found is re- 
corded and control is transferred to the subroutine 
TURTLE. TURTLE will walk counterclockwise 
around the perimeter of the chromosome, recording the 
segment end. point coordinates as it proceeds. Since the 
coordinates are recorded in the order they are encoun- 
tered along the perimeter, they must be rearranged so 
that they correspond to starting and ending segment 
coordinates. This is accomplished by sorting the coordi- 
nates with the integer sort routine SORTIN. 
After a chromosome has been completely segmented, 
it must be removed from the image in order to prevent 
ROACH from re-encountering it while scanning the 
next line. The subroutine ERASE will use the segment 
coordinates to erase (set all I-bits to zero) the chromo- 
some from the image. 
At this point, chromosomes may be accepted or re- 
jected on the basis of length, width, area and perimeter 
measurements. All chromosomes thus accepted are 
recorded in an edge file, (see Flow Chart 5), in a format 
suitable for input to the phase SKIRT. 
PARAMETERS: All parameters are optional and 
may appear in any order except where specified. 
AREA followed by two integers representing the 
minimum and maximum allowable cross sectional 
EP followed by two integers representing the mini- 
mum and maximum number of perimeter points 
allowable. 
LENGTH followed by two integers representing the 
minimum and maximum allowable length. 
SKIRT followed by an integer representing the 
width of the skirt (in pixels) to be added to al l  the 






GATHER CHROMOSOME RETHRESHOLD AND 
SEGMENT END GREY LEVELS FROM SEGMENT OBJECTS 
POINTS SCANNED SPREAD 
BINARY REDUCTION ADD SKIRTS TO 
AND SEGMENTATION 
OF CHROMOSOMES 
CHART CAWS Segmentation Sequence 
Fa.: = FIRST RECORD FOR OaJECl 
N ~ NUMBER OF END POINTS 
4 , 1 2 2 ~  18 
18 
INTEGER DIH (512) 
INTEGER EDGE (512) 
.UP TO 128 
SEGMENTS/RECOPD 
I X 2  
Edge F i l e  Format FLOW CHART 5 
SKIRT 
Purpose: To increase the cross sectional area of each 
segmented chromosome by recomputing the segment 
end points and storing the results in a segment file suit- 
able for input to the CHROME phase. 
SKIRT will increase the area of each chromosome by 
extending its boundary outward a uniform distance in 
all directions. (Flow Chart 6.) Each chromosome is thus 
skirted with marginal elements to prevent loss of data 
when the boundaries are recomputed during the rethre- 
sholding step (ROB phase). SKIRT requires an edge fde 
as input and generates a segment file. (See. Flow Chart 
7). 
The width of the skirt is controlled by the parameter 
B (number of boundary samples), which is introduced in 
the BINARY phase. The chromosomes are enlarged by 
60 recomputing the segment end points, adding new seg- 
ments where necessary and merging segments that have 
grown together. The segment end points are stored in 
the segment file as triplets (line coordinate and starting 
and ending sample coordinates). 
The background gray levels and thresholds for each 
chromosome are computed by estimating its center of 









FLO!d CHART 6 Seg inen tcd  Chromosome S u r r o u n d e d  by S k i r t  
'r i G  .!.', L N i 
END POlNi 
COORDINATES 
3 = MEAN BACKGROUND GREY LEVEL 
I = CHROMOSOME THRESHOLD 
$SI = BEGINNING SEGMENT INDEX 
ISI ENDING SEGMENT INDEX 
20 
INTEGER SEG (6192) 
'32 
Segment T i I e  Format  







Purpose: To gather the gray values of the segmented 
chromosome from the scanned spread and to store them 
in a chrome file. 
CHROME requires as input a scanned spread and its 
corresponding segment file. Using the segment end 
point coordinates, CHROME gathers the gray values 
for each chromosome and stores them in a chrome file 
in a format suitable for input to the ROB phase (Flow 
Chart 8). 
In order to avoid re-reading scan lines, chromosomes 
which appear on the same line are processed concur- 
rently. For this reason, the gray values are stored in an 
intermediate buffer (CBUF) until an entire chromosome 
has been processed or the buffer becomes full. When all 
the gray values for a chromosome have been gathered 
in CBUF, the gray values and their associated segment 
end point coordinates are assembled in one or more 
chromosome records (see Flow Chart 8) and written 
onto the chrome file. This task is performed by the 
SLO, 5 5 0 ,  NLO, NSO, NOB, B, DPER 
ROB DIRECTORY INTEGER LBW (80) 
LAST BLOCK WRITTEN 
~ 
LI L2 L3 . . . 
Li = NUMBER OF THE LAST RECORD 
CHROMOSOME WRITTEN FOR CHROMOSOME i 
RECORDS 
LL 
subroutine WBUF. If the intermediate buffer becomes 
full, the chromosome occupying the most space in the 
buffer will be assembled and written out with a call to 
WBUF. 
The intermediate buffer is  partitioned into sections of 
a fixed size and formatted into a list structure to facili- 
tate the allocation and release of buffer areas. The first 
word of each section contains the buffer index of the 
next section in the list (=0 for the last section in the list). 
lo The remaining words in each section is used to store 
gray level information. 
Initially, all the sections are formatted into a single 
list representing all available sections. The next free 
,5 section index (NFSI) points to the beginning of this list, 
and is updated whenever sections are removed from or 
added to the front of the list. 
When sections are allocated to a chromosome, in- 
dexes pointing to the first and last sections of the chro- 
20 mosome list (FSI and LSI) are maintained in a chromo- 
some directory. 
PBW NSEG Y I  x 1  N, 2Ni 5AMPLES 2N, SAMPLES Y2 X2 N2 2N2 SAMPLES 2N2 SAMPLES . . . 
WORD 
1 NUMBER O F  THE PREVIOUS RECORD WRITTEN FOR THE CHROMOSOME 
(4 FOR THE FIRST RECORD OF EACH CHROMOSOME) 
NUhZBER OF SEGMENTS IN THIS RECORD 
LINE A N D  SAMPLE COORDINATES FOR FIRST SEGMENT 
NUMaER OF SAMPLE POINTS FOR FIRST SEGMENT (N,) 
GREY LEVELS FOR FIRST SEGMENT. SINCE EACH SAMPLE POINT 
REPRESENTS A 2 X 2 PIXEL AREA, 4N1 PIXELS ARE STORED, OR 
2 N 1  PIXELS EACH FROM TWO CONSECUTIVE LINES. 
2 
3 A N D  4 
5 
6 TO 4 N , t 5  
4N,+6 TO . . . SIMILAR INFORMATION FOR THE SECOND SEGMENT 




Purpose: To rethreshold and resegment the chromo- Purpose: To number the objects found by SEG- 
somes and to store them in a chromosome file. MENT or ROB and display the picture on the gray 
ROB requires as input a chrome tile containing seg- 5 scale, 
ment end point coordinates and gray level information NOB reads 122 words of parameters into NK, 
for each chromosome. Each chromosome is reassem- LT(@), ST(@), and FI. If FI is zero, NOB does not 
bled in core and its histogram is generated. Based on its display the ,,icture on the gray scale, and calls 
histogram, a new threshold is computed for the chro- APHASE (MASKPHI. 
mosome. Using this new threshold, the chromosomes 10 NK is the number of chromosomes and LT and ST 
are resegmented by applying algorithms very Similar to are the lines and samples where the numbers are to be 
those used in the BINARY phase, except that the algo- placed. 
than on a binary reduction. required on that line. If LT is in order, NOB runs a little 
scan for pixels above the computed threshold. This task each line. is performed by the subroutine ISEG, which records 
the location of any objects that it finds. The task of 
tracking the perimeter of the object is performed by the 
subroutine SOT (Son of Turtle), which records the 20 
segment end point coordinates as it walks around the 
object on a counterclockwise direction. The coordi- 
nates are sorted to correspond to Segment end Points by 
the subroutine SORTIN. 
original boundary for the chromosome established in 
the BINARY phase. If this search fails 0% if the object 
lies completely in the skirt), the object is rejected. This 
mosomes from being included in the chromosome file. 
The object is then assembled into one or more chro- 
mosome records and the space it occupied in core is 
zeroed out. The task of moving the object is performed 
by the subroutine REMOVE, which may optionally 
contrast stretch the gray values for maximal display. 35 
The object may be rejected at this point based on area 
measurements. The assembled chromosome records are 
written onto the chromosome file and the object en- 
tered into a chromosome directory. 
contains the 
following: 
fithms are applied on the gray values themselves Either NOB reads one line at a time and adds any numbers 
The segmentation process begins with a line by line l5 faster since it doesn’t have to search the entire table for 
INTl 
purpose: TO correct errors in object isolation. 
INTl is called immediately after each spread is 
scanned. The operator normally requests a quick count 
at this time. If the spread is only to be used for a count, 
the operator can correct for missing or extra objects and 
If the spread is to be karyotype& cuts, joins, and 
threshold changes are needed to correct for in 
object isolation. After the objects have been isolated, 
INTl communicates with CALMS by calling 
APHASE. It writes parameters to BINARY to indicate 
a quick count, and to NOB to tell it to call MASK and 
not display the picture when finishing up a count. 
The segments are examined for pixels lying within the 25 finish it. 
is necessary to prevent fragments Of neighboring chro- 3o INTI is called to check for any remining errors. 
MOB 
Purpose: TO orient and measure the chromosomes. 
MOB orients each input object, accumulates IOD, 
area and length and calculates centromeric index by 
length, IOD and area. The unrotated chromosome file 
(UCR) is MOB’s input (which is ROB’S output) and the 
rotated chromosome file (RCR) is MOB’s output. The 
format of RCR is as follows: 
The first record Of the chromosome 
WORD 
I Number of chromosomes (maximum of 60) 
numbers for each chromosome: 
YMIN = Minimum line coordinate Rec. 1:  Word ( I )  = # of input objects (integer) 
XMIN = Minimum sample coordinate 
2-241 Chromosome directory containing the following four 45 
FEW = First chromosome record written 
Word (2,3) = Spread IOD (real) 
Word (4,s) = Spread length (real) 
Word (6,7) = Spread area (real) 
Word (9) 
Words (16465) = Chromosome directory 
Words (14-465) = Chromosome directory 
Reserved for CLASFY results 
Reserver for BANDS results 
55 Rotated chromosome images 
LBW = Last chromosome record written 
242- 
302 Thresholds used for each chromosome 50 Word (8) = Next available record in RCR (integer) 
The second record contains the following: 
-_ 









Line coordinate of an internal point for each 
chromosome 
Sample coordinate of an internal point 
Perimeter measure for each chromosome 
The remainder of the file is composed of one or more 
contiguous chromosomes records for each chromo- 
some. Each such record will contain the following: 







5 to N + 4  
N +  5 
Number of segments in this records 
Line coordinate for first segment 
Sample coordinate for first segment 
Number of samples (N) in segment 
N Gray levels for this segment 
Line coordinate for second segment 
Integer CHDIR (15, 60) 
CHDIR ( 1 , l )  - CHDIR (15,30) on Rec I 
CHDIR (1,31) - CHDIR (15,60) on Rec 2 65 
-__ Each entry is as follows: 
4,1223 18 
25 26 
The classification table can be supplied to CLASFY 
with the OS parameter, followed by the object numbers 
for the slots. In this case, CLASFY sets up the karyo- 
type format but does not do any classifications. 
CHDIR (1.1) = 1st Rec. # of Ith rotated image, 
or zero if rejected 
CHDIR (2,I) = # of lines in image 
CHDIR (3,I) = # of samples in image 5 
CHDIR (4,I) = Length of chrommme KTYPE 
CHDlR (5,I) = IOD/8 of chromosome 
CHDIR (61) = Centromenc Index by Length Purpose: Builds KARYOGRAM and displays it on 
CHDIR (7,I) = Centromeric Index by Density 
CHDlR @,I) = Centromenc Index by Are8 
CHDIR (9,l) = Centromere line KTYPE utilizes the chromosome directory, the clas- 
CHDIR (10,I) = Penmeter of chromosome lo sification tables and the rotated images on RCR to build 
the karyogram on KGM. CHDlR (1 ],I) = Area CHDIR (12,I) = P*/Ares 
CHDIR (13,I) =Centromere Location Method IBUF is a 20480 byte buffer that holds one record for 
CHDIR (14.1) = Available for expansion each object on the current line. Since the record length 
CHDlR ( 1  5,I) = Available for expansion 
is 1024 bytes, twenty objects can be accommodated. 
KTYPE builds the karyogram one line at a time, 
inserting line segments from IBUF, object numbers, 
in the appropriate place. 
the gray scale. 
” 
MOB will reject objects if they are too large or too 
X 88. The maximum allowable size after rotation is 88 
X 48. The maximum area is 2000 points, and minimum 
area is 30 points. The minimum length and width are 5 2o 
lines and 5 samples. When an object is rejected, its area, Purpose: Provide operator interaction to fix karyo- 
length, and width are typed. 
Originally, MOB had an option to use a skeleton INT2 is called after the chromosomes have been 
method in locating centromeres. However, this methad 25 measured, classified, and displayed as a karyotype. The 
took 25 set. longer with little or no improvement in operator can correct rotation errors, centromere errors, 
centromere accuracy. This option was removed in and classification errors. The corrections are normally 
order to save core space and allow a larger maximum done in the above order, since a rotation error usually 
chromosome size. causes a centromere error and a centromere error usu- 
INT2 uses WPARAM to write parameters to MOB CLASFY 
Purpose: T O  ClasSifY the rotated chromosomes into 10 and CLASFY and uses RPARAM to read them back to 
groups (conventional classifier). see what has previously occurred. If the operator cor- 
CLASFY reads in the chromosome directory pro- rects rotation and centromere errors and does not move 
duced by MOB and classifies each object. Once classifi- 35 any chromosomes around, INT2 will allow CLASFY 
cation is complete, CLASFY writes the classification to reclassify on the basis of the new measurements. 
tables into RCR, record 3. The format is: After the operator starts making moves, INT2 tells 
CLASFY what the karyotype should look like and does 
not allow an automatic reclassification. 
RESEL 
Small. The maximum allowable She before rotation iS 88 centromere marks and slot ID’S at the appropriate time 
INT2 
type errors. 
30 ally causes a classification error. 
40 Word (1)  = # of samples in karyogram Word (2) = No object # flag 
Word (3-12) = GrouoID’s 
Purpose: Save information on measured chromo- 
RESEL uses the MOB output to rearrange the mea- 
45 surements in order of type and store them in KDATA 
Words‘(l3-102) = Slot ~ D s  
Words (103-108) = Initial slot for each row 
Words (109-199) = Object found in each slot somes. 
Words (200-204) = Center line table for each row 
Words (205-294) = Center sample for each slot 
(BDATA for banded spreads). It also writes the patient 
report line in PDATA. This table is then used by KTYPE to build the output 
karyogram. 
Classification is based on an internal table that gives 
the minimum and maximum allowable centromeric in- 50 Format Of 
dexes for each length, for each of the ten groups of 
chromosomes. The table is called CT and is dimen- 
sioned (20, 51). The twenty entries for each length are 
minimum and maximum CI for A-1, A-2, A-3, B, C+X, 
D, E-16, E-17 and E-18, F and G+Y. 5-854 PID (850) BYTE 10 byte patient ID for 
First, an initial classification is made. Then, moves are 
made from “heavy” groups to “light” groups. When 
there are several candidates for a move, the one with 
“maximum likelihood” is chosen. 
After all possible moves have been made, the chro- 
mosomes within each group are ordered according to Line Directory for Source weads 
the slope table which describes the slope of a line that 
sweeps in from the right. Most groups are ordered by When “NUSED” becomes 85, next available line # will 
size. When the C+X group has 15 or 16 members, the 65 be inserted into NEXT. Then the line in NEXT will be 
third largest or third and fourth largest are placed in the the next directory record for this source. 
X slots. When G+Y has five members, the chromo- Line 16500 Data Records and Directory Records, if 
some with the maximum fit factor is placed in the Y slot. necessary 
pml 
3-4 
Record I for Source weads 
Source I ,  or 0 
Rec max is 85 
each spread, or 0 
for each spread 
NEXT 1.2 Line # of next Dir Rec for 
NUSED 1.2 # of spreads in this Dir 
55 
855-1024 LINE (85) 1.2 Corresponding data line # 






















(First 64 bytes) source, patient, 
sex, slide, X,Y 
(First 20 bytes) scan time 
(First 20 bytes)scan ID 
(First 20 bytes) diagnosis 
# of chromosomes in the karyotype 
Length sum (not normalized 
for 46) 
IOD sum (not normalized for 46) 
Area sum (not normalized for 46) 
137-144 UNUSED 
145-224 ON (SO) BYTE Object #'s for types 1-24. 25-30, 
31-40, or 0 
225-304 ONL (80) BYTE # lines for each object 
305-384 ONS (80) BYTE #samples 
385-464 LEN (80) BYTE Length (adjusted for bend)-un. 
465-624 IOD (80) 1'2 IOD/8 - unnormalized 
625-784 AREA (BO) 1'2 Area 
785-864 CIL (80) BYTE CIL 
865-944 CID(80) BYTE CID 
945-1024 CIA (80) BYTE CIA 
Records 2-4 for Banded Data 
1-1632 OCFOUR(51,8) REAL.4 C for types 1-24,25,26 
1633-3060 OPHI (51,7) REAL.4 PHI for types 1-24, 25, 26 
Negative Source = Banded suread and uses DK4BDATA16.61 
normalized) 
MASK 2 
Purpose: To  combine two pictures and add a border. 
MASK2 combines the numbered spread and karyo- 
type into a single picture formatted for the hardcopy. 
The output is written on disk, with an option to also 
write it on tape if switch 5 is up. 
The picture on disk is written in hardcopy format, 
with four bits for each element, and the picture on tape 
is written with eight bits for each element. Gray scales, 
reference masks and annotation are added to the pic- 
ture. 
MASK2 is also used to combine the numbered spread 
and the raw spread for counts. It checks for the KG 
parameter followed by the disk unit and filename for the 
raw spread. 
MASK2 calls subroutines MSUB, WEDGE, REF, 
and WLINE to do the bulk of the work in creating the 
output picture. 
BAND 
Purpose: To find the waveform and calculate Fourier 
coefficients for banded chromosomes. 
The input to BAND is the rotated chromosome file, 
RCR. For each chromosome, BAND first decides if the 
chromosome is straight or bent. 
For bent chromosomes, BAND curve fits a parabola 
to the boundary points and recalculates the chromo- 
some length. The waveform is determined by sampling 
along the parabola, and using three points perpendicular 
to the slope of the parabola. 
For straight chromosomes, the waveform is deter- 
mined by sampling along each line, using a moving 
window of eight points. The maximum value found 
along the line is used. 
A and B Fourier coefficients are then computed from 
the waveform values for eight harmonics. From these, 
C (Amplitudes) and PHI (Phase Angle) are computed 
and saved in records &7 of the rotated chromosome 
file, RCR. Length and centromeric index are passed to 
FOUR as parameters. 
BAND recognizes the following parameters: 
WA: Store a representation of the waveform in place 
of the rotated chromosome images. 










QB: Quick BAND - process only the C group. 
FOUR 
Purpose: To classify banded chromosomes using 
Fourier coefficients, length and centromeric index. 
The inputs to FOUR are the classification table of 
means and variances, and the banded chromosome mea- 
surements. FOUR computes the likelihood that each 
chromosome belongs to each of the chromosome types, 
using 14 measurements - length, centromeric index by 
area, C(2) to C(8), and PHI (2) to PHI (6). 
If a chromosome's length or centromeric index differs 
by more than 6 S.D. for a particular chromosome type, 
that type is ruled out for that chromosome. Similarly, if 
the C sum or PHI sum exceeds 7 S.D. or the total sum 
exceeds 8 S.D., that type is excluded for that chromo- 
some. 
The chromosomes are then classified in order of like- 
lihood, subject to group membership rules. This proce- 
dure may leave some chromosomes unclassified, since 
certain types may have been excluded for certain chro- 
mosomes. 
Using the unclassified chromosomes, the most likely 
classification is found, say chromosome i belongs to 
groupj. The chromosomes in groupj are then examined 
to see if one of them can be moved to another group 
that is not yet full. If so, the most likely move is made. 
The classification results are written as parameters 
for CLASFY. 
PREP 
Purpose: To print the patient report 
PREP reads the patient report records that were 
written on disk by RESEL, and prints them on the line 
printer. If the parameter PL is used, the records for 
differnet patients are separated by a double space. Oth- 
erwise, each patient's report is on a separate page. 
ABNORM 
Purpose: To print information on abnormal chromo- 
somes ABNORM is called only when console switch 10 
is down. It reads the rotated chromosome file, RCR, 
and examines the profile of each chromosome to deter- 
mine centromere information. It then prints a message 




CALL CLOSE (MVB) 
CALL READ (MVB,LINE,INDEX,LOC) 
Purpose: Syntactical classification within B,D,F, and CALL WRITE (MVB,LINE,LOC) 
G groups. 
KFIX is the final phase of the hybrid classifier for 5 An OPEN call is required before any GET or PUT 
banded chromosomes, and operates as follows: calls can be made to a dataset. The user must provide 
(1) Take the 4 chromosomes in the G group. Measure core space large enough to hold all the necessary con- 
the position along the length of the chromosome of the trol blocks and control information, as well as the data 
brightest band. The 2 chromosomes with the bright that is to be read or written. This allows MVIO to be 
band closest to the center correspond to the G-21 the 10 re-entrant. In addition, no space is wasted on unused 
other two are the G-22. data sets, as would happen if MVIO contained storage 
(2) Take the 6 chromosomes in the D group. Measure for a fixed number of data sets. 
the ratio of average IOD in the upper half of the chro- The control information can be considered as a 
mosome so that of the lower half of the chromosome. “mini-VICAR-block” or MVB. Each MVB is 56 bytes 
The two smallest values correspond to the D-13, the I 5  long and contains a tran block, link block, filename 
two largest values correspond to the D-15 and the re- block and the information required by MVIO. (See 
Flow Chart 9) maining two are the B-14. 
(3) Separate the F-19 and F-20 chromosome by IOD. The MVB is followed by one or two buffers to hold 
The two chromosomes with the smallest integrated the data that is read or written. Each buffer is a multiple 
optical density are the F-19’s. 20 of the R K l l  disk block size (512 bytes). An entire buffer 
(4) Take the B group. Measure the average IOD is normally read from or written onto the disk with a 
between the centromere position and a distance along single access. This greatly increases the effective trans- 
the long arm equal to the short arm length or to the fer rate. When two buffers are provided, MVIO allows 
midpoint of the chromosome, whichever is shorter. The the user to overlap computation with the disk input- 
two chromosomes with the largest value correspond 25 /output. 
the B-4. GET and PUT are called to obtain the index relative 
to the start of the MVB for the desired record in the 
data set. Thus the data does not have to be moved from 
one buffer to another. On most “get” calls, the re- 
automatic double buffering, blocking, and random or 30 quested line will already be in one of the buffers and 
sequential access to lines of data. MVIO simply returns the index without any physical 
The calling sequences for the six entry points are as I/O required. 
follows: PUT is called to obtain the index of where to store 
CALL OPEN (MVB,BUFSIZ@BFLAG,- the line that is to be written. MVIO initiates physical 
35 I/O when a buffer has been completely filled. A “close” 
CALL GET (MVB,LINE,INDEX[,NORA]) call is required to write any data left in a buffer by 
CALL PUT (MVB,LINE,INDEX) earlier “put” calls. 
KFIX 
MVIO 









MVB + 0 






















BLKSlZ -- 512 
BUFSIZ = 2048 
2048 BYTE BUFFER 
2048 BYTE BUFFER 
FLOW CHART 9 P l V l O  - Blocking and Double Buf fe r ing  Example 
A logical record (or line) can be smaller than, larger 
512 bytes in length, but the buffer must also be large 
0 = DirL Input 
I = D h k o o  t equivalent 
4 = T.pe lnput 
5 = Tape Output equivalent 
Ql .nd 2 arc f U n c W y  
4, lad s Ln funct idy  
2=Dhk"& than, or the same size as the physical black size (512 bytes). As previously noted, each buffer is a multiple of 
enough to hold a complete logical record. 
MVIO (See Flow Chart 9)  is normally used in con- 
junction with the label subroutines GLABEL and 
PLABEL. which are described in more detail else- 
where. They set up some of the fields in the MVB when 55 make a default assignment). 
the picture data is preceded by a label. 
The fields in the calling sequences are defmed as 
follows: . line. 
MVB is the location of the MVB for the data set. The 6o 
user must reserve enough core for his buffers immedi- 
ately following the MVB. 
BUFSIZ is the size of each buffer (multiple of 512 
bytes). 
DBFLAG is the flag for double bufiering, 0 = no 65 
double buffering (one buffer), 1 = double buffer (two 
buffers). 
LNAME is a three character logical name for the 
data set that can be used to assign it to a file with the 
$AS command. (Subroutine AFILE can be used to 
LINE is the desired line number, positive for data 
lines, negative for label records, and zero for the "next" 
INDEX is the offset in bytes from the start of the 
MVB to the requested line. In Fortran, when MVB is 
defined as a byte array, sample J of the requested line is 
at MVB (J+INDEX). In Marco, MVB+INDEX is the 
location of the fmt sample of the requested line. 
INDEX is set to zero for an end-of-file read from 
tape. 
NORA is an optional parameter to prevent read- 




READ and WRITE can be used when RECLEN = 
BUFSIZ and single buffering is specified. A line is read 
into LOC, or written from LOC, without any overlap. 
Updating is normally done with a GET and a PUT 
for the record to be updated. (The same index value will 
be returned on the OET and PUT.) This insures that 
other records in the block and other blocks in the buffer 
will not be changed. 
The “get” can be omitted only if all records are “put” 
sequentially, starting with the first record of a block. 
The MVB format is shown below. Word numbers are 
in decimal, starting at 1 and byte numbers are in ocatl, 
starting at 0. TB = tran block, LB = link block, and FB 
= filename block. 
QLABEL can also be used with an unlabeled data 
BPL = 512 
BPE = 8 
NLR = 0 
These routines are re-entrant, except when GLA- 
set. It will return NL 88 the # blocks in the data set 
BEL is used with an unlabeled data set. 
EXIT 
Purpose: To replace the FORTRAN exit and error 
subroutines and save 1260 bytes of core. 
EXIT can be used to save core after a FORTRAN 
program has been checked out. ERRA gives a single 
WORD BYTE CONTENTS 
I 0 TB Active Block # 




























































- 2  
LB 
+ 2  
+ 4  
+6 
CRC 
- 2  
FB 
+ 2  
+ 4  











Active Buffer AddrMls 
Word Count 
Function/Status 
Words Not Transferred 
Inactive Block # 




Unit #I  Words To Follow 
Device Name 
Current Record # 
Indicator I Unused 
File Name ord 1) 
File Name g o r d  2) 
Extension 
UIC 
Words Not Transferred 
Start Block # 
# Blocks In The File 
# Label Records 
Record Length (Multiple or Divisor of BLKSIZ) 
Block Size 
Buffer Size (Multiple of BLKSIZ and RECLEN) 
Blocks Per Buffer 
Mode ! Double Buffering Flag 
Write Flag (Last Block # To Be Written + 1) 
LABEL 
Callable Entry Point Names: GLABEL, PLABEL 
Purpose: To obtain and store label information on 
disk data sets. 
These subroutines are used in conjunction with 
MVIO, when processing labeled data sets. They obtain 
or store the label parameters, and also set up the 
BLKSIZ, RECLEN, NLR, and BPB fields in the 
MVB. GLABEL and PLABEL must be called after the 
OPEN call for the MVB. 
CALL GLABEL (MVB, SPAR, INDEX) to get a 
label 
CALL PLABEL (MVB,SPAR,LABEL) to put a 
label 
MVB is the mini-VICAR block for the data set. 
SPAR is a five word table of system parameters 
SPAR (1) = NL, # Lines of picture data 
SPAR (2) = BPL, Bytes per line 
SPAR (3) = BPE, Bits per element 
SPAR (4) = NLR, # of label records 
SPAR (5) = BLKSIZ, Block size 
GLABEL transfers the label information into SPAR. 
PLABEL transfers the data in SPAR to the label. 
Index is the offset from MVB to the first byte of the 
Label is the location of the label to be output. 
Example: 
error message (A367), instead of the individual mes- 
label, as returned by ‘get.’ 
INTEGER SPAR (5) 
BYTE A (4200), B (4200) 
CALL OPEN (A,2048,1,O,‘MVl’) 
CALL OPEN (B,2048,1,I,‘MV2’) 
CALL GLABEL (A,SPAR,IA) 
CALL PLABEL (B,SPAR.A(IA+ I N  
To save registers 0-4: 
JSR R4, SAVER 
To restore registers 0-4 and return via R5: 
JMP RESTR 
(SAVER is called via R4, and R5 is not saved.) 
Open A for input 
Open B for output 
Get label from A 







sages normally given by the FORTRAN error routine 
ERRA. 
When EXIT is called, it will either return to DOS via 
a .EXIT or return to CALMS via an RTS RS. It makes 
this decision by checking the value of RS when EXIT 
was called. When DOS loads a program, it clears R5, 
but when CALMS loads a program, R5 is equal to a 
location within CALMS. 
Therefore, CALL EXIT will work for programs 
running under DOS or under CALMS. 
In order to select EXIT.OBJ over the FORTRAN 
exit subroutine, specify EXIT before FTNLIB in the 
link command string. The /SU switch should be used in 
the FORTRAN command string to save additional core 
and time. 
All FORTRAN modules of CALMS should be com- 
piled with /SU or they may not fit in core. 
SAVER 
Purpose: To save and restore registers 0-4 on the 
stack, for subroutines called with an R5 calling se- 
quence. 
SAVER and RESTR provide a convenient way for 
MACRO subroutines to save and restore registers 0 4  




AFILE Any program which is entered by an interrupt (such 
as SEARCH or HCOPY) must check that PBUSY = 0 
before calling PARAM. If PBUSY is not zero, the 
program must signal PARAM that it is waiting to call it, 
5 but could not because PARAM was busy. It does this 
by storing the location for PARAM to transfer control 
to in ‘PINT’ Or PINT+2, and then executing an RT1. 
PARAM will then call the waiting routine with a 
simulated interrupt, when it has finished with the earlier 
(The PBUSY, PINT method is required under DOS; 
Purpose: To  assign a file to a dataset. 
CALL AFILE (MVB, DUNIT, FILPEx, GRP, 
USR) 
MVB is the mini-VICAR block for the dataset. 
DUNIT is the disk unit (1 for DKp, 2 for DU:, etc.) 
FILPEX is the 6 character filename plus 3 character 
GRP is the group number from the UIC 
USR is the user number from the UIC. 
Example: 
CALL ALFILE (AJ, ’PIC ’, 5,s) 
Assigns DKl:PIC[5,5] to MVB A 
extension. 
10 request. 
otherwise the KB driver gets confused). 
QPRINT 
l5 Purpose: To print a message, with automatic buffer- 
ing 
QPRINT waits for completion of a previous print, 
moves the message to its own buffer, initiates a print 
PARAM 
Callable Entry Point Names: PARAM, PARBUF 
Purpose: To  read free-field parameters from the key- 
PARAM types an *, then reads up to 80 characters 2o with a TRAN request, and returns to the user. 
board and convert them. 
from the keyboard, terminated by a carriage return. 
Parameters are separated by blanks or commas, and can 
be one of the following: 
1. One word integer - negative integers are pre- 
ceded by a minus sign. 
2. TWO word alphameric - first character must be 
alphabetic. The character string is padded with trailing 
blanks if less than 4 characters. It is truncated if more 
than 4 characters. Example: 
closed in apostrophes. If an odd number of characters, 
the last word is padded with a trailing blank. If an apos- 
trophe is desired, type two consecutive apostrophes. 
The raw character string is saved at ‘PARBUF‘ 
FORTRAN. However, the user can optionally supply 
CALL QPRINT (LOC[,NBYTES]) 
LOC is the first byte to be printed (carriage control). 
NBYTES is the number of bytes to be printed. (maxi- 
mum - 132). 
NBYTES can be omitted if the message is terminated 
with a “zero” byte. 
FORTRAN automatically inserts a byte for 
literal strings and   ASCI^, in MACRO, also does this. 
25 
3. Variable length alphameric - the string is en- 3o CALL QPRINT 
CALL QpRINT (‘0 double 
TYPE 
space*) 
purpose: To type a message with automatic buffering 
message length is 80 
which is to programs* but not 35 TYPE is similar to QPRINT, except that output is on 
the keybard and the 
his own PARBUF. bytes. 
The calling sequence is: CALL TYPE (LOC [,NBYTES]) 
CALL PARAM (N,P PAR, MAXNP [,PARBUq) If NBYTES is omitted or zero, a null (0) terminates 
NP is the number of Parmeter words that Were 40 the message. TYPE inserts a <CR> at the end of the 
MAXNP is the maximum allowable number of pa- 
PARBUF is optional 83 byte user buffer for the raw 
character string. 
Example: 
INTEGER PAR (20) 
CALL PARAM (NP, PAR, 20) 
If the user types: 
NH, PRINT, 42, -1, ‘ABC‘ ‘DEF‘ 
The result is: 
PAR (1) = NH 
PAR (2) = AA 
PAR (3) = PR 
PAR (4) = IN 
PAR (5) = 42 
PAR(6) = -1 
PAR (7) = AB 
PAR (9) = DE 60 CALarray) 
PAR (10) = FA 
NP = 10 
PARAM is reentrant if the user supplies PARBUF. 
However, an earlier keyboard input request must be 
satisfied before a latera one can be done. 
PARAM maintains a byte with the global name 
‘PBUSY’. It is set to one when PARAM is entered, and 
cleared when PARAM exits. 
stored in PAR message unless NBYTES = 0. 
rameter words (the size of PAR) IV 
purpose: T~ convert and l o g i d  *1 (byte) d a b  
IV is a function and the other entry points are subrou- 
tines. These routines consider bytes to be positive num- 
bers from 0-255. (FORTRAN treats bytes as signed 
numbers from - 128 to + 127.) 
IV (byte) = Integer value (0-255) of a byte variable 
CALL ITL (INT, L1) (INTEGER TO LOGICAL) 
Move the low order byte of INT to L1. 
CALL MVL(L1, L2, N) (Move LOGICAL) 
Move N bytes starting at L1 to L2 
CALL MVW (I1,12, N) (Move WORD) 
Move N WORDS starting at I1 to I2 
CALL ZIA (1BUF.N) (Zero INTEGER array) 
Zero N WORDS starting at IBUF 
45 and word data 
50 
55 
PAR (8) = C’ CALL ITLA (INT,Ll,N) (INTEGER to LOGI- 
Store INT in N bytes starting at L1 
CALL SWAP (11, 12) 
Interchange I1 and 12. 
Note: Ro is not saved by these routines’ 
65 
TEXT 
Purpose: To generate readable characters for labeling 
of pictorial output. 
4,122,5 18 
37 38 
Each character is generated from a six sample by 
seven line array of BIT, where a one BIT represents 
black and a zero bit represents white. The left most of 
the six samples is always zero. 
CALL TEXT(INBUF, INCHR, LINE, OUTBUF, 
SIZE) disk. 
INBUF is the location of the input ASCII characters 
INCHR is the # of input characters 
LINE is the line number (0-6) of the bit array 
OUTBUF is the location for the output bytes 
SIZE is the number of bytes to store for each bit (1,2, 
OUTBUF must be at least INCHR+SIZE+6 bytes 
LINE is the picture line (1-512) 
SAMP is the picture sample (1-512) 
CALL SC sets up the cursor adjustments and saves 
them on disk as parameters for INT1. 
CALL RCA reads in the cursor adjustments from 
CALL MCU moves the cursor up one line 
CALL MCD moves the cursor down one line 
CALL MCL moves the cursor left one sample 
CALL MCR moves the cursor right one sample 
CALL UDLR (PAR) moves the cursor one step 
according to whether PAR is a U,D,L, or R. 
The cursor adjusment process is required to correct 
for cursor drift. Two marks are written on the gray 
Is scale, one at 32,32 and one at 992,992. The operator is 
requested to move the cursor to these reference posi- 
tions and the readings are saved. Thereafter, CURSOR 
performs a linear interpolation on all cursor readings, 
using the saved values. 
There is also a standalone version of DLINE in 
FTNLIB. It differs from the CALMS version in the 
way the cursor adjustments are saved and read back. 
MCISUB 
10 
. * . )  
long 
HCPAK 
Purpose: To pack and unpack data in hardcopy for- 
CALL HCPAK (BUF8, BUFI, NE) 
CALL HCUPK (BUFI, BUF8, NE) 
CALL MVW78 (BUF7, BUF8, NW) 
mat (4 bits) and convert from 7 to 8 bit format. 
2o 
BUF8 is the LOC of 8-Bit Data 
BUFI is the LOC of 4-Bit Data 
BUF7 is the LOC of 7-Bit Data 
is the number of works to convert from 7-Bit format to 
8-Bit format. 
RPARAM 
NE is the number Of to pack or unpack* NW 25 Purpose: Subroutines to control the MCI and sort the 
spread queue, 
This module consists of miscellaneous subroutines 
used by SEARCH and CALMS. It also globally defines 
3o the MCI register addresses and interrupt vector loca- 
tions. 
CALL IXYABS (Y,Y) Initiates a motor move to X,Y 
CALL IXREL (XDEL) Initiates a relative X move 
CALL IYREL (YDEL) Initiates a relative Y move 
CALL IFREL (FDEL) Initiates a relative F move 
CALL CFOC (F) Stores the sum of the two focus 
CALL LED (CODE,VAL) Puts VAL in the LED 
Purpose: To pass parameters to a CALMS phase and 
CALL WPARAM (NP, PAR, PNUM) 
NP is the number of words of parameters to write 
PAR is the location of the parameters 
PNUM is the number of the phase which is to receive 35 
CALL RPARAM (NP, PAR, NPMAX [,PNUM]) 
To read parameters through the CALMS supervisor. 
tional phase nunber used to read another phase's param- 40 
eters. 
to assign the next phase to be loaded. 
the parameters parameters 
whose code is given 
tion and filter position in MAGN and EPOS, and 
displays the magnification in the magnification 
LED. It also stores FSTEP, FLAST, XADJ, and 
YADJ for the lens in use. 
CALL SORTQ Sorts the spread queue according to 
its rating. 
See the PARAM writeup for PNUM is an OP- CALL MFST (MAGN, FpoS) Stores the magnifica- 
CALL APHASE (N) 
Normally, phases are loaded in sequence, but 
N is the number of the phase. 
DLINE 
Purpose: Subroutines used to access the gray scale 
and cursor, when running under the CALMS supervi- 
CALL DECLEAR to erase the entire gray scale. 
CALL DLINE (LOC,Y,X,NS,REPL,ERASE) to 
LOC is location of data in core. 
Y is line on gray scale (0-1023) 
X is starting sample on gray scale (0-1023) 
NS is number of samples 
REPL is non-zero to replicate samples and lines. (If 
switch 3 is up, only samples are replicated) 
ERASE is 60 TURTLE 
positive to erase this line before writing 
negative to erase only TURTLE is invoked by SEGMENT to walk coun- 
zero to write only. terclockwise around the perimeter of objects in the 
CALL DWAIT to wait for gray scale ready binary picture. 
CALL CURSOR (Y,X,LINE,SAMP) to read the CALL TURTLE (COMMON,EDGE,WOD,- 
Y is the line on the gray scale (0-1023) COMMON is composed of the following six words: 
X is the sample on the gray scale (0-1023) N = the number of segment end points found 
APHASE is used to change the sequence. 
45 
ROACH 
sor. SO FUNCTION: ROACH (W I, BI , W ORD, E W I, - 
MASK) 
ROACH will scan a binary line to locate the first set 
bit. The scan will begin at WORD (WI) and end at 
WORD (EWI). If no set bit is found, the return code is 
55 zero. If a set bit is found, WI is returned as the index of 
the word containing the bit. BI is the bit index within 
the word (numbered 0, 1,2, .  . . , 15). The corresponding 
bit position within the MASK is also set. 




PERIM = the number of perimeter points found TURTLE will always proceed in a counterclockwise 
YMIN,XMIN, YMAX,XMAX, = the extreme coor- direction (See Flow Chart 11). 
Since not all perimeter points are segment end points, 
EDGE is an integer array into which is placed the the TURTLE uses a decision table to identify the end 
coordinates of the detected end points. On input, points. End point determination is based on the TUR- 
WORD points to the word containing the first detected T L E S  previous and current directions, and his convic- 
bit of the object and MASK designates the bit positions tion that since he is traversing the perimeterin a coun- 
within that word. NW2 is the number of bytes per l i e .  10 terclockwise direction, the chromosome will always 
The TURTLE uses a four point connectivity algo- remain on his left. Line segments which contain only 
rithm in walking around the perimeter. At each step, the one sample are recorded twice so that all segments have 
TURTLE will examine its four adjacent neighbors, starting and ending end point coordinates. The TUR- 
numbered 0,1,2, and 3 (See Flow Chart 10) to determine T L E S  decision table is given in Flow Chart 10. The 
its new direction. The order in which neighboring Sam- 15 number of times perimeter points are recorded as end 
ples are examined is predetermined to ensure that the point coordinates appears in parentheses. 





0 1 2 3 
SEGMENT END POINT DEClSlON TABLE 
lo Segment and Point Decision Table 




FLOW CHART 11 Four P o i n t  C o n n e c t i v i t y  Algorittim 
SORTIN SORTIN uses a byte array to keep track of the order- 
ing of the end points. Because of this, a maximum of 255 SORTIN is invoked by SEGMENT to sort the end 
point coordinates for a chromosome in the order that 55 end points may be sorted. 
they would be encountered while scanning the chromo- 
some lineby-line from left to right. Thus, the short is in 
assending order, fmt  by line coordinate, and second by 
sample coordinate. 
ERASE 
ERASE is invoked by SEGMENT to remove a chro- 
mosome from the binary spread image. 
60 CALL ERASE(WORD,EDGE,AREA,N2,NW) 
CALL SORTIN(EDGE,N,IND) 
N is the number of end points. 
Upon return, IND=O if the sort was successful, # 0 
if not. 
EDGE is a buffer area 4N words long. The first 2N 
words contain the end point coordinates for the chro- 
mosome. The remaining 2N words is used as a work 
area for the bucket sort routine. 
WORD points to the buffer area containing the bi- 
EDGE points to the end point coordinates for the 
N2 is the number of coordinates in EDGE (two per 









AREA is returned as the number of sample points Four point linear interpolation is used to set the inten- 
contained in the chromosome. sity values of the rotated object. 
ORIOB ACCSUB 
Purpose: Orient objects. 
CALL ORIOB(IBUF,OBUF,EF,CHDIR,NL,O- 
PROT,RCODE) 
ORIOB finds the minimum enclosing rectangle for 
the object in IBUF using the endpoint table EP and 32 
rotations from 0" to 90". It then rotates the object into 
OBUF and sets the rotated NL and NS in CHDIR. 
OPROT specifies any additional rotation desired by the 
operator. 




The chromosome is located in BUF and is NL by NS. 
10 AREAA is the area accumulator by sample and DENA 
is the density by sample. TAREA and TDEN are the 
area and density totals for the object. 
CHROUT 
EPROT 15 Purpose: To stand objects up and move them into the 
output buffer. 
CALL CHROUT(IBUF,OBUF,NS,NL,LP- Purpose: Rotates chromosome endpoints. 
B,IP,FLG,BUFSZ) CALL EPROT(SIN,COS,NL,EP,XMIN,XMAX- 
CHROUT rotates the object in IBUF (NS X NL) by 
will fit into OBUF, FLG tell which way to rotate ob- 
ject and BUFSZ is NS for IBUF. 
,YMIN,YMAX) 
rotates the endpoints by the spec- 20 90" in to OBUF for output. LPB gives # of lines that ified by SIN and COS. It returns the limits of the enclos- 
ing rectangle (XMIN,XMAX, YMIN,YMZX). 
OBROT KURSOR 
25 Purpose: To rotate objects. 
CALL OBROT(XMIN,XMAX,YMIN,YMAX,- for the current cursor position. 
COS,SIN,IBUF,OBUF) CALL KURSO R(Y,X,L,S,SLID,SLCL,SLCS,N) 
OBROT rotates the object in IBUF into OBUF. COS Y,X,L,S are the cursor coordinates returned by cur- 
and SIN specify the rotation angle and XMIN,X- sor. SLID is the slot ID  indicated; SLCL and SLCS are 
MAX,YMIN,YMAX give the enclosing rectangle 30 the slot center coordinates; and N is the object ID of the 
of the object in unrotated coordinates. object residing in the slot. 
Purpose: To locate information about the karyogram 
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; L I N E  FEED 
i l  O F  PHRSES 
iNOB PHbSE NUH9Eft 
i l N T l  PHASE HURBER . 
i 80B PHASE NUHBER 
j t lASK PHASE N U H B E R  
i e  OF S C A N  D ~ T A  S E T S  
- i l OF H A R D m Y  D A T A  SETS 
ISCAN D I S K  U N I T  
___- i B I H A R Y  PHASE NOfiBER - - - - - --- 
46 4,1223 18 
. . . - . - . 
45 
. . . . - . -i CURRENT.ORICIN IS 3@008 . . - -. -- -. - 
S O U R C E  a.UORD 8 
HE,CAN. . W R D  8 i P  T O  B E  S C b H H E D  
Pi1113 - . Y O R D  . -  ;CURRENT PHRSE HUHBER 
PkHUFI- ,_psc1j- __/133456-?X I -. i P-AJlJHT IBE&TUFI-CBJlPr! - - ___ _. __ - _ _ _ _  ._ __ 
SLHUH .ASCII . ' I2391 / ; S L I D E  I D E N T I F I C A T I O N  
SYN: I .OORD e. ICUZREHT S P R E A i  NUflBER 
C S P Q : .  . Y O R D  S P Q t . - .  ;CURRENT LOC I H  SPQ 
SPi i .  . B L K B  380  ;SPREAD R A T I N G S  
spa:  - eiItv - 6 ~ .  _ _  i 5 Pew -90 Q-u EV ELXIY1 - __ - - - - _ _ _  - - - -_ - - 
LPBHUII : . UORD 16  ;LENGTH OF PANOH I N  b Y T E S  
LSLHUII  :.UORD E .  i L E N C T H  OF SLNUB ._ 
NPHASE :.MORD . -  )NEXT PMIlSE T O  BE CALLED 
CRLHS .CALL I Y P E ,  ( f lSG2,  ZERO) ;ASK ABOUT RESTf iRT  
P A S E X  .ASCII j F  / i P A T I E H T  SEX 
- PACE 
_ . w V  _ . . & % I  __ - . __- - -  -- 
CLR L I N E  
I HC L I N E  
CCEJt . CRLL L E I ) , < L I N € ,  ZERO) ; I N I T I A L I Z E  L E D S  
s 09 R i a  CLED 
. C l L L  O P E H I  <cIY%, P S I Z E ,  ZERO, ZERO, LMkH> IOPEH OVERLAY DLTaSET * OV P S I Z E ,  21YB+RECCE_N 
L ' ~ L L  O P E H ,  < P w a ,  P A ~ S I Z ,  ZERCI, T u o . P C u A i i )  1 PAHhAETErl AIS 
N 0'4 P A R S i Z ,  P W B t R E C L E N  
n DV 0 4 ,  D H P T I 8 + I H T F H + I N T P H - 2  J SET TO REPD 4 CURSOR A D J B t I T S  
H OV t 5 1 2 .  J N P S A B  i A t L O h l  RESTART 
H W -  - - # H H D s t m -  - - .. ; S E T  .UP T_Ht-STkRTB_L-OC.K NUf lREPS FOP - 
n O V  tHSEN, R1 JALL HARDCOPY D A T A  SETS 
n ov C 5 t 2 .  DHPTCIB 
c a 5 ,  H O V B  Re, FiLPEXtl 
B I S B  # C B , F I L P E X t t  tCONYERT TO R S C I I  
C Q L L  AGILE, :A ,LHDU, i I ! .PEX,  TBO. T t i O )  
CALL OPEN, <&, T Y E C V E .  ZERO, Z E R O ,  L N A N E )  
.__ _ - H O?, - -&+ S 9I.I t ui_+ __ - _is #vf E -LH-i-$i A R L - B I S C  K EIU fl BEL . -__ - - _ _ _  - . - 
. C & L L  SEARCH i I N l T I A L  C l l L L  T O  SEARCH 
J SR P C ,  PPRR IPROCESS RIZSTIIRT AN) PHASE PARAISETEPS 
TST NSCAN 
8 NE s i e  ; B R  I F  A SCAH RESTPRT 
S O B  R B ~  c e s  
S B b :  J SP PCI THSCAN ; I F  HSCAH-0 > hLLOO SEARCH S T A R T -  ______________ _____ 
slob TSTB SFLAC J '  I D L E  LOO-P' STARTS HERE 
B NE S l d  IBR IF SEARCH RUNNING 
TST HSCLN 
BEQ S 4 B  jBR I F  NOME TO SCAM 
S 1 3  nov TM?SJS* RB iLOOK FOR SCAN DS __ 
s 1 5 .  n ov &SDS, R 1  
HOV .. NFSDS, RP i 0  F U L L  SC-IIM DRThSETS _. 
8EQ s 22 ; 8 R  I F  Z E R O  
ICHECK R0 hGAlNST ALL FULL- DfiTASETS 
t B R  I F  DATASET IS I N  USE 
R2. S 2 B  i B R  I F  NORE T O  CHECK . -- - S 08 - ___
S ? Z .  n o w  ~ 8 , ~ u i  ;OK TO USE THIS D&TI3SET,  STORE I T  
B R  s 39 # G O  CRLL SCAN . .  . 
B R  s 49 INONE R Y A I L A B L E  
S 2 5 :  SOB R8r SlS i B R  I F  PIORE TO TEST 
S38. B IS #68,R8 iCONVERT TG FISC11 
n 0') YISDU, I l U M I T  ;STORE SChH D I S K  U&IT_. 
DEC HSCLH I HSCbN=NSC&N-l 
8 3 1 .  . C A L L  PHASE, <ONE> j SCA N . .  . CWLL LED, (SQLED, HSCfiN) 
T S T  H P H W E  
C.L R NPTIB+.NOBPH+HDBPH-L ;CLEAR HOB PARAilETERS FOR I N 7 1  
-- - - ____________ _ ___ - -- - 
BEQ S d6 I B R  IF S C R N  mes ABORTED 
S 3 1 5  C L R  NPTAB+BIHPH+BIHPt i -2  i C L E I R  B I H A R Y  CilRAXETERS 
C ?I? NPHASEJ I I ITEST F U R  RESCAN OR d B O R T  
B L f  S O &  i 8 R  I F  SPRElSD M A S  A B O R T E D  I N  I-Nfl 
B NE s 33 J B R  I F  NOT A COOHT- 
CIILL PHASE,LI I ITPH J C R L L  I N T l  F O R  THE PRE-FOB 6 D L  
- -- - --@E61 - - $31 - _ _  _ _  -____ r B R  I _ F - R E S ! x N ~  _ _  - - - _- _-
c ?lP HPflLSE, Cf4OBPH 




N PHRS E a Y i lHS KPH 
48 
__. !%ME 
5 3 2 :  J SR 
.-.. 
5 3 3 :  
S 3 8 ,  
I .  
* s 4 0 ,  
S 4 P  
$ 4 5  
S J 5 .  





b3J-3 - -- J&' I f  @!.-#ASK _ _  - - 
PC, THICAN i I F  NSCAN - 6 h L L 0 Y  SEARCH SThRT 
CIS . i C 0  CALL 4hSK2 . . .  
NPHASE, (IHASKPH 
s 32 i B R  I F  8RS.K 
H P T 4 9 + S I  HPH+S I WPH-2 




8 8  
T S T B  
? E '  
C L F B  
. CHLL 














H D V  
S315  . .  
HFSDS i IHCREHENT ANALYSIS QUEUE 
LED, tr lOLEDn HFSDS) )UPDATE A N I L Y S I S  QUEUE 
S O 6  
P F t A C  i S E E  I F  P A T I E N l  REPORT MCIS REQUESTED, 
Pr'LkL 
PHASE, P P H H S E  t C c I L L  THE FATIENT REPORTER 
E FL &I: i S Z E  I F  TEXT EDITOR ORs REQUESTED 
s1s i E R  I F  N O T  
s 4: , C R  I F  w1.r 
_ _  -. _ - - - -- -- -- - E F L M  
PHUSE, €PHASE i c x i  THE E D I T O R  
FRFLAC ;SEE IF F O R T R H  U A S  REQUESTED 
546  i B R  IF NOT 
F P C  1- G 
PHdSEJ F F H S E  i C A L L  F O R T R H  
RFLAC i S E E  I f  RESThRT UAS__RERU_E_STED - _ _  
s47 i B R  I F  NOT 
R f  L 3ii 
PC, RSTRT 
JPS 19 , G O  BACK FOR RESTClRT . . _  - . . .  
ISDS,  R l  JSEE I F  REkDY FOR A N A L Y S I S  
DEC . R2 
B EP S6B r 8 R  I F  NO DASBSET HUHBERS 10-HOYE 
s59 .  HOYB 1 ( R I ) a @ . P l  i H O Y E  D A T A S E T  HUI(BERS-TO TOP OF L I S T  
s s e .  N 00 F P H A S C , i l P H G - ~  i S T i l P T  R N d L Y S l S  U I T H  PH4SE 2 O R  DEBUG P H l S E  
I HC R 1  
. --__--__ -__-- SOB .2_. S50 
n OV IDNPTAB, R0 
ROY CNPTkBvR1 
nov I H P H ,  R 2  
S C S .  R O Y  (RO)+, < R 1 ) +  J H O Y E  DNPTIIB T O  NPTCIS 
- -_-S&3--.---RLS 6 5  ___ - - - ____ __-___ 
i A N A L Y S I S  LOOP STARTS HERE 
s 7 5  . C A L L  PHASE, < H P H A S E )  i C A L L  R H  A H A L Y S I S  P H A S E  
TSTB RFLRC i T E S T  RESTeSRT FLAG 
B E Q  S 88 i B R  LF NOT SET . _. . - -  
CLRB RFLCIC 
- - - -J %!- PC, ._ _  R s l R T  _______ _____ 
S89 TST H P H A 3 E  i T E S T  FOR ABORT <OR ANC)LYSIS RESTART) 
B H E  S $5 i O R  I F  NOT AN A a O R T  (NPHASE-0) 
. CALF LED, <r lQL€D# H F S 1 S )  
TS_T . ( R 2 ) +  
BR C 15 
s oe RB, C 2 0  
C30z BIS 6608 Ra 
-. J B R  ... I F  - HOT __ THE _ _  - H4SK PHCISE - 
iEND OF AMALYSIS  LOOP 
#LOOK FOR HdRDCOPY D A T k  SET 
i l  HCOPY D A T A  SETS 
i S T E P  HSbN - .  
r B R  I F  WORE TO TEST 
iNONE A V a I L A B L E ,  KEEP LOOKING 




MOYB I ' H r F I L P E X  i A S  HN 
I N C B  - ( R l )  r S E T  DATbSET BUSY 
H ov R l r  CHDS iSFIYE L O C  OF CURREHT I$A-SK DQTA-SE.1 
nou . #-ALL PbthSE, <#PHASE> i f l C S K 2  
fl0:e # - I ,  acklns , S E T  D A T s S E T  FULL OF D A T h  
1 NC N H C O P ' I  
H OV #HDU, DUHIT iHARDCOPY DISK U N l T  . .. - 
R2, CSBN )SAVE S 8 H  LOCATION 
. CHLL LED, <HPLEDn HHCOF'Y) 
. CRLL LED, ( k l l L E 3 ,  ,UFC,DS; 
T S T B  HCFLG 
I N C B  HCFLC ;SET HCOPY OPEPAT INC 
ers # 1, O l i L  I T E S  i T U R N  ON HCOPV L I T E  
M O V  OCSBN, A+SBN }SET UP S T A R T  BLOCK NUHBER 
3.3 )' B 3 P B'J I -i 'ZP ) ,$&Vi P S I  T O  SI8ULfi :E T Z r r i  
- _ _ _  - BNE - JS1-9 .. .- i B R  I-FC-HCOPY IS o_P_ERfsII-NC - - 
n 0'1 CHDS, C H D $  
- - JSR- __ P_CtHCOPY-- __ _I€&LLHCOPY __ -- 
J S f 9 ,  JHP s 10 
. PkCC 
PLOC=60889  IPHASE START LOCATIOW 
nov R1r PNUN iSTORE P H l S E  NUNBER 
n ov R l r  NPHLSE i NPH A SE =P U UM+ 1 
. CRLL ~ 1 ~ , < i s ~ e e a , ~ 3 7 7 ?  iZERO 319 BYTES OF UPPER CORE 
CI SF 1. - .  
A D D  #PLITE-~.RI- 
B ~ 1s @ R 1 L*LI ?E-----.--- rTURH OH THE L I T E  FOR T H I S  PHBSE 
R T S  RS 
PHASE. nov 9 2 < R S )  I R 1  
----- INC R i  I-
CALL R E ~ ~ D ,  <wm, PHUH. I N D E X ~ P L O C )  I R E ~ D  P H ~ S E  PHUN ~ H T O  P L n c  
. C f i L L  P L O C , < D U N I T r F I L P E X >  i C A L L  THE PHASE, G I V I N G  1 1  A DATA SET HBHE 
_ _  6 1 C  ~ 1 4 1 7 6 r O l L I T E S  iTURN OFF hNALYS1-S L-ITES- 
I 
PfhR, . CALL -PhRW, <NPI P A R I ~ W X N P ) -  i JSR PCiPPAR-  - -  
U P _ -  -___ BEC 
B n i  PPEXT J B R  I F  NP UAS 0 
CRPB P P R I I ' N  _ _  
B E Q  PPEXT r @ R  I F  H O  RESTART 
CHPB P I R a I ' Y  1; 
BEQ R S T R T  i B R - I F  A RESTART 
J I P  PP40  iPHhSE NURBER FIND P 1 R A R E T E R S  
- _ _ _  
- --- ---__-___--- - __----~_~-._____I--___-_ ___- - 
PPEXT RTS PC 
RSTRT TSTB _SFLAC i J S R  PCI R S T R T  .. 
0 NE PPBS i B R  I F  SEARCHING 
CALL TYPE, 014 ,  ZERO) iPiSK ABOUT.S.C~NNRRESTART 
. CALL 
CRPB PARBUF, # * Y 
PARANr <NP, P A R I  PIAXIIP) 
- - -  -- --- ~ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ ~ ~  
B NE PP89  i l3R I F  HO SCAN RESTART 
. C A L L  RPARBi l i<NP,  SOURCE, L S 1 2 r O N E >  i R E A O  RESTART INFO 
. C A L L  TYPE, ( f I 7 t Z E R O )  i A S K  FOR F I R S T  SPREAD HUilaER . CALL Pcl2rSr(* {NP, P B P * ' l R Y H f )  
H OY PAR, Rd 
- - __ cFt- RBi_.)l- - - - - _ _ _ _  - - - __-_ _ -  - __ - - 
BLE PP02  rBR I F  NURSER L E  1 
BGT PPI)? i B R  I f  CT NSCAN 
HOV R B I  SPN JSTORE I T  
A SL R 0  
c HP R8, H S C k H  
3EC RB I L E C A L  NUIIBER, DECREHENT I T  
- sus- R B ~ N S C A H -  - _  __ 1 h.UU S 1 -&S CP H--- __ - - ___ - 
.. t H * 4  
rADJUST CSPQ 
ASL R B  
I DD R 8 ,  CSPQ 
. CRLL L E D ,  <SQLED, HSCIIN) 
. C l l L L  
CHPB P A R B U F r r ' Y  
P P 0 2 .  .CALL  CNSTS ,GET F I R S T  SPRECID TO SCAN I N D  ENABLE S P I R A L  SEhRCH 
. p p m - _ .  .__ mu _ _ _ _  T Y P E , ( _ ~ ~ ~ ~ U  ~ ~ A _ S K _ . S . O U L ~ N ~ S  MSIART __ I 
PARAN, <HP, PAR, !+APNP> 
B NE P P 1 5  i B R  I F  NO h H A L Y S I S  RESTART 
C LR w PH A S  E. i MPHFI SE -8 
nov -+SDS,-R! . I '  




I I  0'' PO, H F S J S  ; S E T  ALL SChH D A t ' k  SETS P S  FULL 
SUB R i f ,  P P l e  
. CALL PARBH, <HP, P A R , t i A Y N P )  
TST.  . - P4rz ....... . .  - .. - ..... __- . ........ -- 
OLE P P 1 2  r B R  IF N LE 0 
c IJP PLR, lNSDS - .  
B CE PP12  ~ B R  IF H C E . H S D S  
n 3c PAR,  II s s3s I 3 T O  1 f !IF 5 JS 
B N E  PPEX r B R  I f  HCOPY RUNNING 
P F ~ L I  noye  178, ( ~ t ) +  
. CALL TYPE,  t n s ,  ZERO) j A s K  HOU nfiw 
. . . . .  
P P l P z  .CALL LED,<APLEDa NFSDS) 1 DISPLAY A N h L Y s i s  OUEUE 
P P. I5 . . . .  T-SIX . -.-HGF LC .. 
.. . C A L I  . f-YPE,.<86.,ZERO) ) A S K .  BBQUT H A R O C P P X  RES.TBRT ....................... 
. . . . . . .  CHF8 . . .  PARBVFaI'Y . . .  ..................................... 
........ _.__. . ..-__ ------.- 
. C k L L  PARAH, (NPI PEIBINAXNP) 
B NE PPEX I B R  XF- N O  'HARDCOPY R E S T A R T  
.- -- nov 6 N!&L!!@- - 
H OV +HDS, R 1 
. CRLL PCIRAH, <NPI PARiNCtXHP) _._ . . C f i l L .  . .T.YPEd t H &  Z E R O )  . rAS .K.  H(JH fi4Hlr. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
.................. _ _ P A R .  TST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
B LE PP18 r B R  I F  N LE Q 
SCE PPI 8 i B R  I F  N CE HHDS 
C HP PARI # N H D S  __ --___-_---.-.--_I_ - 
............... )IW . . . .  - P W t  Re.- . . . .  J Lf.G@J.-. H ..................................................... 
..... P P 2 0 . L _  . .  n 0y.e. ..... 9-1 a ( R ! ? + ......................................................................... 
P P i e ,  HOV Re, NHCOPY i S E T  N HARDCOPY DLTA SETS AS FULL 
SOB RBI PPZB 
. -  n0.v. .P.IPSU,.:(SP I .  . . . . .  -. . .  _____.._ .  .. - .  ... _ _  _ _ _  .. _ _ _  .. --. --. 
.PP.EX I . .RT.S. . .  PC . . . . .  - . .  . . . .  - . - .. . . . . . .  - - - - .. - 
P P 4 0 i  no! PAR,RB ~ P H ~ P S E  N U ~ B E R  
J SR PC, HCLED r S I h U L A T E  tNTERRUPT TO H C O f Y  END R T E  
B L L . P f . R R -  _. 
C ) I P  R 0 ,  ONPH 
...- E C T . .  - .  -PERR . .  - . . . . . .  .- _ .  . . 
A SL R 0  
n ov HP, R R O  ISTORE NP FOR THE PHASE 
. . .  A D D . .  . . IDHPTfIB-P,  R B  J D N P T A ~ + ~ ~ P N U R - P  _ _ _  . .  . _  .. - ... _.._ . -  
T.YPE, {PEHSC, ZERO) ._ - ~ -. 
JPPAR 
HSCAN rdSR PCI TNSCAN 
_C FfLS. ___ - . . 1 EB._tP-.NS.t BKNQL_zEIu) ____._____. - _ -_- 
TYPE, HSCt i T Y P E  'OK T O  START SEARCH'  
SEARCH rclLLOY S E h I C H  START 
PC 
CHSTS ,GET NEXT SPRECID TO SCeN 
PC 
- _ _  --__-..--.__-_-- - -  
n v B :  . B L K U  10. rHVB FOR R E h D I N C  PHASE FRO# CALMS.OYR 
. B Y T E  14-5 . I PUS I . _  
.&kRSB /DK/  
. B L K I !  2 . 
.RADS0 /CALnS O Y R r  
.emFL-2 Lz-- ...... --____...-_-_--__ . 
.BLKU 18. 
---- 
L 3 7 7 r  .YORD 3 7 7  . .  .~ 
P S I Z E s  . Y O R D  3 2 2 9 6 .  
T U O I  > Y O R D -  2 _ _  - _ _  - .... 
I N D E X ,  .UORD .-. 
F PMASE I 8 .  YORD 2 i F I R 8 T  hNhLYSI0 P H 4 S L  ( O R  DfbUC PMISSL) 
f i ? X G - . i  W U R D  NFtSKPH 
3 P H ~ i i  , . U U P D  16 iPREP PHASE 
EPHISE . Y O R D  1 7 .  ) T E X T  EDITOR PHhSE 
FFfiSE . Y O R D  18 r F D R T R N  PHCtSE 
D U N I T !  . Y O R D  . - .  i D I S K  U N I T  FOR SCAN OR HARDCOPY D A T A  SET 
L s L n  .4scrr i o v o !  . _ - .  
PLNA:1 .ASCII / P & R /  




p n v a .  . B L K U  10.  i f l Y r 3  FOR YRITIHC AND RERDING P A R M E T E R S  
.BYTE 1, I i D K l  : 
.BYTE 2 t 2  
. B L K U  l e .  
H P T A B i  .BLKY NPN __-  __ 
DNPTAB .BLKY NPH 
.-_____ rNP TASLE ~ _ _ _ _ _  _ -__ - 
JBEFAULT NP TLBLE 
. PACE 
HCOC=172433 r ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ P ~  U ~ R D  COUNT REGISTER 
HCl lD-172132  
HCSTa172434  
H C n D = l 7 2 4 3 4  ____- -- 
H C I V l ~ l l B  
H C I V 2 - 4 4 2  
-I____p ___ 
I N T P S = 3 4 8  *INTERRUPT- PRIORITY  LEVEL-^ 
HCOPY nov 1 7 7 7 7 7 ,  A rCLEAR ACTIVE BLOCK NUMBER. 
M OV # 7 ? 7 7 7 , A + I B N  r b N 1  I N A C T I V E  BLOCY HUHBER 
- - --__n-wY-- IrsLhe, ~ + 2  rRERD L A B 3 I H T D  SLAB - 
)I 0v 1LABS12,  A+BUFSIZ iREAD L b B S l Z  BYTES 
CLUB A+DBFLAG iPREVENf  READ-AHEAB 
C LR CI+CURREC rCLELR CURRENT RECORD NUnBER 
.CALL  CLASELs<b>  SPLR. IA) 
i R E A D  THE L A B E L  INFOPBATION IHlO LOU CORE AND CLLCULATE RECLEN. 
_ _ r I H E N J  SET UP rH_E-_Mu8 TO USE TU0 4896 BYTE BUFFERS I N  H I D ! O R L  
n ov e 7 7 t 7 7 .  A rCLEAR ACTIVE 8LOCK N W 8 E R  . 
_ _  
) F O R  THE DISK TO CORE T O  HARD-COPY D ) l l  TRANSFER. 
n ov 1i6e8ee1 kt2  ONE BUFFER A T  w e e e  
nov 8 7 7 7 7 7 ,  A + I B N  iCLEAR I N A C T I V E  0LOCU NUNBER 
nou t i 7 0 a 9 0 ,  A t  I 8 A  SOHE BUFF€R BT 119008 
._ __ nov )10830, A+BUFSIZ reUFSI2 -4096  BYTES - . 
nov * la ,A+BPO i 8  BLOCKS PER BUFfER 
I N C B  A+DBFLAG i S E T  DOUBLE BUFFERING 
I 
CLR L I N E  i I N I T I L L I Z E  LINE COUMTER 
ilov I I H T R Y , @ 1 H C I V 1  i l N T  EMTRY ADbR T O  HCPY I N T  VEC 
-._ __ - ~ _ O L  .. - *1NTPSrQi fH__CLY2-- -  i I H L  SVC-PSU T O  Ht_P_Y LHT._YEC - 
A SR a P t  J U E  C H T  FOR HCPY L I N E  IS B P L / L  
ROY BPLI QPL2 
b SL E P L 2  I2 *a D CHT 
nov A + 5 4 <  RHB i RECLEH 
I NE B PL iIH CASE O f  ODD BYTES 
-- - sue-. B P L I R f j B  - . . - _-_-_ -._. -- -- --- s UB BPL, RNB 
sue RflB, @#HCAP 
MOV 1168888, B#HCC)D 
C LR e w c w  J C L E ~ R  HCPY UB CNT REGISTER 
ONTST CLR @liHCST r T E S T  FOR HCPY DEVICE ON 
B NE REPL 
HCOFF. HOY O I H C S  T I  - (3P > 
IOT, I OT 
n OY o s e t ,  -<sP)  
C.R I tI 2' 
aBR I F  HC REhDY 
J D ISPLAY HCST 
i A l @ l  HSGi HE OFF 
i l ) C T I O W  MSC TO OPEPRTOR 
, C f i E C K  HCPY' D E V I C E  C ) C A I b l  
H k P 3 2 0 P Y  D E V I C E  I H T E R D O P T  5 E R I I C E  R O U T I N E  
I H T R Y  e 1 1  613838 ,  @)SUR 
6 HE NXT LN i5B  If S%.iZ ue. - 
c o i l  LXPHD 
BEQ NXTLi4 i8R I F  HEY L I N E  
SU3 e ~ 2 ,  I?+HCBD i R E S T O R E  WChD 
7 7  Y C C T T  ,IZPCAT i t i ~  C A S T  Lr: tE  
NXTLH: DEC NL , D E C R E H E H T  L I N E  COUNT 4 TEST 
R E P 1  I N C  L I N E  
BED . EOPS - . a RRBNCH _IL_ENP - - -- - - - - -  --- 
l+DD PHE, @ # H C A D  
B I T  e 7 7 7 7 ,  $#HEAD 
BNE HOCET 
. C f i L L  
.. _ttc!~* . 
R DD 
H O G E T  S U S  
n 011' 
R T I  
B I T  
B E Q  
T S T B  
B E 4  
S C P :  . CALL 
CII L 1 
C l l F B  
€3 N E  
JIIP 
H C O K  CLRB 
D E C  
IPOG 
n05r 
H Q j  
n o v  
n 0" 
6 R I  
n 0 3  
5'33 
C L R 2  
B I C  
n ov  
Rob' 
R T I  
D E C  





L I N T P H  UOPD 
N P  U O R D  
PCtR B L b U  
ICIXNPt MORD 
C H D U  Y O R D  
Z E R O ,  U O R D  
0 11 E W Q P D  
F O U F  M O P D  
F I $'E U O R D  
T d E L V E  M O R D  
1 :i . U O R D  
a B L K B  
: L A 3  B L K a  
3 P A 4  1: L c19 tZ 
U - = S F A ~  
8tJL=,PtIR+2 
U D C H T = E P L 
8 P E = : P n P + I  
LdPHD U O P D  
R n B  W O R D  
a vi2 UORD 
L I N E  UORD 
H F S D S  YORD 
CfiDS.  . UORD 
C H D S  U o R n  
ti733 B L K U  
C S B H  UOPD 
R E G 2  V O R D  
Y Y A L  U O R D  
YYFlL YORD 
HCCED CFtLC 
8 4 9  T S T G  




-. i S T O P  H C O P Y D E V I C E  - 
JLOUER P R I O R I T Y  
i 0  OF F U L L  SC4H DATCISETS 
;LOC OF C-URRENT HAS_! DATASET F L A G -  
r L O C  OF CURREHT H C I R D C 6 P T D s T A S E T  FLBC---- 
a i l A X D C I I P Y  D A S H S E T  5TFtRT BLOCK M U X B E R S  
57 
4,1223 18 sa 
HHCOPY : .YORD .-. J #  I N  H C O P Y  QUEUE 
S F U C  . B Y T E  e i P L l O  POR SEIRCH OPERATI-NG . 
S D S *  . B L K B  NSDS &SCAN DhTA SET PLACS 
HDS: . E L K 8  NHDS . iHIIRDCOPY O 4 T A  SET PLIIGS. 
HCFLC. . B Y T E  9 iFLlSC FOR HARDCOPY OPERATINC 
EFLLC: . B Y T E  r 8 i P L l l C  T O  C P L L  THE TEXT E D I T O R  . 
FPFLAG : . B Y T E  0 IFLAC T O  CALL FORTRN 
C L Z f 2  . A S C I 2  
R S G 1 :  . A S C I 2  / O K  TO STB2T SEORCH/<LF)<LP) 
- - R F L A C  . B Y T E  __ 8 ____ & F L A G  _ _  FOR - RESTART REOUEST - 
P F L A C  . B Y T E  9 ~ F L R C  T O  CALL THE PATIENT REPORTER-- 
.TITLE S E A R C H  - S E R Z C H  PARTITION OF cALns 
HCFtLL CALL, P H U S E  - - - . - . - . 
L F = 1 2  
CR= t 5 
F T I  M E =  15 i f l A X  T I N E  EETOEEN FOCUS DURING SEAZCH 
PSU=177776 
S ’J R * 1 7 7 5 7 9 
Ht3CRO -CE_TKd I I S C I ? L O C .  - . . . ._ 
T S T D  PBUSY 
- . -. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 
B E Q  LOC 
HOV OLOC, P I N T + P  
R T I  
LOC: CLR @lPSW 
.. . .  
.RCICRO EN1 -CODE JENLBLE INTERRUPT- 
.. 8 1 3  ~ C O ~ E ,  e r  I E A P D  . EHDH 
I .  
.HCICRO LON C O D E  i T U R N  L I G H T  OM 
. EHDH 
__I_____-__ B I S  0CODEt @ # L I T E S  
. H i C R O  L Q F F  CODE I T U R N  L I G H T  OFF 
. ENDH 
B I C  CCODE, @YLI TES . .  
D S I  183 
L O F F  i e g e a e  
i s m ,  nov 






D S I  - - 










E N 1  
. SOB - . -  
U I N T :  .PAUSE 
S R S T ,  D S I  
R T I  
SR20 :  I H C B  
C O C F  
LON 
. CALL 
. C l L L  
ROYB . CALL 
4,1223 18 
59 60 
#UIHT,  CRO) t iUHEXPECTEt  INTERRUPT RTE T O  OTHERS 
e 200, t RB I +  # P R I O R I T Y  4 
R l ,  IS20-- _. - . - - . -. - . - . - . - - _- - ._ - -_ - - - . 
#FOCI 08FOCA 
# K Y R P t  Q I K Y R O A  
1288,OIKYRRA+2 
RFST, ( I A C N ,  FPOS) 
1410 ;ENABLE SRCH START, FOCUS AND K B D  REQUEST 
- 3-67 - - - i _ P U E m S  - ______ - 
R3 ;RETURN T O  SUPERVISOR 
I EAPP i UHE XPECTPD I H TERRUPT 
1% 
LED0 (LWLED, 5SKEY > 
R l  JCET K E Y B O M t D  AND TYPE R l  
P A R I f i n  (NP, PkR.MLYt iP*  SPBUF)  
NP,  a2 
SR20 1 8 R  I F  M O T  2 Y O R D S  
SR20 i B R  I F  NOT A E O R T  
PSIRI J ' C S  
- TYPE, H 7  . -  iSEARCH ABOgTED, JYPO HI_-. __._ _  
i e  
SFLAC ;SET SEARCH OPERATING 
tG253'3 ;TORN OFF E D I T  LIGHTS 
1 aaa I T U R N  SEllRCW L I G H T  OW 
NP _ _  - . _ _  . ... -_ - - 
S R 3 0  i 0 R  I F  SANE PATIENT ANP S L I D E  
HYCR,  <SPBUF,P6NURr LPISNUR) r R O Y L  P ~ T I E N T  NUMBER 
0 '  ,PAR r I H I T I A L I Z E  SEX TO BLAHK 
TYPE, <H2,ZERO> 
PARAH, <NP, PARiNhXHP, SPOUF) 
__ R O Y 6  PAR, __-- PASEX -__ rSTORE PATIENT -- SEX _- 
.CALL  TYPE, < R 3 ,  ZERO) 
. CALL PARAR, (NP, PAR, HAXNP, SPBUF) 
. C R L L  HVCR, < SPBUF, SL.YUH, L S L I U R )  JNOVE S L i n E  NUaBER 
. CALL PARAH, <NP, PAP, HAXNP, SPBUF > 
ROY PAR, SOURCE iSTORE SOURCE CODE 
CLR H SP JNSP-0 
ROY RB, -<SP)  ISRYE RB BEFORE C A L L I N G  LIR 
.CULL  TYPE, < R 8 a  ZERO) . - .  
SR30: ROY BSPR, CSPQ r t n I r i a L t z E  SEARCH QUEUE POINTER 
____ _____- 
nov XLCTH, XCTR t i N J T I I L I Z E  SEARCH PATTERN 
nov BSDR, B ISDFPA rSE@RCH D A T A  REIDY- INTERRUPT 
ROY IXDEL, XDEL 
nov OSRHA, 81SRHAA 
_ _  - HOY 29N' @tKRLSfi __ _- __ --. I - - 
rl OY BEDST, B)EDSTA 
EHI 74 
R T I  
# E N L E U  INTERRUPTS . .  
R T I  
F I L O :  . C A L L  
CALL 
F 4 2 0 .  M O V  
R T L  .- - 
F130. . C A L L  
c RP 




CFOC, OLDF iCALCULATE FOCUS 
I F R E L .  FSTE? 
CF1313, @*SDFPR 
_ _ _  . - - - - - _-._ - -. - - - - - . - - - . __ _- . _ _ _  
CFoc; F 
Fa OLDF i S E E  I F  YE A R E  G O I N G  I H  THE RIGHT D I R  
F J J B  i B R  I F  SO 
FSTEP, N iCHbNGE DIRECTION 
w 





.CALL IFRSL,  H 
H OY IrFi43 ,  OISDFPA ._ 
R T I  
. .  
F 4 4 8 .  . C A L L  CF0C.F 
c HP F, OLDF ISEE IF -OTHER DIRECT~OK-IS B E T T E R  
BCT F 1 1 0  IBR I F . S O  
C #i- FSTEi ' .  F L k S i  ;SEE I F  S T E P  S I Z E  IS - 'SHALL  ENOUGH 
ELE 
n 0" 
A S R  
b DB 
. CqLL  
BR 
F486 i @ R  I F  SO 
F S T E ? ,  N ;TRY FI SHALLER STEP 
FSTEP 
FSTEP, N J N = F S T E P + F S T E P ~ ~  
I FRELa-N . -  
F 4 2 8  
FSTEP 
F, 0LI)F 
IFREL,  FSSEY i T k K E  ANOTHER STEP 
#FiCr) ,  0rSDFPO 
CFOCI F 
_. _ _ _  - - _ -  - - ---- 
-- _ _  - _ _  _. - - -- 
.. c RP F a  OL9F ........ 
nov FSTEPI N. ........... 
B PL F178 iGET ABSOLUTE VALUE FOR TEST 
BCT F J 5 0  IBR-IF FDCUS STILL INCREIISINC 
.. 
__- -___ -_KEL--.-_tr--- __ 
F4TB:  NEC FSTEP 
. . . . . . .  C?P ....... N t F L I S T  . . .  .i.?EST .FPR..CIST .ST€!? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
B L E  F 4 3 B  i 8 R  I F  SO 
BR F 4 5 0  
............ fiSR ..... FSTEP . . . .  . . .  j!l E.C P E A S E. . Sl. EP . $1 ZE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
__ F.188: . C A L L  IFREL,  FSTEP ITAXE L I IST  STEP RACK _. 
......... R T I  . _... ...................... ......................... 
F490:  DSI 4 
fl OV #F+sa, B ~ S D F P A  
. . . . . . . .  . CALL.  . RnC.1 .. - .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
H OV OSDFPA. ~ ~ S D F P A  ,RESTORE -SDFPI 
BEQ Fsaa i B R  IF  NOT 
B E8 F 4 9 8  I R E - E H I B L E  I T  I F  NOT I N  SEIRCH 
TST. ~. . @ ~ # S P R Q  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
B E Q  F 1 9 8  i O R  SU 1 1  DOUC- 
B I  F s a e  rBON'T RE-ENABLE THE INTERRUPT 
-___ B I T  48 O _ L E - A a . . i S E E F m w V I l S E H A B L L  
. . . .  . B I T  . . .  @ t $ e @ t  U X L l T E S  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . .  
BPL F 1 9 8  I OR S P R E ~ D  NOT ~ PRESEHT 
. - --..BII 3 J-@Wt_ei_!d R.- - ~ -  
L.PH . 288ee .  ... J ~ T U R N  ON S E A R C H . H ~ ~ T ~ 4 . I . J G Y T .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
F 1 9 9 :  EN1 4 . IRE-E_NIBLF. INTERRUPT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
FSBa :  EN1 4 80 
R T I  
- ____ LOFF + m a 0  .... ... ITURN OFF ___-. FOCUSING L I T E  
. . . . .  i . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
K Y R Q :  SSI 183R i D I S l 5 L E  -ANY FURTHER XBD REP 
... CALL. LED, <LKLED, KRKEY) 
GETK3 l l 4  
TST NP 
B Ea EKYEX r B R  I F  NO -XNPUf . . . . . .  
B NE K Y l O  I B R  I F  NOT ABORT RERUEST 
.-,CfiLL_- P03-N! !.<_NP, C@RL!M?E.P&f9.U!.>. __ -. .. ~ __ ____ 
C H P 8  PAR,tt 'A 
. CRLL LPHASE, <ZERO> 
i B R  I F  NOT C 6 L X B R A T E  HICROSCOPE BNE . K Y 2 0  
.CALL IXREL,  B I G  
.CALL  IYREL,  BIG I f lOYE T O  L I f l I T S  
. C k L L  IFREL,  B I G  
. - ._ - .  CfiLL - X W I T  __ 
. C A L L  Y U I I I T  
. C L L L  FUCiIT ; U B I 1  FOR END OF H O V E $ .  . 
. C A L L  IFCPR I I N I T ~ A L I Z E  F i X r  AHD Y 
,CALL I X C P 2  . .  






C k L L  
CQLL 
. CALL 












I F P E L ,  F'j.1: , I I U f E  FOCUS T O  3 3 9 b  
'x IJ k I T 




K Y 3 0  ;6R I F  NOT RESTART REQUEST 
R FL AC ;SET RESTART FLAG I N  ChLnS 
kY35  , 2 #  I i  NOT E 3 I T  REDUEST 
EFLAC . __ _ _  i SET- E Q I J J L A G  - - . __ ____  - 
KYEX 
K Y I B  j 0 R  I F  NOT FORTRN REQUEST 
FRFLI lG ;SET FORTRN FLAG 
KYEX 
PBRa C ' R  
PAR,# '€  
PAR, t'F 
- K' 4 d L - _ S E P L P . A R  *r.K_- _ _ -  
BNE ICY50 IBR I F  H O T  ZERO 6CAH QUEUE REQUEST 
.- . 
CLR NSC FIN 
. CALL LED, <EQLED, NSCAN) 
H O Y  I S R S T i  OISRSTA i ALLOY SEARCH S T A R T  
BR K Y E X  
B NE K Y I  6 8  i B 9  I F  NOT P B T I E N T  REPORT ! - !€QUEST 
I N U e  PFLAC i S E T  PREP FLBC 
BP k YE Y 
C h L t  UPARBIi,(OYE,PAR, PPHASE) i U R t T E  PREP PARAH 
- - - .  _--_ y 6 i  as 
K Y E X i  E N 1  1 8 3 0  
R T I  
SDR TST @tSPRD !SPREAD DLTA READY (SEARCH) 
eNr $PRES .- iBp I F  -SPREAD PtR&Et41--. . - _- 
nov t i ,  FFL& )RESET FOCUS FLAG 
DEC FCNT iDECREBENT FOCUS COUWT 
e p L  GNP r B R  I F  NO NEDD TO FOCUS 
B EQ C NP I B R  I F  NOTHINC T O  FOCUS ON 
B I T  # 6 8 3 @ 0 ,  PrSPRD 
J #P 
, v r - ,%I 1: I 
G r L  
J'IF 




n o v  
X Y N C  C E T k B  
FOCSUQ i G 0  FOCUS 
!- F L h '2 
rliif DC ,ER IF NO F O C U S  T H I S  T I t t E  
F OC S f J  6 , G O  T O  FOCUS SUBROUTINE 
Pa, - i S P )  
CSPQ, P 0  iR@=CUBRENT SPREbO QUEUE POINTER 
@ J X C P A . ( R 0 1 +  iSTORE X - -  
M 6  ;REQUEST C 4 L I B U A T I D N  
(SP ) + '  R e  
X O t  ~ E R  IF x I S  POSIT-IVE 
4,122,5 1 8 
66 
B L T  
N fC 




331  4 i J X S 4 8 L E  t ; J T E R R U P T  
R T I  
B H I  X Y N G  r B R  I F  Y I S  NECPTIVE 
C HP PAGN, e63. iSEE I F  S E I R C H  JS I I T  HI-RdG 
X O U .  no't @#YCPR*-t  R e )  + - - 4 - S T O R E  Y_-- ___ .- . - _I - 
Lomkc 
-(<Re> I I F  A T  HI-)1AC, FLAG O S  RCCEPTED I N  ED-LO 
R8a CSPQ 
--!SP~?LRB 
N SP i INCRERENT I SPREADS FOUND 
LED, <SHLED, HSP) 
HSP, m w N s P  
EDLO i B R  I F  ENOUGH SPREADS FOUND 
XCTR 
c s a .  _ _ _  _ rBR I F  INOTHER X MOVE IS OK 
c 48 ~ B R  IF L A S T  HOVE O A S  a Y 
N E C .  . . XDEL 
. C l l L L  IYREL,  (YDEL)  
BR . c 60 
c4e:  H OY XLCTH, XCTR 
_. C S S ,  -. . C e L L  IXR-EE_L_* t X D E L L -  
C C B :  DEC XCTR 
8 IS II4, et, 1 ERPD 
U T I  
SRHk: DSI 4 
#END OF ROY, R_EVE,RSE _@JRECTXON 
rAFTER MOVING DOYH 
i R E L O l D  XCTR 
L f l m 1 u  ~omuJ-Lo4- _. 
iEHABLE INTERRUPT 
. .. 
I S E I R C H  OR FOCUS HALT 
. CkLL 
L OH 
. C k L L  
R T I  
_E N l  
. CkLL 
LOFF 
R T I  
nsI 
- L Q F 3  
C k L L  
. CCtLL 
E N I  
ll OY 
B I T  
-. BNE. 













. C k L L  
LOFF 
LON 
I l O Y  
N O Y  
N O V  
n ov 
c i r ;  





- c HP - 
N 0 !J 
.._ . CALL 
.. . 
L E D ,  < L K L E D ,  SHLKEY) 
2ua9a  J T U R N  ON SEIRCH HALTED L I G H T  
R f l C I  
1 0 4  , E D I T  S T d R T  
12'39a4 - - - - - 
L E D * < L K L E J t  E S K E Y >  
!IFST, < H n G N ,  FPOS) 
4 ee i E H a B L E  FOCUS INTERRUPT 
$ 1 ,  FFLCIG I I N I T ~ ~ ~ L I Z E  FOCUS FLAG 
EDLO JBR T O  EDI_T_LO I F . I N  SEARCH 
*1004 @ # C I T E S  
ES18 IBR I F  9N EDIT-LO 
ELSTT J B R  I F  LO-HAG ( I N  E D I T - H I )  
d 1889, Q#L1 T E S  
HACN, f 6 3  
EHRST i H I - f i A C  ( I N  EDIT-HI) 
HpGN, f63 - - l_I_N__EDIT:L0, T E S T  -N-&G-- - -  - - - 
ELUST i B R  I F  LO-fi4G 
EHSTT i H I - R B C ,  STBRT E D I T - H I  




ELSTT i B P  IF LO R A G  
EHSTT 8 S T l l R T  E D - H I  I F  H I  H I G  
LED, (SOLED, HSPAL) 
1 zea 
#ELM, @ ~ A C S P ~  , A C C E P T  S P R D  
4 BB iTUR_N_ OH E D I T  LO LIGHT- - 
#ELPJ, @ t R J S P I  iREJECT SPRD 
CELNX, @ l N X S P A  ,NEXT SPUD 
OECLd, B t L U S P 4  i L A 9 T  SPRD 
S?N iSPrZEAB N U M E P  
*SPQ. CSPY _ _  . _  _. - ._ 
PB,  -(SP) ;SAVE R 0 - O H  THE S T A C K  
4 09 WJ J T U R N  OFF FOCUS L I T E  I N  CASE FOCUS 
S PN 
- -  . _  - 
CSPQ* P 0  
4 00 JUIS INTERRUPTED e y  ARNL 




LOFF 2eee  
BEQ J E D H I -  i B R . - I  F -  END OF QUEUE 
. . . . . . . . .  B !.I- . .  F: 434 ...................................... I F  NOT ALREADY n C C E P T E P  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  i B R  
LON 2080 j I N D I C A T E  I L R E I D Y  IICCEPTED 
i S b V E  U F D m  POIHTER 
. .  n o v  . . .  ( R 0 ) t t X .  ~ .~ .............................................. 
E L 3 8 :  R O V  ( R e ) + *  Y 
n o v  RB, CSPQ 
.. ~ _ _ _ _ _ _  
. . .  h0V. ... (SP>+, Re-.. !PES_TPRE Re ... ................................. 
.......... .h.OV.-. ... -C_SDR*.P#SDF-PA .................................................................... 
._ EN1 4 i E N L B L E  -SPRD D A T A  READY IHTERRUPT - 
. CeLL  I XYABS,  < X I  Y )  i IN !  T I I I T E  R O T O R  NOVE T O  X,  Y 
nov t l r  FFCAC 
R T I  
. . . . . . . .  . .__ ._ . . --- 
J E D H l  J h P  E D H I  
E S C R  EN1 i e@ i A L L O U  R3- DURING FOCUS 
_ _  
____  HEC - FFLAG _ _  ._____ ,EDIT  SPREID D A T A  ___ REhDY _ _  
0 PL ES20 i B R  I F  NO FOCUS T H I S  T I N E  
J NP FUCSUB 
. C A L L  R n C I  iRELASE N C I - F R O N  CO-flPUT€R CPNTRO-L- - 
L OH ieaeae JTURN O N  OPERhTOR I ICT ION L I G H T  
ES20. D S I  4 iNOY B l S n 6 L E  THE -SDR--INTEbRUPT- - -  - - -  
ELCIC: H I N T  ACKEY iACCEPT SPRD INTERRUPT .. . . .  .. 
8 Q Y  C S P Q ,  R A  
TST -4(R0) 
BPL E u Z a  ~ S R  I F  N O T  PREVIOUSLY CICCEPTEP 
I NC HSPClL 
. CdLL LED, < SQLED, NSPAL) 
. -. -c!!p._ HsPfiL rHL.n_4?. ....... - .. - ___. . 
E CE E D i i I -  I B R  I F  ENOUGH FOUND 
.. - . B R  ~. . EDNXT . .  150 T O  W ) c T  SP.RE.II# ................................ 
i 
EL-RJ: H I N T  RJXEY )REJECT SPREID IHTERRUPT.. 
n ov CSPQe R B  
_ _  --LST-- 3 (-e!? L-.- __ - -_ - -~ ____ -- - 
B PL JEDHXT i B R  IF NOT PREVIOUSLY ACCEPTED 
DEC N S P I L  
BR JEDHXT 
B R  JEDN'. 1 
H EC -4<Ra)  i l A R X  I T  REJECTED I (+  
. C l L L  L E l r  <SOLED, HSPAL) 
,if+:, r i l l ' -  q:;r E" ,HEXT SPREkD 
ELLA H 1 1 i T  LAKEY ; L A S T  SPREPD 
S 06  Y I ,  CSPI) , H O V E  B I C K  T O  CURRENT SPREID 
BEP JEDNXT i B R  I F  F I R S T  SPREAD I N  QUEUE 
s us Y 1 ,  CSPP ;EACY. UP ANOTHER SPREAD 
DEC S PN 
SP-N _ . ____ _ _ - __ - - -. -. - - - - - - -- - 
? 2 3 Y . : T  -!d' 53,YXT 
E D H I  .nil% - . _CSP > + I  R3 . L R E S U R E L  88 __ _____ __ _ _  - - - - _ _  
GETbB H 5  IREQUEST H I  t l A C N I F I C A T I O H  
Loti 2 88 ITURW ON E D I T  HI LIGHT- 
n ov YEHBC*PtACSPA #SET UP E D I T  HI INTERRUPTS .. _. 
n DV ~ E H R J I  BCRJSPA 
!LQ4_vL_-.-.---- ~ E H N X I  B C N X S P I  _____- 
R O Y  fEHL f I ,  PCLASPA 
n ov  # € D E W ,  PYEDEHA 
E H I  2 0r) 
CLR NSCIN 
. C A L L  LED,(SQLED, NSCAN>- 
EHSTT LOFF 1400 
.. . . .  
- EHRST - __ -__ CLR ___ SPf4 _- - 
n ov CSPQ, CSPQ 
. . . . . . . . . . .  H 00 _ R 0 ,  -(SPl_ i S W E  RB 




BEQ . ~ JEDEND im I F  E N D - P  QU-EUE- . _ _ _  _.__ . . - - .  
BR E H 1 0  ;-TRY T H E ' H E X T  s p i k n i -  - -  
B t t I  EH20 i B R  I F  - X  (ACCEPTED I N  E D I T  LO) 
T S T  ( R @ ) +  
TST - 2 < R 9 )  . 
B PL EHC)20 i B R  I F  H O l - n L R E A P Y  eCCEP1ED AT H I  HAG 
DEC N SC FIN IDON'T COUNT I T  T Y I C E  
EHCIZB: HOV e #YCPR, - (Re > 
N W  .. 
I HI: 






R T  I 
rOsn 
B RB 
N SC AN 
#SPQ+ R 8  iFIHD LOC IN S P R  
LED,<SOtED, NSCAN) 
t - 2 .  R i  
SFR ( 2 9 )  i l r4CREi lENT SF'FEkD R A T I N G  
< S P ) * #  RB 
f 6000Q 
i ee 
 RETURN FOR ANOTHER ac O R  NX 
8PC EHNXT 
Iv EC a R3 ,:!.kXE IT P O S I T I V E  I F  P R E V I O U S L Y  ACCEPTED 
- I!E_CL-.- -N$CX& _____ - - _____ ____ __  _ _  - - __  - - . - - 
TST - ( R 0 )  I G E T  L O C  I N  SPR FOR THE SPREAD 
i -. . 
EHLA: H I N T  L A c E Y  i E n 1  LaST 
SUB .............................................................. 
DEC S PN 
SUB # 4 r  CSPP ;HOYE BACK ANOTHER SPREnD-- - - - - -  
BE&? JEHNXT 
e PL EHL28 i BR IF -k6k--LX 
..................... .rr,csPQ 
. E H C P  e.r ............... B E Q  JEHHXJ.. . . . . . . . .  i!R. IF. f-!R3! .SPPP--!.N-Q . . . . . . . . . . .  
-~ - _ _ ~  DEC SPH _- 
. . .  Tsr . . .  QCS p 9  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ........................................ 
. .  iL !3ST rX ............................................... 
. E  _n EN L -A cnc L LEJ!L.(cKL!J!! ELK€ t> .- ____ -- - - 
JEHNST: JclP- - -  EHHXT . 
71 
t i  O'.' Re, -(SF) 
D S I  184 
E D E N D  LOFF 102200  
4,122,5 18 
72 
;TURN OFF. ED. H I  qND qCC .LIGHT . 
;DISABLE AKNL k H D  SDL 
TST NSCAH -. . . . - - - 
8 EC! €E38 I B R  I F  NONE -TO S C M  
-- .-DSL._ _-_.__._______ 4 $  i D I S A B L E  E D I T  STnRT- __ .__ 





tSPQ, CSPQ . .. . .. 
s PH 
€E48 
tSRST, 8 # 8 R S T B  ;Al.LO# SEbRCH SThRT 
i S P ) + ,  48 iRESTURE R 8  . .  
SFLAC 
R8, - <  S P )  ~ C E T  NEXT SPREAD T O - S C A N  SBRTE 
CSPP, R0 
#SPSRCH, BBSRSTG 
!RBI+, X V A L  
G N E X  i B R  IF END OF QUEUE 
( u a ) + ,  Y Y A L  
X W l ,  
EEI 0 i D R  I F  NOT ACCEPTED 
- \ ! * , I  
! N A K E - X V A L  A N D  YVAL P O S I T I V E  
P.8, CSPQ 
i I N I T I R T E  HOTOU MOVE 
__ - - -no. -_-Ps_fi~3LE.a~3wL __ _____- 
E N !  .2 4 ;EMABLE S E A R C H  HALT L RESOHE L SDR 
R T :  
BED SCHP . .  i B R  I F  HOT 
N E G  FFLAC 
J NP FOCSUS 
SF'SDR B I T  Y69880 ,  O Y S P L D  i S E E  I F  ANYTHING THERE 
_______ B PL SCHP_--.-- - i B R  I F  HO ILE-ED TO F O C U S  
SCNP TST XCTR . . .  
eCT SXOK ~ B R  i F  ANOTHER-x MOYE i s  OK 
TST YCTP 
6 G T  S Y O K  
_ _  . . .. 
i B R - I F - A N O T H E R  Y HOYE I $  OK 
- ___ __ I N G -  _ __ SPLE:I __ i INCPENEHT ___ S P I P A L  LENGTH - 
tI 0'; SPLEI4, XCTR iRELDOD X AND Y COIJNTERS 
n o v  SPLENr YCTR 
NEC SPSTEP ;CHANCE D I P E C T I O N  
S Y  J!: CltLL I X R E L ,  SPSTEP 




. . .  s ?KEY.: ......... G.D . .  - ..... 
SYAKEY: . U O R I I  2 
. R S K E Y :  ... , W R Q  .... 3 ........ ............................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
ESXEY:  .WORD 4 
ACKE.’ f : - -  . UORD 5 . . . . .  ~. _ ~. - . . . . . . . . . . .  
_. - -!!-?.K.EL- - U _ o _ R , q - L  _I__. .__- -___ ~ _ _ _ - -  - 
. €€.KEY:  . ..UOPD.--. 9:. . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  . . . . .  
RJKEYI  . U O R D  6 
CAKEY: .YORD 9 .  
FOKEY: . W O R D  18. 
KIRKE..’fi _. Y O R D -  1 1 .  . . . . . . . . . . . .  . .  . .  . .  ~ 
H A X S C :  . I ; I C R D  5 6 8 .  J l l i X I n u l l  i c i  SCAN 
. ... 
t IL t lkX:  . U O R D  3 0 0 .  ; ? i ~ X I P l U N  T C  l C C E P T  I N  € D I T - L O  
x : . U O P D  - .  
I .  . U O P J  - .  
FPO’3. . U O R D  - .  
i i A C f l :  . U O R D  . - .  
F C H T :  . U O R D  15 .  t. ... i T I : f r ‘  T O  FGCUS COUNTER 
I..icDEL. _ 1  1d.BRD- . --lx. - . . . . .  _- i 11.i.I T It& K E E L .  ................ . 
XDEL: . U O R D  - 1 3 .  
YDEL: . U O R D  - 1 3 .  
Y Z T R .  , UOR3 7 5  F - .  
X L C T H :  . I J O R D  75. 
F V A L :  .!IO23 -386.). i I N I T I A L  FBCUS AFTER C L L l b R A T I O H  
NS3:. L . ,.WOE B .. 0 . - ... iN li!i~-~~~FSPR.~~BS_~-T~~il.~.-..-------.-.- 
HSPAL: .YORD @ 
L S P R :  . W O R D  158. iLENCTH OF SPR I N  UOXDS 
. . . . .  . ? & % H S P  . U Q R D  299. r l l 6 t X r t t U H  S E l . R C H  O U E U E  ~. 
L 5 1 2 : :  . Y O I D  SL2. 
ZERO. . U O R D  0 
- _-__- - N P :  UORB . - .  
PAR: BLkU 2 8  
SPBUF: 8 l K B  8 3 .  
---___- -- 
n a x w  W O R D -  za .  . . .  
. . . . . .  . . . . . .  ........... :-:w;. ~~~.NTER..pnitENT rD- / ............. 
f l l ‘  
n 2 :  . A S C I 2  / ENTER PATIEWT SEX / 
# 3 :  . A S C I 2  .‘ ENTER S L I D E  I D  / 
--_______-____-- - __ 118. A S C I 2  / ENTER SOURCE CGDE ( H E C A T I Y E  FOR SANDED) / - 
B L K 8  C N S T S + 7 0 3 a -  ;HAKE LEWGTH CONSTANT 
. -. - . . - _ _  . END 
T I T L E  D L I N E  
C A L L I S  _ Y E R S I O N  
D R ” C = 1 7 2 4 1 8  
D R S A - D R O C  +2 
DRS T = D R U C  t 4  
Y R E C = 1 6 4 1 9 b  
< 3 ;  ,; -i 1 ;i 1 ,>J 
G S F C = 1 6 4 !  LB 
c s:cc 2 = 1 G -4 1 1 2 
C S Y C P = 1 6 4 l f  4 
URCtiD=.( 
E RC PI D= 6 
- EUCHD=2 
R B I f - 1 0  
_ _  . C S S T : i  e-0- - 
- DISPLClY A L I N E  ON THE I N T E R A C T I V E  DISPLClY 
_ _  __  . - -- --- 
iubit~ COUNT ‘ R E G I S T E R  
r E U S  BDDRESS R E G I S T E R  
. S T H T ? I S  H N E  COtiHASHD R E C i S T E R  
, ; ~ l t + ? l - E  ?EGISTEi? 
; G R A Y  SCALE P I X E L  COUNT R E C I S T E R  
iCRilY SCALE X C U R S O R  F D S I T I O l Y  . -  
i C R I l Y  SCALE Y C U R S O R  POSITiON 
i U R I T E  CO.Rl l&HD 
I E R ~ S E  COl l l lAHD 
i E P & S - € k L ! ! I T E C O n n A H D - -  - 
JREPL r c i x  sr r 
, L I H E  R E C I S T E R  
- - -  i & P A Y  SCaL-E STRTUSlCO_?I!!A_Nlt RE$ISTE-? - - __ - 
._ . .  SUP= I 7 7 5  7 6  .. - .. 
L F = 1 2  
. MCALL BIN20, CALL, .PAUSE . .- 
, 
-- .~ CALL D W A I T  - , - 




SPL D U A I T  i S R  I F  N O T  R E A D Y  
........... -RT5 . . . .  8 5 .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. CALL DCLEAX -- ~ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  .aCLE-eR: i JSP: ~. R.Sc D I I A I T  ....... 
I N t  e 1c ss T iSTORE CLEbR COMAND 
BSL E 3  _ _  __ i 2+NS ___ 
NOREP: H E C  R 3  
nov . P3,  QPCSPC ?STORE P I X E L  COU-NT -N_OR -2*N. . 
REP: NOS 2 < R 5 ) ,  BIDRBCl i L O C  TO BUS bBPRESS REEZSTER 
n OY @6<R5), WXREC _ i S l A R T I H C  SANPLE OH DISPLAY . - .  







e C t  
E I T  
e NE 
CLR 
J S R  
8 %  
. I W  - 
E X I T .  JRP 
CALL ;c 
S C : -  JSR 
HOY 
S C I B S  nov 
n ov 
. C n L L  
n w  
R 3  
R 3  
R3, PtDRYC 
P i ,  B t C S S T  
BYDRST 
R 2  
€:>:! T 
E X 1  T 
9 2  
6'5, D U A I T  
*IO, e#stiR 
.@ t Y RE C. 
RESTR 
. . . .  
REF- 
;-STORE H E C I T I V E  YORD COUNT 
a ISSUE GO 
;STORE U R I T E  O R  E R I S E / Y R I T E  COHR-AMD - - .. 
,e.? i F  DOhE 
i R E P L I C A T E  UNLESS SU 3 IS UP 
i E X l T  IF S Y  3 UP 
; U B I 1  
i C 0  D O  THE REPLICATION 
.Tg_ _NEXT L I?&_ _ _ _ _  - - - - - - 
TU SCT Ut' T f l E  CURSOR .. 
R 3 r  SWER-. ... .......... __ 
t 3 ,  R3 
* 3 2 . , X  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
t 3 2 . n Y  ~ Y I I T E  M)RK LIT 3 ~ 3 2  
n l !  NE8 <?.Ef?Ol Y I  x.* I E H ,  9NE#.?ERO? .......................................... 
t 9 .  R4 
.......... .. soe rrp,sce .  . . 'R.~.~Eki..io. .m.AK.E. .I.i.'uH-iTE '~~.EN.oucH.. ....... 
s 08 R34 S C l 9  
nov . . .  9.33Lp.3. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
-SC3a:-- . - N O V  e 9 7 3 . ,  Y 
s c i e  :.- . . .  CtlL L 
. .-__ n OY 1 9 9 2 . ~  X i U R I T E  A H F I R K  A T  992,992 
M O V  t 9 .  R4 
._DL !HE* (ZERO>. y 8 X I  ?HE! ONE! ZERO >. .................................... n DD #2#  Y-- 
flov #973 .  I x 
. . . . . .  SOB . .R4# sc4e . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
-- - . CALL D L I N E ,  <ZERO,Y,Xt TEH, OHEIZERO) --_--__-_.---- 




n OY @#CSXCP. XZ iSTORE X ZERO hPJUSTHENT 
. C A L L  .TYPE* <H4-*2ERO)_ >NUYE TP_ LG!d€R RJCfl.1- _ _ _  ._ _ _  
SCLB. . C A L L  PRRAH, <NP, P A R , F I V E )  
_ _ _  J SR RS, ULDR .. 










D I V  
. .  
- _  - a m  
a SL 
c RP 
B L T  
.IC 
c 4 a  nov 







; A Y * ( Y - Y 2 ) * 9 6 0 / Y D + 3 2  
. .  
; R O U N D  UP 
;ADJUST THE X READING 
- .  .-. . _ _ _ _  - - - - -- 
CEX . . . . . . . .  . i . B R . I F  H0.T 4. P.llRAHETERS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
R 0  
R 0  .... . . .  ................................................ 
Re, oC-~RS j i L I N E = Y C P / 2 +  1 
Jlw . R 2 r Q l B < R S )  
CEX: J HP RESTR 
.;.sPHP=xcPL2+!. ........................................ 
; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ..... ........................................... 
ncu: :  SUB 1 2 ,  e 1 c s Y c p  ICALL ncu TO M O V E  CURSOR UP 
R 5  __________ R T S  
nCD:: CIDD 121 QiGSY CP r C A L L  NCD TO HOVE CURSOR bOYN 
1(CL: I SU8 12, Q.tCSXCP ;CALL HCL TO HOVE CURSOR L E F T  
NCR:: &DO t 2 ,  B t C S X C P  i C A L L  WCR TO HOVE CURSOR RIGHT 
.......... .... .......... . R T S  R S  ........... _ _ ~ . . ~ _ ~ _ ~ ~  ........................... - - - -  ............ 
..- .. ..... RTS ...... PS ................................. . ---......--- ......... 
--___ ..R IS R=-----.. ~- 
" D L R :  : .NpV ..... I??!.R5)?!?AR . . . . . .  ICBCL. YPCI!(P&R.) .... E.XT.ERYfiL.C@SCL,.. ...................... 
B R  U L 2 0  
. . . . . . .  iC(ILL.ULDR.. IYT€RWAL.CACL- ....................... 
ULDR: TST NP ;CHECK FOR U&L,D,  O R  R TYPED 
6NE 3 2 9  i B R  IF 6 LETTER U@ TYPED 
T S T  <R5)* ;SET FOR NO T Y P E I N  RETURN 
. . . .  R T S  ... ..RS ....................................................................... 
uL28: Cf lFB PfiR,('U 
. . .  EHE . ...u t 3 8  . .  . t B R  I F  N O T . I I  .U. .................................. 
- ~ U L 3 L C n p B - - P ! R & _ q  - -___- 
8 NE uL+e 
t NC . .  PsGSVCp.  ~ N W E  C U R S O R  D O W  PNE.SIEP . . . . .  
8 ti€ UL5B .. 
DEC a' lCSYCP r # W E  C U R S O R  UP ONE STEP 
u c 4 a :  CIWB P42,O 'L  
79 
4,1223 18 
Z E R O  U O P D  0,04  0 1  8 ,  LI 
-- - -- - - -_____ --ONE : - . O O R D  1 - __ - - - - __ 
FOGR. .YORD 4 
F I V E .  U O R D  5 
TEN. WORD 16 
I H T P H  OORD 7 i I N T l  PHASE NUtiBER 
P A R .  . B L t i U  5 
- ____  - _ _  __ XaPAR 
Y = P A R + P  
N Q = P B R + 4  
__ - __ ~ - __ - 
N L I S T  EEX 
k 3  ' ASCI.? H O V E  CURSOR T O  UPPER LEFT M A R K /  
1 4 .  .ASCI .?  / U O Y E  CURSOR T O  LOUER R I G H T  WARKN 
Y : U ? P D  3 2  
Y D  U O P D  968 
A2 U O R D  3 2 .  
. EVEN 
X D  U O R D  9 6 8 .  
BLkB D O t i I T t 1 5 B 8 -  
. T I T L €  t l C r S t l E  - t ic1 SfJaPOUTIHES 
CFILNS Y E R S l r j N  - - 
n C k L L  CCtLL, PAUSE 
_- . . .. - 
X C F P = =  ~ C ~ B I B  
Y CFR == 16 4 U4 2 
F C D P = =  !1;.(94 4 
sn;c== 154646  
S?ID== 1 6 4 8 7 4  
FOCP*= 1 6 4 0 7 6  
L I T E 8 = = 1 6 4 1 3 4  
L E D S  m =  164  1 3 6  
SRS T R = = 3  BB r SEARCH START INTERRUPT ADDRESS 
- _. . ._ . . . - - - --- IEb.PDr:j64958 - - __. - 
- - . - - SRW&A== . __ 3 8 4 _-- - ]SEARCH H A L T  
SRPSA==3  1 0  t S E i l K Z H  RESUNE 
A C S P A = = Z I D  ' A C C E P T  SPREAD 
E B S T I = = J i  4 ; E D I T  STl lRT  
R JS-PB==J 2 4  iREJECT SPREAD 
N X S P O = = 3 3 0  ;NEXT SPREAD 
;LAST SPREAD - LASPBz=3  3 4 ____ ___-_ 
E D E N B = = 3 4 6  i E D I T  E N 5  9 
FOC Bat343 
KYPQb==350 
>FOCUS 10- . . . . -. . . . . . . 




N EC x r f i A I ( E  X P O S I T I V E  
B PL I X Y  30 
I X Y 2 8 .  N O V  @ l I R 5 ) , Y  
.. S us Y I  Q l Y C P R  
R TS R5 
i 
~ . Y R E L !  .CCILL XUAIT 
. . C A L L  C I l C l  
n ov 
R TS 
. C A L L  
R O Y  
RTS 
~ Y R E L ~  . CALL 
I F R E L :  C h L L  
C I L L  
n IS? 
C F O C :  nov 




R T S  
R T S  
I Y C P R z  BIS #ze,  stsnsc 
I F C P R :  B I S  t t r  e c s m c  
R TS R 5  
R TS- us 
I V A L U E  TO lil n ov W ( R 5  1 ,  R l  . .. 
B I C  3 1 7 7 8 8 8 ,  R1 
JNP R E S T R  
f lFST: .  J S R  R4, S A V E R  ;GILL tlFST(ttAGt4, FPOS) 
f l  OY B#!EIPL R 0  i F L T R / H A G X  P O S  REG T O  R %  
n ov RBa R1 i A L S O  R l  ____ ___.- - . - _____ 
A S H  8-18. * R e  
8 IC 1 1 7 7 7 7 e ,  i f l A S K  O U T  MACH 
M O V B  LEHS(RB1, f lLGN iSTbRE PtACH 
C L R  F S T E P  i C L E 4 R  TOP B Y T E  
HOYS F S T 8 3 ( R O ) ,  F S T E P  ! S T O R E  FOCUS STEP S I Z E  
- . R O Y 6  F L T A B ( R 0 ) a F L A S T  __ I S T O R E  ___ L A S T  STEP ~ S I Z E  
M O Y B  X C I T L B ( R 0 ) ,  R.2 ;ADJUST?IENT F O R  N O M - C E N T R L L I T Y  
t lov 
HOVE i6DJUSTREHTS & R E -  FOR 6 3  -AHD le8 
M O V  R2, Y A D J  ; R E L A T I V E  TO 4 0  
ti Q V  H I G N ,  @2(R5) 
ti07 R l r  94(R5) 
H ov R l i  FPOS 
C b L L  L E D ,  ! O N L E D ,  HitGN) D l S P L A Y  t l 4 C N I F I C A T I O H  
J #F RES TR 
J Sx 
HI37 ? S ? Q ,  R 4  i l H E  C U R P E h T  H I  R A T I N G  I S  NOVED H E R E  
m O'I NSP, H S R  ; I N I T I A L I Z E  C S P R E I D S  R E R f i I N I H G  
-~ ,-s*- EK- - - .- - i ~ " ~ R * ~ T - I _ ~ - E - T ~ - - ~ o . ~ - T -  -- 7HE-Q-UE-"UE--- - -  --- - - - - 
3 0 RTQ . 
HOV iSPR, R3 i R 3  AND R 4  P 5 ) I H f  TO L?U Q P E U E  P O S I T I O N S  
s ~ 2 a .  CLR R B  i R O  HAS WAX R A T I N G  
R 3 ,  R 1  IUSE RI T O  E x a n t w  REHAININC SPRDS n DY HSR,RP - 
- -  nov---- . -  
B EQ S E X  r B R  I F  NO S P R E A D S  R E R A I N  
BLE SQ40 i B R  IF NOT GREATER THRN # R X  
nove - (R i ) ,  ~0 ISTORE HEU #AX 
nov 
SQ38. CHPB ( R I ) + , R B  I E X I H I N E  A R A T I N G  
i S * V E  - - __ --- 01, REG1 - _ _  - __ - - - - __ -_ - 
S Q 4 0 :  
I NC 
s OB 








H O Y B  
N O V B  
t1ov 
(IOY 
. l U i  
H O V  
H O Y B  
4,1223 18 
84 
iBR IF NORE TO EXIRINE 
. -  
i 9 R  I F  A L L  H A V E  B-EEN-SORTED 
,P.Z d l L C  HkYE POSITIOIO I N  SPrl 
. .- . - - - - . - 
i S W l T C H  R e T I N C S _ -  . - . - .- - 
; S Y I T C H  X AND Y VALUES 
~.  ? O V  ? R ? d  Q R 2  . . . . . . . . .  .... . -~ .. 
B O Y  Ra, ( i 7 + ) +  i R 3  CIkB R4 &RE UPDATE& 
BR SQ20 . i ~C0 .  G E T  .THE. HEYT H.tGHES.1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
CLRB @R3 ~. iH4RK END .OF R.AT1NC.S  .... . . . . . . . . .  .............. 
S Q E X :  C L R  83 R4 i N A R K  END GF QUEUE 
JHP R E S T R  
i -- __ 
MACN: . U O R D  8 
LEHS: . B Y T E  0 , 4 9 . , 6 4 . , ~ a 0 . , 1 @ 1 . , ~ . 6 3 . , e . -  
fPOS: ..WORD B . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
F S T h B :  . . . - B Y T E  !.a I ? ,  J l e . ,  8...8.8...~25.-0.e..~~ 1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  
F L T W B ~  . B Y T E  i , a .  5 .  2 . 2 . .  i s .  # 4 , i  
-8KDJ.z.t.. 2.UOrlP .. ..: Y-. 
F S T E P i  : ,-NOR! _ _  _:-er . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
X :  . ~ O R B  e 
....... s N LE = i: . .’.@!?. - 9  . . . . . .  . .- 1 C?F...F.OR. SP.IEAD _HuneER .P.!SPS.rrV .................. 
& B L E D ;  i .  .-!OR? 2 .. i A H A L Y S I S  OUEUC: . . .  . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  
XfiThB: . BYTE 0 , 8 , 8 , 5 ,  0 . 8 ,  9. 0 B I X A D J  FOR 63 AND f e e  R_EL T O  4e 
Y A T R 8 t  . B Y T E  9 ~ 0 r 9 , 3 r 0 , 8 r 2 , 8  i Y A B  J 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Y A D J t i  . U O R D  .-. 
F L A S T :  : . Y O R D  .-. 
Y :  .UORD Q 
S O L E D : :  . U O R D  I i S C A N  QUEUE 
O R L E D : :  . U O R D  3 i O B J  HACH 
-- i H C I R D  C O P Y  QUEUE 
iLbST KEY 
__- -
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  TEHP: . Y O R D  0 . -  .. 
HSR. .UORD . - .  
4,122,5 1 8 
85 86 
- _- 
_. ___-- i w w - - - - P  , Fw€-wFffRfttf4-- 
. . . .  
; S K I P  THE R E A P  rF w = e  
_ .  .
BEQ R P 4 8  
B H I  RPERR J B R  IF NP CT NPHAX 
. . .  C MP f R h  E6 (R5 1 
HOW 4 ( R 5 )  4 RPPQf14 
H O V  @RB,PfqYB+BUFSIZ ;SET UP TO RERD NP Y O R D S  
--~*--p.#yscstff4tt--p---~- -- --  
R P 2 0 .  . CULL RELD, <PNYB,  PREC, INDEX,. -. > IREAD THE PARAMETER DS 
R P l O  JIP RES JR 
R P E R R  HOV PHUH, -(SP) 
....... 
3100 6fi)HY PfiRAHETERS 
i P R I N T  F 3 7 8  
. .  nov I f 7 7 0 ,  - (  SP) 
I O T  
PREC: MORD -. 
I N D E X  . Y O R D  -. 
- -_ - -- - .- -___- 
END 
. T l T L E  SClfitJ - SDS DRTA CffNERA DRIVER 
- --. . ... .. -- . -. -- - - -  - .- -. 
; C r r ~ n s  ~ E R S I O N  CALL- SCAN(DUNIT,FILPEX) 
;THIS YERsxOti  USES HYIO IN nouoLE BUFFERING 24 
; T U  Y E R T I C A L  L I H E S  AT b TIHE FROn C A M E R A  TO A BISK D I l T 4  SET 
i I N  HUN-INTERRUPT HDDE. 
; T H E  F I C i U 9 F  1s  D I S 3 L : i Y E B  OS THE CRbY SCALE. 
i SECIOrr ! S T U G ~ . A ! M ~ S . ~ ~ P _ . .  GEf?f_R_f!JE-g R S  T ) I E - _ P _ ~ , E . L ~ ~ ~ A ~ € . s c r l Y n E D ~  
;THRESHOLDS A R E  FOUND AFTER E Q C H  GROUP OF SECTORS A N D  TYPED 
; O U T  Y H I L E  THE NEXT R O Y - O F  S E C T O R S  J S  SCANNED I F  S Y t . I S  up: . . .  
.- - 
; T H E  SCLN &RE& IS Y A R I l B L E  U I T H  A NAXlMUH O F  512 L I N E S  A N D  
488  SAHPLES. PER L INE,  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
I 
_- -._-.--------.LOEL OPEN,G.F;I, PUT,CLQSE, P h ~ A I l , Q P R I N T ,  PL6BFL.PARbUF 
. GLOBL & F I L E ,  SCAN 
. ~ C A L L  .P.mAn, ,ExI .T,  . C V T D T , .  cnL.~, . .~pus~.._ . . ~  . . . . . . . .  
. P m A n  
. . . . . . . .  
. -  . .  . .  .... . . . . . . .  . .  f?LIST . . .e. EX . . . . . .  . - .~~ 
I 
__- LF=12 
C R - 1 5  
. .  ._._.. . C.OH.D=-164.@Re.. . . . .  -. . . . . . . . .  ..~. ... ..__. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
......... XRE.Cm1.6.4822. ... ..._ ~. . . . .  . .  ..._.. . . .  _.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . .  - -  . 
s T A  r = I  64 628 
Y RE C = I  64824 
___ ZREG=164826 
X J R E C = l 6 1 8 3 B  i X  J O Y S T I C K  REGISTER 
YJRECr  16.1832 . j 7  JOYSTICK REGISTER . . . . . . . . . . .  
- - .-T_S_I -!!PAR _--_ __ . -.- -. _ _  ___ ____- -- - - -- - 
BEQ sieti i B R  IF NO PFIRAHETERS (USE O L D  L A B E L )  
c nP NPAR, C2 













$ 1 9 4  C R P  
8 NE 
I NC 




# ‘ A  ,PBR 
k 01 AB 
&PHASE, ZCQO 
S398 
e.2 , P a R  
s 1 0 3  
N SC A’t 
A P H A S E ,  ZERO 
S E X I T  
t “ E X ,  PAR 
5 1 0 4  . 
SEX I T  
#*DS, P A X  
C, 183 
D F L  Ai; 
519; 
4,122,5 1 8 
88 
i 8 R  I F  NOT ABORT 
i B L  I F  N O T  Z E R O  Q U E U E  REQUEST 
Z E R O  nsca+i 
i A t i D  A R O R T  T H I S  SCAN 
r B R  I F  NOT DUllllY SCAN 
; S E T  DFLAC 
5 1 0 5 ,  R Q Y .  - r P k R 3 U F , . R l  - __ ._ __ - - - - 
n 011 * L + ? t ? . J  R2 ; A D D  ANOTHER LABEL U I T N  RISC ID 
n w  C 5 9  . R 3  i n A X  OF 6 9  C t ! P R A C T E R S . I N  LbBEL 
# L A B  ~ O Y B  <RI)+,RB 
c HP P B I  #CR 
B E Q  E L A B  18R IF E N D  OF LABEL (CR)  
- HDVB Re, (R2)+ ~-~ iSTORE L l lSEL  CHARhCTER - 
E L A D .  HOYB X 4 9 r  ( R 2 ? +  ) P A D  REST -OF L ~ B E L  u r i i  B L ~ N K S  
S106:  JSR P C ,  PPAR ;PROCESS PARAIKTERS 
s OB R3, WLCIB 
BR s l a c  - .  
SOB R 3 t  ELAB .. 
_--- -- . CRLL -  DUTCON,(XCPRit*127.,FOUR> - 
.CALL OUTCOH,<YCPR, Lt135.e FOUR> 
. C ~ L L  HYL,<L+IZI , H ~ + ~ S . , F O U R )  . .  . CRLL ~ v L , < L + I ~ ~ .  , n 2 + 2 2 . , ~ 0 ~ ~ >  
. CALL  TYPE, tQ2 
. CVTDT #e, I L t 1 4 5 .  ;STOR% D A T E - I N  LOBEL 
. CYTDT $1, P L + l S S .  ;STORE T I N E  I N  LABEL 
T.sT-- 
B NE S 108 i N O  OUTPfJT LABEL I F  DUHNY SCCIN- 
. C R L L  P L B B E L . < B U F , S P ~ R . L )  OUTPUT LABEL 
.CALL DCLEAR 3CLEAR THE CRhY S C k L E  
. . ___ -  - __-- 
DFLAC 
S188: . C A L L  DCLEIR 
C LR e t  C 0 I1 D I D I S A B L E  P I X E L  IHTERRUOT 
C LR G Y  ;CLEAR CS L I N E  COUNTER 
nov #TTRB, TX 
n ov XBTCIB, 8% 
- ~ ~ -  ~ - - -  rTYPE HEADING 
;SECTOR NURBER-B 
__ ___ - JSR PC, T H E _ h x  - 
L S E C .  H O Y  LPS, S C T R  
E F L I H  DID:’ ss, Y i I N I T I d L  Y 
C LR SHUH 
. CQLL Z I A , < ! i I S T ,  H D I R )  ;ZERO H I S T O C R h H  COUNTS- 
R O V  X , O I X E E C  ;SET L I N E  COUblT 
T ST DFLAC 
B HE S l f 5  ;OFT I F  D U R H Y  S C M  
. I t!C __ L_r!-ie - - i-I!HCR€MENT-jVIO L_INE_-COUHT . - I  
CULL P O T * ’ B U F * L I H E *  INBEIO ,PREPARE STORAGE OF NEXT T Y  L I N E  
511’5 R O Y  BUFF, P a  ; I N I T  BUFFER POINTER T O  B U F + N S - t  
U F L I H :  BDD I t l O f X ,  .a ,SET POINTER FOR NEXT L I N E  
_ _  M O V  - #_HIS;, R4- - i R 4  HAS-LOC- OF HIST- _. ..- - - .  
)I O V  I S ? S ,  R3 ; INIT ICIL SANPLES PER S E C T O R  
n O V  Y ,  @ B Y R E G  ;SET P I X E L  COUNT. 






S E C T O P  R O Y  
P I X E L :  H O V  
I S T B  
1.’ 
:I ,I ‘Y!> PI :t e 
E i-4: 
iGET F I R S T  P I X E L  OF T H I S  F I E L D  
_ L ! J . ~ ~ T _ U N J ! ~  RE_ADY.-- ~ - - . -. - - - - 
I S E T  P R I O R I T Y  6 FOR THE REST OF THE F I E L D  
i R 3 r S A H P L E S  PER SECTOR 
; P I X E L  CORRAND 
. U A I T  U N T I L  REkDY 
. I 1 -  
, M O V E  P I X E L  I N T O  BUFFER 
rPP I F  NOT ZERO 
4,122,518 
89 
I tic R 1  JCONyERT 0 1 
M O T Z f :  C3P R i ,  l l 2 7 .  
.... . . . .  N O T 1 2 7  . J B R -  ?F__!!OLl-?L __ ........ 
H O F  t t 2 6 .  8 R 1  i C H I N C E  127 TO 126 
9?C 11421 
I t ic eRi J I N C  COUNT FOR T H I S  VALUE 
SOB R3r  P I X E L  IBR I F  HORE P I X E L S  I N  T H I S  SECTOR 
F )  DD . . B.12.8. a . . W  .. i.ST.EP- HISTg&gg.~_P_O.I.N_T.~R. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
@LO ..... sEc.roa . . . . . .  r e a  Jr npaE..sE.cTocrop_s_..~ .................. 
B I T  # l r  Y __ JTEST ___ FOR EVEN O R X D  FIELD -- 
9.4 P SP . . . . . . . . .  i.8 ETYR.K.TO- P-R!.QR ? TY-4 .P1 _.EHP. 0 F .F S L B .  ............... 
N O T ~ Z T .  ?IOYB Ri,eRo ; S T O R E  P I X E L  I N  BUFFER 
B nn R4.  Rl ) H I S T  + P I X E L  V I L U E  ( e a 2 4  4 a  . .  . 6 2 )  
. . . . .  ---s ua -? 21 .- .... .L. €CK€!!E-@LEs! I l t L E R  --- 
H T E S T :  CHP R4,  I H  I S T + 1 8 2 4 .  +. -. i H IST+NC* 1 2 8  
........... 
i 
BCT OFEND i B R  I F  END OF O D D  F I E L D  
1 NC Y ;SET Y FOR O D D  FIELD PIXELS 
B EQ E F ~ O V  i B R  IF F I R S T  L I N E  
E fE_ND:.  . C. LE.. .. 
. . . . . . . .  ...--TS? ..... . c y  . . . . . . .  ....................................................... 
B I T  t ieI_eesuR _ _  .______- 
B NE EFPJOV ;FOR Q U I C K  LOOK, U R I T E  E V E R Y  OTHER L I N E  
... E F _ C @ l L .  _,.Cp.LL. ._.&L.I.NEI 4 .  .-.! CY: C.X! NSJ REP&! Z.ERP? -. I~~EPC~CA?E.PREYIP_US.L.!~E .-__._ . 
I NC C Y  
DEC RB i S E T  BUFFER POIHTER TO BUF*HS-2  
J &!L.-- OFL __ I N  ;GO ‘GET O D D E L D  PIXELS 
ADD . . W ? r . R B  ......................................................................... 
n ov  R8,  O F C I L L t C  rSTORE START O F  CURRENT L I N E  
RB, EFCILL+.6  J ? N  BO?H ~CQLLS~ TO -DL.INE.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ROY . 
... ____ I NC C Y  -. ~ _ _ _  
B I T  tie, ~ # S U R  
EFHo.Y:.J!oY.. ~ BUFF, 80 ............................................................. 
OFENPt C L R  ewsu ;RETURN TO P R I O R I T Y  8 6T END OF F I E L B  
OF CALL^ . CALL- DLINE, <. -. , GY,CX.NS,  REPL, ZERO) I Y R I T E  T O  C R ~ Y  SCLLE 
. .~ B E Q  . . ~ .  5 )  . . . . . .  i Q R  I F . H O . T - . Q U J C K  LQOK ............................ 
I NC C Y  ;STEP C Y  AGAIN 
5 s :  .-  I H C  . . x I I NCREnEMT..X-CL 1.NE-COUHT j. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
DEC SCTR 
J SR PC, T H R E S H  I C A L C  THRESHOLDS FOR THESE SECTORS 
CMP X#-EL . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  
B GE FIN ia.9 I F  F I N I S H E D  
J ?!P LSEC i s 0  $ T A R T -  UEXT L I N E  SECT0.R . -. 
- BGT H!?LES i B X _ J . F O f  €NU OF 88CTOR 
JEFL IN: JIP E F L I N  
HOT-ESL .... C r P  ... Y *  K L . .  . . . . . .  ._.iIFSJ-.F-QR-SN.I1 Bf._fl.C;IJLRE __ 
B L T  J E F L I N  ;GO STQRT NEXT L I N E  OF P I X E L S  
J SR PCt T H E S H  iCkLC. THRE.SH FOR. L A S j  SECTORS . . . .  
T ST DFLAG . ~. 
BNE 5282 
nou #BUF, R2 
HOV NSI R3 
s OB R3, I T D  
F l H :  nov YTDcITA,  2 1  
- __ CPUT: --- .CALL __ PUT,<BUF,ZESOI INf iEX)  
. . . .  9 pn I H D E X L R ~  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ........... 
HTD: . HOVB . C.Rl.?+., _(R2!+ .iUO?E T D A T O  TO. BUF . .  . . . .  .. 
R l ,  I T D A T A + 2 6 6 .  -_-___ CHP 
0 LO CPUT ref? I F  MORE OF T I A T A  T O  OUTPUT - ___--  _____-__ 
. .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  S 2 8 2 : S 3 B B ,  
S E X I T :  . C A L L  C L O S E ,  BUF 
T S T R 3 :  .Ire! . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  < S P ) + (  ns i RESTORE. R S  
R T S i  R T S  U S  iRETURN T O  S U P F R V I S O R  *+*++***+*+*+** 





P 1 0 .  T ST 
- .  
B C T  
J tip 
P15: flov 
~ t 5 e  
*NX* e 2  - - __ . ___ ... - ... 
# K E Y ,  R 3  
cu i  )+,Re ; R @ = P f % R A U E t E R  VORD 
P20: c NP 
4,1223 18 
91 92 
8 €0 P 59 I B R  I F  P A R M E T E R  EO KEYYOAD- 
SOB . R2, P 2 8  i-BR I F  NORE KEYYQRDS 
c HP NPBR, i l  ;NOT b KEYUORD, WAYBE A R E A  IS SPECIFIEB 
B GE i B R  I F  4 YORDS LEFT P33- _______ -___ 
P2S. . C A L L  TYPE, l l4  iPARAHETER ERROR 
P36: CWP R B I  *NAXNL 
BR PPAR . -  
. BCE _ _  P 2 5  i B R  I F  SL. TOO LLRCE .. 
n ov RBI  SL 
fl OV ( R l  > i d  R0 i EL 
---BLT P25 _ _ _ _ ~ - - -  J S R  i f  SL T O O  s n a u  - 
BLE ._ P 2 5  . .  i B R  l F  E L . 1 0 0  V!RLL..- _.__._ . - - .. 









I OV B R l r  DBEG IDBEG . . . _ .  
HOV 





B R  . 
PIOV 
B R  
I N C  
2 ua 
BR 
NO‘< _ _  
h0Y 
B IC 




J np P 38 
4,122,5 18 
94 
rCJ PROCESS AUEh PBRAHETERS 
.. - Pi55: NOY ea, NR i N R = ( N l + 3 2 ) ( 6 4  __. .. 
P148r  TST NC 
BGT P 1 7 0  
n ov NSI R0 





t 7 ,  R l  
R i a  HTEST+2 
t 1 2 8 .  I R1 
# H I S T ,  R1 
. .  . . .  - . .  
iHIST-+HC* lZS  
..-. n u i  BACK. R3 . _.. - 
A D3 #SO., R l  _--- 
II DD R3, R 1  
CLR RB 
__- -- ---_______ -
D t V  1198. a Re 
n OY D I T  AI R 1 
sue . ehCK, R 1 
; I TH Iz p ( DP ER+ DRT I+ < 188-DP E R) *B ACK +S 9 ) f 189 
c !lP R l r  88. ;CHECK FOR SRkLL- - f IFFERENCE BETUEEtl  D AHD B 
BCT T 20 IBR IF OK 
n OF- 8 a s I z X -  j I T H R = D B E C / 2  <UNDIV IDED NUCLEUS) 
BCT f 30 
____... . _ _  728: rs! . DCITh 
nov 1127.8 i l T H R r 1 2 - 7  I F  NO !-@TI I N  SECTOR 
c HP 8x1 #0TAB--- rSEE I F  F I R S T  SECTOR 
B €Q 7 4 8  
T38C T S T  BACK 
T 18 j B R  KF-AACK OK _______-- -- BCT 
4,122,5 18 
95 96 
n ov 8x1  R i  ) U S E  BFICK FROR PREVIOUS SECTOR 
N OY - ( R 1 ) ,  BACK 
n ov R i l r  BTX 
B C T  T I S  
CLR I THR J I T H R = B  I F  HO DATA 
?I OV EACY,  EBX ISTORE I N  TTAB FIND BThB 
A DD #2#  T X  
B I T  f 2 ,  P I S O R  




THE AD^ n o v  
n0v  
' 4 1 :  : l u '  
i10 







3 I T  
B E G  
T H 7 9 :  R T S  
._ _ -  
s oa 




i J S R  P C o T H E b D  SET UP HC H E 6 D I H C S  
- I  - . - _ _  _ -  - 
i i 4 O V E  i7 S E C T O R  H E R D I N G  T O  NSG 
; B R  I F  I IORE SECTORS 
. .  
i J S R  PC,SHOOTH SIIGE R 4  
i 
SHOOTH. NOV R I ,  -<SP) 
J S R  PC, TSUB 




noY ?44 R 1  
nov D T S I Z I  R 2  ;BATCI RANGE IS NOM-INRLLY FROll Se-I24  
T S 5 1 :  Ct4P R l ,  ( R 3 ) +  
5 CE TSCB , O R  IF NcIX CE HIS(1) 
C FIP - 2 < R 3 I r - 4 < R 3 )  J L O O K  FUR R E L A T I V E  H f i X I l l U t r  OX LEFT SIDE 
n OY - (R3), R i  
I l O Y  R3a RB iRQ=HIS+I . .- 
T ST ( R 3 ) *  
_ I F  f!gI ._ _ _ _ _ _  -. - - - - -- - _ _  _- BLT -- T S 5 B  _. - - _ _  - -_ - 
T S C B  SOB R2, TSSB 
s us #HIS, RB 
R TS PC 
- __ __ - -8 O K -  __ -. R B I  _____-. DfiTfi __ _ _  -I S I R K E - D i l ' l A L  ~ - -- 
4 -  
i 
Hf iXNL=S12  
NKa6 
- - _- flAxNS?M!O__ --_ - __ _ _  . - 
KEY:  . I S C I I  'DPDBNRHCPLJ / 
. UORD P ~ , P ~ F L  P e e , p w ,  Pgs,pitte 
S L ,  . . Y O R D  e .  i S T 1 7 R T I N C  L I N E  . . .  
E L  t .YORD SBb.  i E I I D I H 6  L I N E  
s s  I . U O R D  e I S T ~ ~ R T I H C  -sAnPLE 
9 B t C  h l i lHD 5 3  iDkTll  B E G I N  
*$ P s U O R D  3 8 .  ~ S A ~ P L E S  PER S E C T O R  OF A FIELD 
ISPSx . Y O R D  39.  ; I N I T I A L  SPS 
B K S I Z  UORD 2 4 .  I DBEC/O-I  
D T S I Z .  .UORD 38.  r62-BKSIZ 
SCTR.  . U O R D  . -. 
H D I F i .  . W O R D  5 1 2  I H I S T  DIHEHSION ( 5 1 2  UORDS) 
SPACE . Y O R D  4 0  
€ J I C T  '4'3 7 3 c 1 
U I F  . U O R D  2 IDEFAULT UIC IS 242 
SYTY UORD 7 0  _-- 
Z E S O  U O R D  e 
T H R E E .  . U O R D  3 . _ .  . 
F I V E :  . u o R n s - -  ___ __ 
I 
s I ZE . U O R D  L2288. 1 SIZE--OFJACH 24-L1NLBUEF-E-R- - ._ -
._ - - .. __ - - - _. - - 
ONE, . U O R D  1 I COWSThNT 
TUOz . U O R D  2 
FOUR: . U O R D  4 
-- KT - . U O R D  . - .  
Y .  . U O R D  : - .  
L I N E :  .UORD .-. # L I N E  NUMBER T O  PUT SUBROUTINE 
QFLAG: .YORD 0 JFLhG FOR Q U I C K  LOOK ( Y H I L E  SCAHHINC)  
D F L B G :  . U b R D  B rFLf iC  FOR DUWlY S t l N  
I H D E X :  . UORD 56. +:-. rREL BUFR hDDR FRO8 PUT - 
NPCIR: .UORD .- .  
JPCIR! ,-?LKU 4 r JOYSTICK P1RLHEtERS_ .~ 
P B R :  . B L K U  88. 
NPNZIX: .UCRD 8 0 .  
S P A R .  
. W R D  498. i t  L I N E S  Nt I 
U S ,  . Y O R D  4 7 2 .  r ?  SBHPLES 
. U P R D  7 i BPE 
N L R i  .UORD 1 a NLR 
. Y O R D  512.  i B L K S I Z  
H I S T :  .BLKU 512. 18 6 4  UORD HISTOCRLI I IS  
-_ .BLKU 64.  rSfiOOTHED H I S T O C R M  
.. - .  . .  - 
~ _- - __ ~ _ _ _ - - _ _ _  -_ 
HIS: -  __ __-_ _ _ _ _ _ - - ~ - _ _ _ _  --___ - - 
T D t t t ( 5 ,  
H R :  . I IORD .-. 
t ic:  .UORD .-. 
LPS: . U O R D  63. 
SPS2:  . O O R D  68.  
i?  ROUS OF SECTORS - .. 
I L I N E S  PER SECTOR 
c o L u n H s  OF SECTORS 
iS4NPLES PER SECTOR 
D P E 2 .  . D C R P  69. ; D A T A  PERCENT 
BPEi?: .YORI) 48. ;BACK PERCENT 
T X .  . bJjOS!D T T A B + .  -.  
B X  I . O O R D  8 T b 0 + .  -. 
I T H K ;  .UORD .- .  
$NU%: . Y O R D  . - _  




... .p I - 
,. . .  
S I  = 1 . . . . . .  
U I  = N U  
R E C  = I 
I t P S  = L P S  
........... ............................... 
.. ~~~ . . . . . . . . .  
.- -. C - __ 
D O  398 R = l r H R  








2 0 0  
C 
C 
2 5 9  
____ .. . 
289 
2 9 0  
DO 289 U = l r N U T  . . .  
CALL S T H  R ( P B U F  ( S  >, Y O R  D <  U I + U  1 I )  T I  Ra ( C T A B  ( Y )  tS I P I  C (P  I + S  > a  W T A B C Y )  ) 
S = S + 3 2  . . .  




C D O N ' T  U R l T E  I F  Q U I C K  COUNT C l P T I O f l  
I F i T O B N .  L T .  81 C O T O  l l B  
. . .  nn- i 95 - I =  ic ~ 2 + . 5 1 2  . . . .  I ........ . ... -. ........... __ .... . 
CctLL WRiTE<EBUF,  G E C , E D C E ( I ) )  
1 9 5  REC = R E C  + 1 
.;.3-i:3 1 4 9  
E 
196 CALL S S S T C H ( 4 r  IS04) 
. . - IF& 1 $!&#-nL.t.& &@re-; +a-.-- - __ .--. __ 
CctLL PPR L HT ' 08 JE C T  R E J E C T E D '  ) 
- CALL ILiST(NrlB,N,UREI,-r#rff,-xn-lK,---- - - -.. ~ 
.~ G O T O  110 ................................................ .. - . 
C 
C 
CALL I L I  S T (  Y l l c t X - O f 4 I  tt, X H A X - X f I  IN, I I X A R ,  I X E P T ,  I X L E N )  
.-.J+- #RscM-*-uw-- 
- 2 6 1 . .  NOBzHOB-1. ........................................................................ 
I F f T O B N .  L T .  8 )  COTO 226 
1 F C D I . GI, -1 ) ~C RLL- &i.LTE ( E &uF+ ma, n I & )  
CALL U R I T E < E B U F ,  l r  SPAR) 
. . . .  ....................................... 
F I  
2 2 0  I f ( N O B . C i . 0 )  C O T U  2888 
.. C...LF Y O  W S E C T S . E U W , - . T $ ' P E  & S C - ~ & . C ( u L . J ) I T . ~  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. ~~~~. CALL. .?Yp_LC'BI 1.. ............................................................... 
CALL TYPE ( '  NO O B J E C T S  FOUND i CH€CK T H R E S H O L E S ' )  
CALL l P H A S E  17 > 
I F t T O B N .  C E .  0 )  RETURN 
CclLL OUTCOM (NK, n<6), 2 ) 
CALL TYeECnr63 - - . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
CALL U P A R A N ( 1 2 2 ,  NK, 6) 
. P a B ; I  NllF -__ 
c t u  n w { . : . H c = r * ' . n , ~ )  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
- . ~ _ - _ c a r m E A . z L - - -  - 
C Y B l T E  H3B PARWNETERS ANB CisLL I H T 1  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  E N3 . . . .  
e y - 3  E 80 E! s E_! __ . .  - __ ___ -- 
DATA kAXSB/  98a/ ,  IlLAX B I  / 5  l a / ,  S /  111 D I f l  f 
D R E C / P L a  II)PEI!2'. .................................................. 
C 
C THE SEGMENT DIRECTORY CONTAIHS THE F O L L O Y I N C  FOR EACH OBJECT I )  . ~ .  Bs f 7  ~~~ ~ NN.ZHC. . S~C"E)(T  .IwI)Lrx ~.~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  c sdI II ~ 
S D I R ( D r + l )  - ESI(END1NC SEGMENT I N D E X )  - E SIITKCEI+S) = YKIH 
.. ~ . C SDIR<DI+J) a % H I M  
~~ . . . . . . . . . . .  SDIC~D.I,I).-;.YIAlt ................................... 
C SDIR<DI+S) = XHAX . . . . . . . .  . 
HE. .SE GHEWT ~ n l Z E .  bR.EO .F)s .'fR~~L.E.TS- ....................... 
C R .~B. .Tr fRECt .oRY.ZOCl t .A* fN .~" l~~ .~ .~~-L .~ .~ I~ t  S E G ( S + 2 )  = X 2  -PBR..~ER.~"...DIJECt-- 
C 
€ -  - - -  5 
C D I R ( D I + Z )  - Y H I H  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
D I R  (D I ) = BACKGROUND 




C D I R ( D I c 3 )  = XMIN 
C 
C 
DIRIDI~~) = Ynm 
I +5 ). . 
.= .x.nkk ....................................... 
iR ~ 
CALL S S O T C H ( 1 ,  I S U i )  .... 
IF(1SUI E Q : 1 >  CCILL TYPE( '  S K I R T ' )  
C SI = SECHENT BUFFER 1-NDEX 
C 
DO 208 OBHZ1,NOB . .  
I F ( D 1  NE 1 )  GUT0 38 
_._ 
CCtLL READ(EBCFs I D R E C i  I N D I D I R )  -- __- ______-__-- I_-__
IDRZC-=-~R-EC + I 
CALL HVY(D1R. SDIRI 512) 
30 IREC = D I R ( D 1 )  
H - DIR(DI+i) 
S D I R C D I )  = S 
CALL I N T E R P C D I )  
i l t t l i l  = ? * t l  
N R i C  = ( t l E t + D + S l l  ) / 5 1 2  
- -  --_- A__._  1 - _ _  . - ~ 
c 
DO 13B L = l , N R E E  
I R E C  = -_ IPEC + I 
E IH = H I N O t  WND,  SY-f> 
CALL RERDCEBUF, IREC, IND, E D G E )  
- - - . - ...... 
C ADD H O R I Z O W T A L  S K I R T  T O  SECRENTS 
513 4'3 E = ?  E!II,  I 
E D C E I E )  = RAXB(EDGE(E)--Br 1 )  
49 EDCE(E+E> N l N B i E D G E ( E + Z )  + B , N S )  
S I = l  
1 - 1  




- _  68  COHT INUE -__ - _ _ ~ - -  
C PROCESS R E R A I N I N C  SECFIENT END P O I N T S  
DO 120 E a E I n E I N ,  4 
Y = E B C E ( E )  
I F ( Y  ESI .Y3)  G O T O  98 
C ClDVAHCE S B U f  OH€ R O Y  
-- -. 3 I-: SL2-3 I!Lc - - 
I = I + i  
IF(SI CT.f lAXSB) S I = l  
4,1223 18 
111 
I F ( :  G T . B 2 )  I = l  
I F ( Y B f i R  LT  0 )  C O T O  8 2  
C R E L E A S E  SEGBENTS OH L I M E  y e  - - e  
. .  x i  = x t 0  . . .  
X2 = X 2 9  
C 
C 
9 5  .. 
IF<XZ.LT.Xfl-l) COTO 95 
X F 2  = s e u F ~ S ! o t l )  
I F ( i ( l  G T . X P P + l )  C O T 0  95 
I F ( S I Q . E B .  SEND) C O T O  94 
SECt tEHT ( X 1 , X Z )  I S  CONNECTED T O  CI P R E V I O U S  SECRENI  
..... 
C O T O  9 8  .... . .  
. . . .  . . . .  .. ._. S I P  = SIP + 2 
I F ( S I P  1E.SEND) C O T O  93 
._ - - . .  
ESI(I1) = SIQ 
S I P  = S I P  + SINC . .  . - .  - .  . . .  . .  
120 CONTINUE 
- 
E 1  - 1 l.36 . . .  NEND N.EBD. -.. Er)r ............................................................................. 
C 
. . .  . . . . . . . . . .  SI - SI + S I N C  
I - =  I + 1 
..... IFCSI. GT R A X S B )  S I = l  
I F ( I .  G T .  8 2 )  1 = 1  
............. 
. -  . . . . . . . . .  S E G ( S t 2 )  = S B U F ( S I P t 1 )  _ _  






I F ( D 1 .  E Q .  1) COT0 285 
... CALL URITE(SECB, DRECi n1-R)  -. ._ 
CALL ORITE(SECB, DRECt1, S D I R )  
___ Y R I T E  OUT __--- SECHENT -- C 
2 8 s  D O  21e 1 = i ~ s , s i 2  
CALL  U R I  TE( SECB, ORECI S E G C I  ) )  . .  
2 1 0  OREC = OREC + 1 
CAL-L CLOSE( SECB). . .. .. . .  
CALL  CLOSE(EBUF) 
END 
..... ...... - .. 




C READ I N  SECllEWT F I L E  
- nnc.= - 
C A L L  RERDtSEGB, XREC, I N D I  CBUF1: J ) )  
_. 3 = 3 + 5 1 2  
9 I R E C  - I R E C  + 1 
1 . _ _  . .  
D O  6 DX=l,DEND,S 
D t R C D I >  .I n I R d 1 )  + DLSP 
6 D I F < D I + l )  = DIR(DI+I) t P I S P  
C 
TNS = ( D I S P - t ) / S E C S I Z  
N = TNS*SECSIZ 
C 
1 0  C B U F C I )  = I t S E C S I Z  
C 
. - --_ - L&t4+- - --_ - - --- 
L F S I  = N - SSHl 
C3LFCLFSI) = 3 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  
__ ........ - .... - . .-.. - 
C THE SECIIENT DIRECTORY COHTLINS THE FOLLOUINC IHFORHATXON FOR EACH O B J  
c D I R ( D I + l )  = € S I  - ENDING SECNEWT INDEX 
X 
C D t R < D I + 3 )  - X N I N  
C - . - - ~  ............ . . . . .  D I U ( D I - ~ ~ ) . E  Y J M  ............................................. 
C D l R ( D I + S )  - X W l l X  
. wa4*=-4.-ug#&&&p-&&- w a ~  - - ~ - - - ._ -. -~ -- 
...... . . . . . .  .. D [ R ( D I + P )  YHXN. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
--F.
C THE C H R O R O S O M E  DIRECTORY CONTAINS THE FOLLOYINC I N F O R R 6 T l O H  FOR EACH 
c...- . .  C DIR C PI 1 = -8SI- - REG1 Hw INC -SECICENT - -1HDEX - - - -  - - - . - - - - 
C C D I R < D I + l )  = NSEC - TOTAL NURBER OF SECTIONS USED UP BY O B J E C  
~ -C- - - -  ~~ - - - -  C D I R C I L + P l  ~- E S L - = - I - W P O X - ~ F - Z E I : - s I G ~ ~ O K - U - ~ ~ - - B Y - O B J P C ~ - -  . -  ~ . ~ . ~ - 
C C D I R ( D t + 3 )  = L S I  = INDEX OF LlSt SECTIOH USED BY OBJECT 
- P n u u n K . 4 4 !  7 C K Y  = F F ?  
C C D I R ( D I + S )  = LHY - LAST H A L F Y O R l  OF SECTION USED BY OBJECT 
.... c- .......................................... .......................................... 
C HFSI = NEXT FREE SECTION INDEX 
. .  
-.L ......... LfS I - - ' i - I~ST-~FREh.S .EC?1nK- tHPU(  ....................................... 
NFSI  = 1 
C 
50 DBEG..= DI. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
I F (  I S U 4 .  EQ. 1 )  CALL TIMER 
c IHCRECCSE- MUWEL-OF S E t - ~ . I O H s - ~ ~ - - P O S S - € B L E - - -  - - .  ~~ ~- - - -  . ~ . .  - .  ~ 
CSI = DIW(D1) 
5 1  
I F ( B S I . E Q . 0 j - B S I  = C S I  
N S L  I .LF.~.+ S E U I z - - .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
I F ( N 8 1 . C T . B S I - S E C S I Z )  C O T O  52 
CBUF( IFSIZ .m.NSL ........................................................... 






4,122,5 1 8 
l, 
C L O O P  T H R O U G H  E M H  SECrtEHT OF CLIRREHT OBdJECT 
58 3 0  86 S I = C S I , E S I , 3  
- --..y- -E BW&&+.- - __ - - - -- -- -- 
I F ( Y  C T . Y B 1  G O T 0  8 2  
X I  - C B U H B f t f )  + tPBUF 
X2 - C E U F ( S I + 2 )  + L P B U F  
. .  c -  
I_ 
DO 78 ~ = 1 , 2  
~- --F _--I ___- 
DO 62  X = X l t  X2  
- IF~LHU-.LT. SECSIZ) caw w - - -  - - - - - - - - -  - - - - -  - 
C B D D  ON A NEY SECTION 
l C - C N F S L E Q s 9 )  CALL TYPE<’ -  Y#SUF-2!-> - - -  - - - - - -  
I F ( H F S 1 .  EQ. 05 CALL U ~ I B U F { D B E C I  D E N D ,  D I )  
HSsL-r#SFr + 1 
C B U F I L S I )  5 N F S I  
NFSX = C B U F ( N F S 1 )  
LHY = -L - - - -  
_ -  . &a % - & F a  ___. . _ _  . . - . . . . 
&-my> I 
62 LHU = LHU + I 
C 
- 7---- - - ... . E 
7 8  X 2 r C B U F  C S I  +2) + I P . -  
C 
C 
X l = C B U F (  S I +  1 ) + I P  Y 
_____ __ -~ . S O - E O W -  
. .. . C D € R ( 8 € + 3 >  = L S I  - - .. . _  
C D I R ( D t + S )  - LHY 
C EHB OF OBJECT W I T €  OUT TO f€M( . .  .. 
C I F C I S Y I .  ER.  1)  CALL TIHER 
- - - - 8 I - ~ A L L - U ~ - -  _ _ _  
CSI = D I R C D I )  
I F ( C S I . N E  9 )  GOT0 81 - 
C IF(ISY4 EQ.1) C k L L  T I t i E R  
E 
C U P D I T E  D I R E C i D R i E S  A N D  CONTIk4UE 
C O T 0  198 
4- R E # C c I # M G - P B R U O K - O ~ ~ - C € € ~ B ~ B Y - ~ ~ ~ - -  - 
- 82 C D I R ( D l + l )  C B I R < D I + l ) - + - H S E G  
C D I R ( D 1 + 3 )  = L S I  
C D I R ( D € + S >  = LWU 
D I R < D I )  = SI 
------&a&~----- ___- 
C 
118 COHT I N U E  
C I F < I S U + . E Q .  1 )  CALL TI#€R 
4 - wa  ORE OBJECTS ow -FKH + M E .  - UPDATC WHIP GONT-EWE. 
DO 128 D I I D B E C .  D E N D ,  6 
cs----- - - 












IFCNS. C T .  e) C O T O  238 
.. M L L  TYPE<'  R 0 8  -- NS- LE B' ) 
CBLL T Y P E ( ' @ ' )  
CALL I L € S T C E * N 2 , X l r X Z * W C S t  - 
PAUSE 
*_ u x o - z i a , , -  . . - - - .  - _  - _  _ I  - - - .  
L cot. ;  I I IUE  
r is3 i I N $ ?  1 ) , Z  
O C I  = E C I  + 1 
E C I  = E C I  + HS2 + 3 
I F ( E C 1  L E . R E C S Z 2 )  COT0 240 
- c--- - __ ~ - __ - 
C W R I T E  OUT C H R O R O S O H E  L I N E  
C ( 1 )  = NSEC 
U R E C  = O R E C  + 1 
NSEC = 
ChLL Y17.I TE(S:IYB,  O B E C .  C )  
--- -- . . .  pc I- .a 2 .- __ 
E C I  = NS2 + 4 
2 4 0  C(BCI) = C n t d l  + Y 
c (BC I-+ 1 ) -m- - C # S M  - -+ - X I  
C ( B C I + S )  = NS 
NP - NP + NS 
.~ . .  . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  c 
. . . . . . . . . .  .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
-.---- -- 
. . .  P s d  N S E C - E  NSEG-t  1 . . . . . .  ............................................ 
C 
. . . . . .  -ICHP,CE..~~..~H~IH~PNT,~..~,..~~~~-.~$Q . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
ChLL SSYTCH(4 ,  ISU4) -- r-n 
CALL RPR I NT ( ' OBJECT REJECTED ' 1 
........ .. CAL-L~ ILt6r(OPHrK~ICP-,YII.M,)(K€K). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
....... -GmQ-.p.14 ............................................................................... 
C Y R I T E  OUT L I S T  L I N E  
CBLL I L I S T ( Y H A X - Y H I N ,  XHIIX-XHIN, La SING) 
- -a&-.- + I _____-- 
C ( 1 )  - NSEC 
......... -CM-L -UR-IS-E<S#YBrO#EC,E-)--~ ............................... ................... 
C 
............. HC = NC- + - 4  - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
NL Y B A X  - Y M S N  + 1 
I O D N  = IODN - BACK*NP/4 
.~ 
.- -- t4s--rxnkx----x)HN ? : - - 
. . . .  FT&B<-NC) s . . T W E S H  .................................................................. 







0 U t H E F A T E  hUI1BEP FOR E A C H  OEJECT A T  A P P R O P R I A T E  T I M E  
c 
I C ( H K  E4 0 OR Hi CT.NK) C O T 0  218  
LD=L -LT < H ) 
I F { L D  CE - 4 1  G O T O  4 8  
I F ( O R D E R 1  COT0 2 1 8  
G O T O  280 
L O h  - : :4 L) 1 
SD= S T (  N) - 13 
N CHAR= L- - 
I F ( N  GE 1 9 )  G O  T O  58 
NCHAR= 1 
SD=SD+C 
I F ( L D  E8 - 4 )  GOT0 75  
D O  200  N = N l , t l K  
lFrLD G T - 4 )  & O Z O  2813 __ _ _  __ - 
> 
_ _  - - - __ _ _  
._ - . - 5 6  IF(SII L T .  1) SD=l . ___.. .  
-- -Em&--- 
C Q L L  O U T C O H ( N 8  CHAR(2)r 2 )  
C FlLL 
CALL I T L < B ,  OBUF(O+SD+C*NCHBR) > 
GO T O  268 . .. 
TEXT.tCH4 R (3-NC HA R) I NC 9fiR1 L n +  3 I OBU E (P+SD > c 1 ) 
7 6  IFCORDER)  H l = N l + 1  
2 a5 CONTINUE 
218 . I F f F l . E Q - f i ) . G Q T O  5 0 8  _._ .-- 
C NO DISPLflY I F  F I N I S H I N G  UP h COUNT 
- L C B L L L T L B L B I O B U F ( O  + s u m *  1) 
. .  . .. 
CALL R L I N E ( Q B U E < a + l ) ,  Y I X I H S ~ ~ R E P L * I I  
Y = Y  + R E P L + I  
5 9  BcLwmL_--- - 
C 










. . E  J . - 38 I N  -T&O p I E 6E.S. .T &CE.pHH ........................................................ 
..2&@. . CONTIHU&.-- .............................................................................. 
u I ai I______ .- 
CALL C l J R S O R ( Y  1 I xi. S L  5 8 )  
D O  265 I = L , 3  
C A L L  DLEE(E(25S,'C1-2cE,X1-i.-3, 8,--1-)-- . .  . . . .  L 35 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
C BARK END-POINT 
CALL. F&RFe#<NPrP&R,.I@j ...____.... ...... . .. . ...................... ..... 
I F ( t I P .  E Q .  9)  C O T 0  228 
-. 
- .  2 & 8 ~  
2 1 5  CALL ' U DL R (FAR 1 
. .  G Q o . . 2 1 8 ~  .............................................................................. 
, 2 2 9  CONTINUE 
C N L .  CJJRSoR.( Y 2 , Y 2 , 4 C r E Q ) . -  ............................................................ 
CALL 
Y = 2 * ( L - i )  
ADL(SL,  SO, EL, E S .  S S T ,  HST,  NL, N S )  
-. . .  . a=- 
. . . . . .  X=2.*(-S&T(4.)-1.) ......................................................................... 
2 35 ChLL D L I N E C  127, Y J  K, N S T < L > J  1. - 1 )  
f. .ERa$E Qw.T++E--GR.fiY - S C C I L - E . . F O - . I N B I C 4 F E . . T U E . . J ~ € K - ~ . . ~ ~  ..................................... 
2 4 3  C A L L  P A R A ' N ( N P ,  P A R ,  i e )  
-. . .- ..... IF(-Z-Y*-r-t,*W *As- 3 
D O  255 L z S L a E L  
.................................... . . . . . . . . . .  . .  S=';ST(L-?-- .. 
CALL C E T ( B ,  L, 1 6 )  
2 5 5  CALL CL I E I E (  k (  T A+S)  t 2 * < C -  1 )  ? * ( S - l - & r t C S T - (  L ) r  I-, 8)b - . ~~ . . .  
C RE!i'::TE T H E  D H T A  
C 
C 
c -  
309 
c SET 





IFtiY(MT(7)) HE I + ' ( ' * ' ) )  C O T 0  4 4 0  
~ U L ~ E L ~ ~  --- 
C D I S P L A Y  THE SECTOR BOUNDARIES 
. .- . no 4 1 8  L = L P S ~   ti^, LPS . . . . . . .  - - . - - . . 




............ . - C B U  ~ ~ ~ ~ C 1 2 Z , . B ~ ~ , ! 5 ~ 2 . >  ................................................................... 
-RLB[ZY.( 
..... 4Za ........ W I L L - R L ~ E ( B L ~ ~ K ~ I L + H L ~ I + ~ ~ L ~ B ~ H S I . L L B L  ............................................ 
................ CALL. C URS O . R l Y , .  X r  LL S 1 
____- rlri i ~ ~ ~ T T V ~ O ( X . A ~ T ~ ~ I . I I I  
I T= ( L /  LP S )*NC + S, SPS + I  
.................. LE(S/SPS-LQ-~~~~..I~R~~~~ ................................................................. 
....... . - .CALL. TY.F!E.CKTTL&]. ...................................................................... 
. - U E L i I L l x m i  r.F- _. 
DO 415  S ~ S P S I N S I S P S  
DO 428  I z l r 5  
4 4 8  CONTINUE 
................................. 
CClLL C E T ( 6 ,  L i  I b )  
CALL 0 U T C O N  (T T AB ( 4  t 11 ) H T (  18 1 8 3  1 
B 0 R T = 4  
GOTO 320 
. . c  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ................................................................ 
C A - ABORT 
5 9 8  CONTIHUE 
............................................................... . c .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
- - C a . L A E W - L  - . - 
RERUN-0 
C O h  T I N UE 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . .  . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~. GOT0 t W 8 -  
6 9 8  
c 
C F - F I N I S H  K E Y U O R D  
. . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .~ 
__ __ .. . __ .. .- -. ~ 
I F ( N F L A G . N E . B )  G O 7 0  616  
CALL APHASE(t4ASKPH) 
CALL A F I L E t A ,  I e ’ P I C  ’ , 5 , 5 )  
.C I F  HI)& J I lLL  BE CAL.LEB . $ & T k  613 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . .  . . . . .  . .  . . . . . .  . .  CALL C L O S E ( 4 )  - - -  . 
__-- cC/lrnSLEKC- ’ # O B ’ !  
............. GQT-0. 5 2 8 .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . .  .FZ1@. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
_ _  --csLL4u-&- i u - P ! ! ! Y  -- 
C SET T O  A D D  NK T O  NUB OUTPUT LABEL 
sia COHT INUE 
~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
CALL U P B P h H ( l 2 2 ,  NK, NOBPH) 
CALL fiPHASE(RO6PH) 
- - - 6 2 5  I F<HP, E P r 3 )  t i K ~ = P I f t ( 3 &  
C USE OPERATOR S U P P L I E D  COUNT 
C CONVERT HK F O R  GRSC 
CACL O U T C a # ~ E I K ~ C n S C ( # ) - r + r - - - - - - - -  - - 
c ~ ~ . ~ . t c y ~ ~ . c n s t ~  TEIIP. 6 ~ )  
Y € ! , ?  !5 - ” 5 8 . 2  
CALL T Y P E ( T E # P n  7 0 )  
CALL CLABEL4f3, S P A R r  I A )  ... 
CALL N Y L i G H S C ( 6 7 ) 8  ~ ( 1 ~ + 2 9 0 1 , 2 >  
2 ! : i s c  T t F  LF 
. __ - . - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ & ~ - - - - - - - - -  





. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
......................................... 
. .  . . .  
#L- -- - 
CALL PLABEL(A, SPAR, A (  I h + 1 ) )  
C & &  G E T ( A , H L ,  I A j  . . . . . . . . . . . .  
CkLL MYL(GNSG,  A ( l r S + l ) ,  1 2 8 )  
Ch1-L ~ p u T < A . H L + - I & ) - . - - ~  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
PAR< l ) = ’ l i G ’  
C k L L  N Y L ( F I L P E X I P A R < ~ ) .  18) 
CAL L. ld p& M#Ce,P&R, #&$jKe#&. . ................ ...__ 
CALL C L O S E < L )  
CALL sc 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
- - P A R - c i b # w  r ___ 
............. ................. 
. C k L L . - E X I J . - - - . . -  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
4,122,518 
139 140 
C R E S E T  THRESH I N D I C A T O R  
C b L L  C E T ( A r L >  I A )  
........ .. ..D& 8-2-2 . &. =&, at.. ............................................................................ 
i ~- 828.-  - ~ C A C C - - B L - I H E ( ~ ~ - € ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ + ( L - - ~ ~ ~ P ~ - H S ~ ~ T - B ~  -  . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . .  
c a L L  DCOUNT (NK, F I )  
-. - -- Gwa2-.-- -.__- _. 
C 
C 
. .  G..I)ISPLAP T H E  HO&.&UTP~.T. .................................................................. 
f i 5 @ . .  . F 1 ~ 6 4  .......................................... ......................... 
CALL U P A m i ( i 2 2 r  NK, N O B P H )  
GA&CP-2 ! 
CALL CLOSE(&) 
_ _ _ ~  ~- 
.. . . . . .  C&L.t € % I T . - - .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
9 0 0  CALL MCU 
.. . GOTO 2 5 ~  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
9 1 8  CALL NCD 
926 CALL HCL 
93% CALL N C R  
9 4 0  C 3 H T  INUE c __ - . . .  .. __- .. __-___---. . __ 
C I f I T E B A C T l Y E  COUNT 
. c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .............................................................................. 
9 4 s  CALL C U R S O R ( Y ~ I X B ~ L I S )  
. . . . . . . . .  9% 347 Irl ,NTJ#E ............................................... ................... 
- . - .EL--- 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . _ _  . .- - .  .G*r&-z.5 _. . _____ __.-___ ___--.__. 
. . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  G O T O -  2 5  
. . . .  . . . . . . .  . . .  G O T 0  2 5  . -  
CALL CURSOR(Y,X, L a  SI 
._ 
. .  
9 4 7  COH T I N  UE 
.. c. C U R S Q R  H ~ S  H ~ T .  f i o v E B . I a  f i - ~ ~ j ~ g  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. ~ C  I F  UPPER R I C H 1  CQxO- 995 .................................................. 
I F ( Y . L T .  2 4 . & N D . X . G T . l 0 O @ I  COTO 995 
CALL CURSDR(Y, X I  L I S )  
......... 
. . . . . . .  
C R I N G  
- . 
--  --. 'Mg---#L,L ~ ~ W ~ 2 4 - ~ 4 - ~ -  - 
9 6 0  CALL CURSOR(Y2rXZr  L I S )  
. . . .  I F ( Y 2 , . E B , . ~ , B H D . X 2 , E Q .  X&-I;OTO -96Q. ............................................ 
C U A I T  FOR CURSOR T O  BE HOYED 
. . . . . . . . . .  G0T.O 9+5  ....................................................................... 
- -LAu-uE- -- 
9 7 0  C I L L  O U T C O N ( H K I H K ( L ) .  2 )  
I F ( N K . L T . 2 )  COTO 2 5  
C .ORDER.J.HE TABLE.- .................................................................... 
DO 990 N t 2 , N K  
. . . . . . .  .~.I-C(LTAGCKL,CE..LT.~CCH-I-1.).C~Ta.~998 ............................................ 
L T N = L T A B ( N )  
IF(LJN.LE.LTRBIJ)) COTO 985  
N H O V  =N - J 
-. n n  UN 
. . .  -988..  . -.COM.TIHU& . . . . . . . .  .............................................................. 
483 
~ -. C R U  noil<Lrn8IJ),~TEnP.,HnGv). .............................................. 
L T L B ( J ) = L T N  
~~ c A L L . H V ~ ~  1 __ 
~~ . .  . .  .-STABIJ)=S-ThB(N) .......... . . . . . . . . .  
c I L L  NYU ( STBB J)  .) T E  PIP, H H O Y  I 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
CALL M V I I < I E i l P ,  S T A B ( J t  L ) r  NHOO) 
C O l . 0  2 5  
....... . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . .  999. COWTINUE . . .  - .. 
-sjs----Lnti13Nlrcpp. _____- -___ 
C ERASE THE LAST SPOT 
. .  DO 9 3 7 - c l = l e 2  - . -  . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  . . .  . . .  





J. lb30 ___.MILT LUUL . . ._ ... _ _ _ ~  ._.--..---.__------ 
C 
E 
. . . . . . . . .  .C.H.PkfiClk.ETEF. - kDD A NUHBELF0.R  T H E . R I S S L N I ; ~ 0 8 J E C T - -  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . .  . . . .  H F L A G = l  . ... . .  . . .  
J F ( N K .  CE.  6 0 )  C O T O  6 0  
I ._ -.-c.CtL&- I---___ 
DO i l l 9  J m l r 2  
..__ ... no.. i i  ia.1..ai,.5. ............................................................ 
1118 CALL D L I N E < U H I T E I Y - ~ * ~ ~ X - ~ , S ~ ~ I ~ )  
. ~. ~. no -1 1 2 8  .H=~,.NK . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ........................ 
I F ( L . L T . L T A B ( N ) )  G O T O  1130 
- . . ~ ~ - - C O K ~ - - . - - . - . - . .  __ 
L T A B  (NU+ 1 > = L  
G O T 0  1 1 4 8  
113e.. . N H O . V = N K - . M . + ~ .  ............................... . . ..... ...... 
CALL k V U < L T & B < h ) ,  TEHP,NWOY) 
CALL U Y Y f  XER? LThP < H t  1) a .WWDY 3 . - . . . . .  . . . . . . .  
L T ~  L *..I ):-L 
C ALL P I V O  i S T A B  il j ,  TEflP, dPlctY j 
STAB (N 1-S 
....... . S . ? 6 8 ( H K +  1 >sS~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. -  
CALL l l V O ( T E t l P ,  S T A B ( P I + I ) ,  N t l O O )  
.~ . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
1 1 4 0  N K = N K + I  
C O T O  2 5  
. . - __ .- -&&~--DG@&#iqHg-,~ &.. .___~ - . .  - 
l P 0 B  COHr I H U E  . .  
C 
C X PkEAfiETEF! - REMOVE ONE OF THE-WU#BERED O B J E C - F S - - - ~ - -  . - ~  
c 
-I_____- ........ - ... #&*&-.. ____-- 
I F t H K .  L T .  1) C O T O  60  
WIH=20 
D O  1 2 2 8  N a l r H K  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  CALL E U R S B R ~ Y ~ X , - L , S +  - - 
C - - F I N D  THE -OBJEGT--CLOSES’F- TO L*-S-  RWD- NO -10PE.-THbn-28-6YAY--- - - - - - -  - - . - -  - 
e 
. . . . . . . . . .  n INI.BI~. 
.... .... C Q H T ~ # ~  ................................................................................. 
- u ; l u r r M  
I F ~ D I F . C T . H I N )  C O T O  1 2 2 8  
...................................................... _-.__ ...................... 
Nt l IN -M 
I F ( H I H . E P . 2 B )  COT0 68 
YaLTAB<H > + 2 - 2  
......... - % P S T # & ( H ) ~ - ~  ......................................................................... 
I F ( X . L T .  7 )  X57 
............. na i24a-&it2.  ........................................................................ 
A c A U - n -  -! > 
........... M ~ V s N ~ - & - .  ... .............................................................................. 
. . . . . .  CA&L..mYUi&T&BCucl L , L J M ( $ o ,  #nQV.>.-. ............................................ 
.--&3%-- ___-___ -___-. ! 
DO 1240 I m l r 9  
C E R A S E  THE OLD NUHBER 
I F ( N I I O Y .  E Q .  8 )  COTO 1259 
CALL WVU C ST AB ( H+ 1 ) a ST Q B  (N) 4 NHOV 
ChLL D C D U H T ( N I , F I )  
. .  CQTQ .25.-.  ....................................................................... 
C 








IdPkRAM(3, PAR, 2 )  
APWASE(2) - 
UPARLH(122, NKI HOBPH) 
CLOSE I A )  _ _  _. 
E X 1  T 
RERUN=l 
COT0 25 ._ 
E N D  
.. - _. _. 
..-- ____ *** t ***e** * * - _  - 
* MOB * 
* * 
* * *  % ** **** 
. . .  C- . -. .... .- . Y0.E .PROV.!OrS: .. ._ ..--__I_--.--_ 
c A )  T H E  D R I E N T f i T I O N  MECHANISHS. EACH I N P U T  O B J E C T  
C IS F I R S T  E N C L O S E D  I N  CI I ' JN IMIJH EMC.LI3SfNG. RC.T#MC&E, THEN, THE.O~BJE ~ - ~ -  
C IS R O T A T E D  I H T O  TH INDICRTED ORIENTATION l lEhSURED-- 
....... C AND THEN WRITTEN OUT. ti08 pCCUt iUL6TES A CH_ROMOSOE __.____. ~ 
' C  b I R C TO R Y E. -C Of4 T A 1 N I G T fi E- R ES U Lf S Q-F- -THE M E  AS UR EN E HT S 
C 
SUBROUTINE HOB 
C .......... c.ain o . ~  j c i / N o s ; .  I *-R. ........................................................ - -  ......... 
_ _ _ _  ._________-. 
................................................... c O~?MON'C 1 'C HD I R I  S #  L BU F. L R G B U  F 8 ~Sr!%!URP&II.. ................................ 
COHHON/C 11 SSTI EST 
COflMON/C 1 NSPLOD. SPLTHI SPAREA 
C SHALL BUFFER, FOR HOLDiNC ROTATED. U N l l A 6 N I F I E D  OBJECT 
6YT-E- SULBUF(9Qr 5 6 ,  ................ * E uF ER-; . .F .OR H O L D  . " NR.o- la- T ED 0 BJEti ............................................... 
........ . ._e_urE.CRCBOF(?B1.1)01 . . .  ................................................... 
C BUFFER FOR I / O  
BYTE B U F ( 2 1 2 4 )  
BYTE OBUF(2124) 
. -. c N!.flBF!. OF. INPUT .oBJEcTs. .  ......................... _.._____ .......................... 
INTEGER NO8 
c K s v s T E n  PPRA?ETER S . . . .  . ............................................................... 
INTEGER SPAR<S)  
EPUIVALEHCE < S P A R < l ) , N L I ) ,  ( S P A R ( 2 ) r N S J )  _ _  
C PARABOETER B E Y  FOR DECODING 
C ENDPbINT TRACKERS ( 8  F R A C T I O N k L  B I T S )  
INTEGER NKEYr K.EY.(ll> . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .~ 
.... I V J  GE R . x.8 N, x ne x0 v 0 1 . ~  Y a..x.sm n,.xs.m x I. us111 Ha. VSBPX.. .................... 
c STIR-TING L E N D I H C  SAHPLE T A B L E - - -  
c ~ E T U F N  C O D E  . F R O ~ . O R I E H . T A T I O N  sgBqqu!rHS:.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
C RL DJ ANS./DEC?EE. . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  ... 
I N T E C E R I E  S S T C 8 8 ) .  E S T ( 8 8 )  -__ 
C RANDOH AREAS 
1NTECER RCODE 
PEAL RPD 
. __ C OF'ERATOR S P E C I F I S D  __ ._.___ CENTROitERE _ P O S I T I O N  _ _  .. 
I NTEGER O P C C N  ( 60 i 
L O C I C k L  O P F L I P ( 6 0 )  
INTEGER O P R O T  ( 6 6 )  
INTEGER CL.#ETH 
c oP.ERkr9-R. FLI-P FLM . .  ~. .. ~. 
C OPERATOR SPECI-F IED ROTTAT I O N  . .  . ~. . .  
... C EEHTROHERE __ L O C k T I O N  HETHOD - __ - 
.~ c .  SKELETPN FL3G.L . . . . . . . . . .  ........... . . . . . . .  
LOGICAL SKFLC -- 
L O G I C A L  susw- - . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . .  
C SKELETON_-SUI T C H - ~  




I N T E G E R  S K R I H ,  SKDELT 
c. P.t a P i / 2  
4,122,518 
I N - E G E R  ELk 2 B S ,  S L  
C CURPENT OUTPUT L I N E  # 
c PFIRA!IETER AREA 
I N T E G E R  CUROLN, EL, CHRENT 
- --. - -. I N T _ E C _ E R _ P A R ( 5 W L  
EQUZYALENCE (PARtLRCBUF)  
C 
C I N P U T  DIRECTORY 
L 
IHTEGER I D I R { 4 , 6 @ )  
146 
1; 7 r F 4 .. .Si!] C K .  . !dJp_!II . . . .  __ - ... . . . . . .  .. -. - _- -- -. .. 
C H l N l i l U t l  L I W E .  . .~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
c i ? I ~ l r n ! ~ n . s A n P L ~ .  . . .  ................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
IHTEGER FBbl 
INTEGER ML 
INTEGER H S  
INTEGER LBY 
. . ~~ 
. C LAST BLOCK U R I T T E H  
... c ........................................................................................... 
C CI iROHOSONE DIRECTORY AND I T S  FORHAT 
c . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  .~ . . 
C BLOCK NUHBER - OF I S T  L I N E  OF OBJECT __ 
. _C. .NU?leER. OF_. S4 ?W LES . . I  H.. O.BJ.!E.CT .................................................................. 
.- C .  .NY.WEP~ OF .LINES .!.N__P_BJET;_T_. ............................................................... 
INTEGER-CHDIR(lS;S-6) 
IHTECER BLKHO 
I NTECE R DI RNS 
INTEGER DIRHL 
C LENGTH OF CHRORHOSOME _-- 
-C IN.TE-GEReT._EI) W!T.I_CIIL .?KNS.!T.Y.-- ................................................................... 
c .CENTP.P?ER!C.llllq!C~!fS ....................................................................... 
1-NTEGER LEHCTH 
INTEGER I D D  
INTEGER C I L , C I D , C I h  
____.________ .- - C CEItTSONERE . -_-_ L I N E  - HURBER - - 
C PE.R I H E . l E R  ~ 
c AREk 




INTEGER k R i  
INTEGER PSQDA 
- C .- PERIHETER . -. _ _  _I-. SQULRED D I V I D E D  BY AREA ___. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  C CENTFZonERE . L N n T ! W  R E M O D .  ..... 
C N T H i I 1 U i l  A t i D  HAXIHIJM fi!?EflS FOR CHRO#bSCJNES . .  
I N T E G E R  CENETK 
. . . . . . . .  
INTEGER N A X O A ,  H I N O A  
. --_C. . 35 GI 51 SLR3!IBTLKiA B. GREHEHT . __ .____ .. .___. . -. - .. - . -. . .- - .. -. .. 
C SAl lPLE ACCLIflULATORS 
I HT E G E  R ~ D.€N A < B 8 
EQUZ Y k L E l Y C E  <DEPIA( 1 
t A R ERQ.(.8 8 1 0 4 C C I 17 6 ) 
A C C  ( l i  ) *  t A R E A A ( l ) ,  A C C ( B 9 ) )  
C 
C T6TAL k R E 6  A N D  TOTAL DEHSITY FOk- NOaf leL iZ- ING 
- c ----- --__ -____ ___ .... - - ....... 
IHTECER TPXEA, TDEN 
C 
C R C C U I I U L T O R S  FOR CALCULATtNC C I A  C)ND CID 
C - .  . . . . .  
INTEGER CDEN, C A R E A  
__- -- - -- - C - 
C SPREAD fiEkSUREHENTS 
RELF SPIOD, SPARE&, SPLTH 
. . . . .  C 
C SHORT ClRM INDICCITOR 
c 
INTEGER S H R T B  
c 
C R A N D O H  AREAS 




. . . .  
147 
INTEGER CEN, CEHPI, S ~ P E R  
..--E.F.gL- n!? !N! . .  ____  .... .- ~- 
BYTE E B ( 2 8 )  
C REMEk SURE NENT. C H R O H O S O  HE SELECTOR . . . . .  
L O G I C A L  SELFLC, S E L ( 6 0 )  
I: 
C DATA S T F l T E M E H T S  
C - - - _- -. - _____-- . _. - __ 
DATk  D P I H C / 2 .  8 1 2 5 /  
. . . . . . .  D6T.A tlAKCHR!-69/- FL;, , d i  .--... ....... .._.. ~-..  .. . .  
DATA N K E Y / t  l / ,  KEY;'AR';-'RO;-, ' 8 ,  ~ L Y ; , - * s K # ,  ' s P ' ,  'sE'. 
- ' L D ' r  ' f lu' ,  ' Bo ' /  ........ n A T A  SK."IiJ;.~b/, s-K~E'T/2i..'. .............. ..._.._ ~ _....- - ..... - -  - - - -  - - - - - - - -  
. 
..... ....... DATA D E L T A / .  0 5 2 3 6 /  
D A T A  S K F L C j .  FALSE.  1 
SPIOD=B 
. . . . .  . . . .  . -. .............. SPIRE$=B 
S P L T H = 8  
.. . .  - .  CUROLN=d 
NC=0 
~ -_ C 




C A L L  I T I A ( 9 , C H D I R a  HkXCHR*CHREHT) 
. - _  . . . . .  _ _  ti I N  O A= 39 
n A x o A =  20  e a  
-- CLPtE T H = 8 6 _  
SbJSK-.. FALSE.  
.. ___ 
?e  . I F ( I P  GT NP) G O  TO 50 
I P N = P A R (  I P + 2 i  
13 C A L L  TYPE( ' -  *++  PhRARET-ER ERROR') . 
GO T O  95 
~ - - ~  -_____ C 
C PARAHETER SR - SET H I N I H U R  L H A X I H U B  OBJECT ClREA 
15- H I H O A - P A R [ I P + L )  
I P = I C + 4  
____ __ 
c .  .- ..... 
f lAXOA=Pt tR( IP+3)  . .  
- - ... G O  Ti> 10 
I' 
C P d P * I l E i E P  ROTA - ROTATE S P E C I F t E D  OBJECT PRESCRIBED AnOUNT 
C 
18 I F ( I P H . L T  1 . O R  I P N . C T  N f i r t C f l R ,  G O  T O  13 
K=PAR<IP+3)/DPIHC 
- __ ._ OPROTLJPN )_=KT4 _ _  - __- - ~ - 
1 3  IP=IP+4 
G O  T O  10 
C 
C 
$ e  SKFLG=.TRUE. 
__-_ 
_. ~. _ _ _ ~  __.. .~ ~~ ....__ ~... . ... . . . ... .... ~ - - - - - ~ - - - -  -  C 
C P k U A j i E T E R -  SP - SET SKELETON PLLAI IETERS .... .. 
n 
4 7  K=PCtR( I P + 2 )  . . .  
IF(S L T .  l . O R . K . C T . 6 0 )  C O  T O  13 
. .  .- 
C PUT M A X  NL I N  L h B E L  SO C O P Y  MILL-NOT C a U - S € - _ F 3 ? 4  - -  .. . . . . 




. . . . . . . . . .  SPA R E A =  S P A R E A  - C H D I  R t A R € ~ A ,  H> . . . .  . . . . . . .  
mc=tic-i 
.. 7 0  - - COI IT IHUE _ _  - . . .. .... ..... ._________.__--I A_--- 
C 
C 
. C . -. I N I _ T I ~ ~ I I Z E . . S T O R l S G E  . - FOR T H E  f-QJECT_. ......................................................... 
..... C.CiLL- ! T I A - ( 8 9 ,  S.ST,.HASHS) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
._ CCtLL I T I A ( 0 s L R C B U F t  98*9@,2) - ~- -.-- 
. . . . . .  N s = e  . 
. C. PE*D.-6. P R O C E S S  OBJECT BLOCKS ........................................................ 
CALL I T l k ( B a  EST,  t4AXNS) 
NL=O 
. . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
C 
C 
_ _ . * _  .- . - - -. . .~ .. KK?-!.- . . . . . . . . . .  - .. 
I L -: 13 
B L - 0  . . . . .  
I F E = I D I R i F B U t  N )  
I L B = I D I R < L B Y ,  N )  ~. ... .. 
f f l H S = I D X R ( H S ,  N ) - i  
.. . .  
C __.___--.- __ . -- 
C REBD EACH BLOCK ONE BY O H €  
C ~~ . . . . . . . . . . . .  
__ 
B O  1 4 5  B L K = I F B , I L B  
ChLL G E l < B U F a  BCK, 18) 
HSEC.21 Y2 ( BUF( I Bt 1 ) 1 
I I = I 8 + 3  .~ - ._ - - . - . - p-___-_____._ 
C 
C 
. . .  C PRBCESS-EACH SECHKNT YIT.HIN.THE.BLO.CK . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  DO 149  I I .= !~ -NSEG ...................................................................... 
I F < I L . E Q .  I V Z ( B U F ( 1 1 ) ) )  G O  T O  110 
I L- I V2 (BUF( I I > ) 
BL=BL+ 1 
- - 
... ............... I F ( B L .  G T . 8 8 ) _  $!LTP.-?39 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
............. ..!F(.BS.. LT,.e!.coTp_.rse ............... ......................................... 
1 t e -  B S P I Y ~ ~ B U F ( I I + ~ ) ) - N I N S  
C I G N O R E  P O S S I B L E  BUG I N  FOB OUTPUT DATA +**++**********+* 
- I F ( S S T < B L ) .  EQ. 89) S S T ( B L > = B S  .- 
............... _I_F_(.Nsqnp_,_cT..se~,.co.ro..rse .......................................................... 
NSABPa 1'42 (BUF < I 1 + 4 )  > 
K K=K K+ NS A NP 
..... ._E_S_T_IBL_?=BS+)(SHP-! .......................................................... 
I f < E S T < B L ) .  C T .  R t t I N S )  GO TO 496 
153 
C TRANSFER SEGMENT I N T O  LRCBUf  
4,122,s 1 8 
154 
C ............................................................................................................... 
CALL B Y L ( B U F < I t + B I , L R G B U F I B s ,  BL),WSkIP)  
. . .  ..... ? F(NSll)lt 7 < NSn I! fL?L?2-. HE .: e, . -!! S.AH P?NS-R!iS+l- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
i i o - -  I I = I I + N S A I P + Z  
.e- SOL~~-P_HDANALYZLT-~:_SIELE~~~ LOCAT I NG _--__.._-. 






. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  fissU.!E .?!E RaToa s UP ?&!.E?-. CEN? RP_!EAE_ !.scnE.! H *.! r .  




C LOOK FOR CENTRORERE I N  H I D D L E  HALF OF IHhGE _ _ _  -.- 
_ _  .- H S l = ( H S - ( 3 S / Z ) + l i / L  _ _  .- 
. .  
. .  
C-F! Yn_nrnrno_n -_____ 
C 
. .  1 5 5 .  . . . .  C o K T  IWU!.. . . . . . . . .  .......... _________._____ ............... 
N S L m N S - N S l + l  
tiXNA=ACC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  (NS l + C L B E T H )  ....................... . . . . . . . . .  dEH.=ilSi -__----  - - - -  
DO 160 I = N S l , N S 2  - -. 
IF( A C C  ( I +CLHETH). GE. II INA > GO TO i 69 
. . . . . . . . . . .  n I f i  !-=e cc !I: + CLP ET! 1. ............... 
C E N = I  
........ -. 
.................................................................................................................... 160  COHT INUE 
GO TO LOOP 
C 
C CENTRORERE HAS BEEN T E H T I T I Y E L Y  LOCATED. I T  IS CORRECT 
C FOR A CENTROMERE Y I T H  AN INDEX BETYEEN .IS AND .SI 
............... I ~ C 
165 
................................................................................................................. C IF NOT ONE OF THE ENDPOINTS  I F  I T  IS AN EHDPOXNT, LOOK 
EW. HE~...N s *.T-4N.D., .c.EN.,.~-E~-N-s-~.~ -CEO -T-o- j s .  .................................................. 
- ASSIGN 238 TO LOOP 
N S I = C N S + I ) / 0 + 1  
................................................................................... ............ G.0. .?O.-!SS 
C 
C . ADJUST.  CENTREE!E REQCI!REI) 5Y.!.PER!!!9R . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
I c 
-L?Q--------~-----.-..- I F < C H D I R ( C E N L I N ,  H ) .  L T . 9 )  CEN=HS-CEN+l t - 
C ADJUST F O R  SHORT bRH O H  RIGHT G R I C I N A L L Y  
HIHA=ACC(CEN*CLMETH~.  ............................ 
c L O O K  ONE UP AND D O U N  T O  SEE IF -THE?  RE S ~ A L L E R  




PI0 J=J+ 1 
2 4 5  CEH=CEN+ J /2 
C 
C HEASURE THE L R M S  
______-.-~---___-- - 
C ~oPT(SnCB”.F, H L , c E n .  LD2, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ...................... 
- 2 s a  - - 
. . . .  CALL Dqf!  SnLeuF,.NLI!~D.LDl). ................................................ 
I CALL DPT( SMLBUF, HLt HS, LD3) 
__ A l L T H ~ S ~ R T ~ ( C E N - . J ) ~ + 2 + < F L O I T ( _ L D 2 - L D 1 ) ) * * 2 )  -I_-___- 
A 2 L T H = S Q R T ( ( N S - C E H + . ! 5 ~ * * 2 + ( F L O A T ( L D J - L B Z ) ~ * * % ! ~  
.. . C H R L T H = A i L T H * p L L T H  . . . . . . . .  
I C H R = l 0 @ .  *!+ILTH/CHRLTH+-. 5 
............................ 
S H R T A = l  
IF (OPCEN(N) .EQ- .9)  CCTO 260 
........................................................................ 
IF<SNRTIP.  EQ. - 1  > CENICEN-NS-1 
C S T O R E  NECClTIVE CEN TO FLAG SHORT A R M  OH R I G H T  
.......... .CHPI.R(C_E_N_L_IIIH)_~.C_F:!!~. ................................................................. 
CHDIR<LENCTH, N)mCHRLTH+. 3 
. . . . . . . .  - c  H3 r!v !.OD!-?.) = TI)! 4- ................................... ___. ...... ............................. 
CWDIRCAREB, N)=TAREA 
C HD I R(-C I La N )I I CRR 
C H D I R ( C I A I N ) = I L R  
__ 
. . . . . . .  C W  I R I  C.!D:.1( )?.? PR- ...................................................................... 
FPER*CHDIR( PER III N )  
. F PS D A =  <F P ER..+FPER. 1 /.( 1-4 RE 0: I StF PEP 
IFCFPSDR. C T .  327. > FPSDA1327.  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
__.__ __-. .. ~ C C H E C K  F O R  1-MTECER OVERFLDY 
CHD I R ( f S P D A 8  H) 4 8 0 .  *FPSD# 
~. . CHPI~(CE#ETH,Y?=nE.TB.  ............................................................. 
C 
C ADP r t i o I v I D U R L ~ ~ ~ E . A S U R E H E . Y T S  1 0  .SPeF.~D..Ir~EsUR_fIC€NTS.. ............................ ...- 
C 
.. . S P I  O D = S P I O D + T D E N  
SPR REFI=SPARER+TARE L 
SPLTY=SPCTH+C~HRCTM. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ ~. . 
4,122,518 
158 
.. . . .  ~. . 
157 
389 CALL PUT(OE)UF, CUROLHI t B j  
CUROLN=CUROLN+l~ . . . . . . . .  . .  
I F ( S K F L G f  GO T O  385 
GO TO 310 
. _-- __ __ CALL CHROUT(SHLBUF, - -. - -- O E U F < I E + I ~ I N S I ~ ~ , L P ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~ T ~ ~ . ~ ~ ) _ ~  __ .. 
.3P_J-. .. C.~.L.L__CH.~O.UT~!L.RCBUFrD_r)U.FS.XB+.l~.~NS~ NCP LPB, IPj.S?1RfCI! 98 )~ . . . . . . . . . . . .  
318 COHTIHUE 
. ~~ .. IF(19..NEI@> G.O..To. 304) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  
GO T O  see 
C 
C OBJECT BYPASSED 
C 
___- - - _______ 
~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  
490 - C O N  i x N UE 
C A L L  O U T C O H  (N, EH ( I ) ,  i i-- 
C b L L  OUTCOH{NL, EN(2S)n  2 )  
CBLL OMTCON(NS,Efl(28),2) ~~ 
CCSLL TYPECEH, 2 8 )  
..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . .  C HP I R( BLKHO, H? -9____ .  
CALL O U T C O N ( K K * E H < 2 2 ) , 4 )  
. .  C 
C END OF HdIH L O O P  
C 
5 8 a  COHTINUE 
C 
e 
. . . . . . .  
_ _  ______ . .... . __ ..... - - . ___ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  
C ~ P D ~ T E  CHROHOSOME DIRE-CTORV ON D I S C  
. . .  
CALL  PUT(OBUC, 1, I B )  
CBLL I T L Z < C U R O L H )  OBUF< I B + l S )  
C hLL flYL < SP I OD, OBUF < I B * 3  ) I  12 
.. - ... ..chA.k . I TL2(!0.&J OBUF< ) )  . ~ _ _ _ _  -- 
C.*L&. IfL2(.N!:~.O.BUF~.?B+.LL)__) ................................................................ 
. . . . . . . .  -c.h.L.i- CA L H W ( C H D l R ( 1  pu.T.i-oBur;-2;.f8 1 .,-.........-.-.- ) a  O B U f (  I B + 3  .......... 1 )  8 2*38*1J? ..................... ..... 
---------- CALL ~ Y L < C H D I R < ! r 3 l ~ r O O U F ( I B * 3 r ) ~  2*30*15) 
CALL CLOSE<OOUFI 
. . . . . . . .  c A L t  CLOSE!B!!F.) ...................................................... 




-- 999 CONTINUE 









D I T A -  r lL/40.38, 31a29.23. 188 I-?, 13~13r+B/ -  - . - - -  - 
DLTA & I N C / 2 , 2 r 2 , 4 r  l S t 6 , 2 , 4 r 4 r 4 /  
DATA N Q X W 2 r 2 r 2 r  4,-16rStPr414*-5/--------  - - . 
-4QX-L-S- Le&' 
DATA B L K H O / I / ,  D IRNL/P/s  D I R H S ~ ~ 3 / ~ L E H G T H ~ 4 / ,  I O B / S / r  C I L m  
D I T  A C I DN?, , C I A / B /  c CEML I W W ,  F E R 1  W !  O / ,  AREA/ kif-+ P I O D I I J  121 
DATA CHREHT/iS/ 
D A T- A D F S F 
i S ! ? < l ) = l  
I SR ( 3 )  137  
I S R < S )  =73 
90 12  f - 1 , 5  
C I D ( l ) - ' A - '  
C I D ( 3 ) a ' C  ' 
C I D ( J ) * '  D-' 
~ r ~ + & ) - . # r  I 
C IO(?) E' F-' 
GID<9)-' U 
CALL HYL(  ' A - 1  A -2 A- 3 9 - 4  8-5 C - 6  C-7 C-8 
- & - y : z  €4 c 4 7  
D A T A  c ~ A e / i  BB. e, e. e,  0 ,  i e w  
.. ---- 
. . .  
C t H S 0 F 0 / * SE !44 J-r NKE Y !-%9/ 
_. we.+3&L--..-- _ _ ~ _ _ _ _ _  __ 
..  1s~(+j=555 ................................................................. - . .  
......... . IS#(6 )r9 i  ...................................................................... 
1.3 n - __ -- 
............. C l & ( O ) r ! B - i . .  ............................................................... . . - - .  - 
- . . -- - . - . ~ l n ( 4 ) ~ < . - - ~ . .  ......... .. ....................................................... 
- 
- .-.. ~.._ _ .. (&f5C&)*'.C.-L.-. ............................................................................. 
............. CI&C.&@+n! .... 8 ................................................................................... 
1E-18 F-19F-20 c-21c-22 r 
CALL A Y L C '  SIHPLE n o w  FROR a++ T O  + + + ' , n n s c 1 2 9 )  
......... f.-. .................................................... 7.S&Bh13B+. . -  ................ 
. .~ C AL-C -II OL <-' - CBRPL EX - HOVE - FR OH- -+ *--TO--* c+ - C h€LfB-'-r CH6cr-3 6+ 
C b L L  h V L ( '  N= I C 1  I L S  GROUP- ' I  1 c I L 1 2 7 )  
CALL R Y L ( ' C T S T f l I H X C S C L I R f C O S C O N ~ S O S I H A F E M % D ~ S Z ~ ~ ' , K ~ Y , 3 ~ ~  
- . - ......... 
-- - _I___._. c b L b w * c & w w ~ :  
. . . . .  . CI)L.C. nvL(. '8+*. .p&RM- E P l t r . . E P 1 - , ~ 1 , - P f l l , . 2 2 - )  ........................................... 
. . . . . .  Nw1.$6& ................................................................................ 
C MLO AND NSO BRE DETERRINED A U T O I A T I C A L L Y ,  BUT A L l R G E R  NSO IS OK 
c GET PQRARETERS 
999 CONT IHUE 
t tL0=8  
-4.- 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ...................................................... - g - - -  . . . . .  
CALL R P k R b n C N P , P L R r S a B . 9 r  - -  . - - -  - - - - -  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
I P = l  
. .  
........ -1  a GW.&#Uf - _____ 
I F ( I P . G T . H P 1  COT0 78 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . .  30 2 8  J= 1, #&E-Y ~ 
If ( P A R ( 1 P ) .  E Q . K E Y ( J ) )  COTO(I,LI 3 , 4 ,  Sib,?, 019.15, 
:: 1 1 w + ~ i a e ,  i 3 w d  IJBB, tsaa,-Lsie, i s a ~ i s x ~  t s 4 ~ ) ~ ~  
28  CONTINUE 
- _ _ -  - -_ ____ _______ - - -- 




~ . C .  ........ ............................................................... ~~~. 
25 CALL O U T C O N ( I P I P E R ( ~ ~ > ~ ~ )  
. . . . .  .CALL. QpRIHT(p6&22)~--  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  
co T O  998 
C PFIRAMETER CT - CLDJUST THE D E C I S O I M  TABLE 
.. c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  ....... 
. . . . .  JFCIL,LT.1.OR-.IL.CT.3l~-CO~O 2 5 -  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . .  . . . .  
1 I L = P B R ( I P + Z ) + l  
DO 1888 I = l d N C T 2  
; P = I P + 3  
D O  1820 J s l a N C  
I F ( P U R ( 1 P ) .  E Q . C N A I ( J ) )  G O T O  1930 
~ A I A  C T ( ? ,  r t~ )*a  . ,  - -  . . 
I d l o  I F ( I 7 . C T . N P )  C O T 0  78 
1820 C O N T I N U E  
___ -. ( 8  ... - ... - .. 
~~ 
1630 J J = J + J  
. . . .  C T ( J J *  IL)aPAR(IP+3) 
C T ( J J - l r  I L ) = P A R ( I P + Z )  
I P=lP+4 
L O T O  fa18 
.~ 
e. __ .. __ -__--- 
C PARANETER NN - NO OBJECT N U l l B E R S  O R  CENTROMERE FLAG 
c -  
. . . .  I P = I P + 2  . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. .  . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
1106 HFLAC-1 
COTO 10 
- -_ .cp _- 
C PRRARETER SO - SET t O F  OUTPUT SRilPLES 
1: ............................................. 
..... NSUol . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
-- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . .  
1288 NSO-PARt I P + 2 )  




..I:.P.RAL'ES'E& SL.-..$E.T..SLO~.-B'S..~ ................................................................ 
. ..I383 ..... D 8 . i 3 L @ . I . ~ l r S &  ....................................................................... 
1310 S I D I (  1 ) - P A R ( I P t  1 + I )  
P- 1 P +  --- 
C O T 0  18 
.E ................................................................................................. 
C PARCLNETER NA - BALE KCLRYOTYPE 
.c . . . . . . . . .  .- ................................................... 
1400 S E X = l  
...-1-u Ip-pre.*2-- - . -. . .  
COTO 10 
_- -. __ - _ _ _ _ ~  
c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ................................................................ 
C PARAWETER FE - FEWALE KRRYQTYPE 
E .  . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .. ........... 
- -  &;o.uLL 4- 
C 
L PARAHEXER -NX ----NO X S E P I R I I T I S N  -FllOR-C.-CROUP - ~ - - - - - - -  - - - -  
C 
15BB S E X * P  
... .-_ -
........ 
. . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1318- NO%-. TRUE. 
CALL H V L ( '  8 0 ( C +  x 1 
2 F  F C G '*SID4(13>,112) 
. 1. .L. . n _ _  -D. -. E-.~G -&--.E- . .~ 
. .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
~ .COT0 1418 - 
C 




i P= I P + J 2  
C O T O  i e  
C 




.._ . . 
D O  75 Is28 N C l  
C IC( I 1 =C IC I -  i 1 + 2 5  
7 5  IIC(I>=IIGCI-l)+25 
C 
C SET UP SLOT S I Z E  I F  NOT I H P U T  -c . _ _ _ _ _  ____.___ ~ ____-- ~ 
IF(SLSIZ.EQ.8) S L S I Z = 2 4  
IF(SLSI2. GT.  28) S L S I Z = 2 8  
IF(SLSI2. L T .  1 2 )  S L S I 2 = 1 2  
FSEP=SLS 1 2 ~ 3  . .. 
C P A I R  S E P B R A T I O N  
. S C S U  m E S W _ + S L 9 J 2 6 2 .  I - -  - .- - - .  - 
s c s  ( L ' = s cs  e: 1 +s L 5 I I 
3 0  7 5 2  i = 3 ,  1 7 , 2  
S C S  ( 1 1 = S C S  C 1- 1 )  t S L S I  2+PSEP 
752  SCS ( 1 + 1 f - S i S (  1 )  + S L S 1 2  
D O  7 5 6  11.1, 16 __ __- - _ _  D O  ?5+ Js.gr&. - _ _ ~  _. __ - - . - . -- ---- 
7 5 4  SCS(18*J+I ) = S C S (  I )  
756 COHTiHUE 
7 5 8  CONTiNUE 
1: 
c C H E L ' I  S E X  
c _ _ _ _ _  _ - - - - _ 
I F ( S E X  G l  0 )  C O T O  76 
7 6  I F ( S E X . N E  1 )  C O T O  7 7  
S E X = L S E X  
.. c #ALE 




7 7  I F ( S E X . N E . 2 )  COT0 7 0  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - .  C F E H d E  
N I N G ( 5 ) = 1 6  
IF(SIDIC7B).EO.YID) S l D 4 ( 7 B ) = B I D  
. . . . .  . .  .... fihgc~; 18) I n ~ c 4  1 a) _ _ _ _  ................................................. 
- - c . . w u c  y T Q  - 
78 CONTINUE 
. . . .  I F(OFSF,EP,..~) ~ & ~ 0 - - 4 8 3  ............................................................... 
. -. . 
. . . . . .  
. - . - __ - . 
......... 
C i f  3 1 i Y  C R O U P  IS H E A V Y  OR LIGHT, T R Y  T O  H O V E  CHROMOSOEflS AROUND 
c 
2 1 8  H F C ) I L = Q  
228 CDNTiNUE 
- . __ - - __ - - - kH=& - _ _ _ _  - - - 
N t l O V = B  
DO 3888 J = Z , N C  
L 2.J- I 
N c A w = 0 
I F ( N O C ( J )  C E  ~ A X G ( J ) )  C O T O  3 ~ 0 e  
. - - .~ i t  C N ~ L G Q ~ ~ L  . -. - __ - .- - -  
C CROUP J IS L I G H T ,  S E E  I F  A P R E C E D I N C  CROUP I S  H E R V Y  
. - -  - D O  2 5 0 8  K a f r K 2  . . -  . .  ....... 
I F < N O G ( K ) .  L E . H I H C ( K I )  C O T 0  2500  
... C CROUP K IS HEAVY . _ _ _  . 
I F ~ K F ~ I L  E Q  e )  C O T O  230 
- - I I L L ~ A s W L  _______ 
I F ( K  E Q . K F B I L ( N )  AND J . E Q . J F A I L ( N ) )  G O T O  235 
C THIS J AND K HQS ALREPOY F f i I L E D  - -  
225 CONTINUE 
230 K H = K  
J L = J  
235 CONTIHUE 
CSAU_E-HE.A!L'LMLLIJXI -cue-. H U ~ F P ~ - . - -  _- 
I l = I I C l K )  ... .. 







NO6 i H G  1 ) =HOG( NC t > + 1 
12=I2-L 
- -__ .. - wci-E;wc4u =@=G4a- _____ 
. . . . . . .  .COJO 2 4 2 .  .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . .  ._.. 
216 CONTINUE 
-. ~- ... B O . . ~ ~ B . L = L ~ ~ L ~ ~ ~  ........................................................................... 
ll I MY= 9999 
nn 259 I = T ~ . T ~  - 
IF<YIHT<I).GE.HIHY) C O T O  258 
. .  .HINY=YXHTCII . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
N I N I = I  
O F S < L )  = O F C < t l I  HI ) 
Y IYT(BIN I > =9999 
.... 2 5 8 . C O N T U U E  ................................................................................. 
268 CONTIHUE 
.-.E. STDR ‘L THL .CROUP_ .LK.O.RDEB. -0F~ _ Y I I U L t _ . .  ............................................................. 
. --.3113-~0H~UUE ................................................................................................... 




C CHECK FOR NO X SEPARATION FR3R C GROUP D E S I R E D  
... .... LFCMOX 1. COT.0. 3 5 6  ................................................................................... 
-..e. FIHD -THE--%- O R - X - % . I N . C R ( W P . . C  ............................................................. 
I l = I S T ! 5 )  
........ f.1E12-2 ........................................................................................ 
....... IFCNUC(.5);.HE.~J-r.fOr0.35+--~--. .......................................................... 
I F ( H O G ( 5 ) .  EQ.  1 6 )  COTO 330 
C C Has 15, T H I R D  LARGEST IS X 
. __ newa.=w-u 3 ? ~- 
DO 328 1=13 ,14  
OFS ( I  2 - 1  )=a  





428  CONTINUE 
- LFCHSO. C T .  t l A X H u I )  NSO*#CIX#SO- ........... . - . -. - -. . 
C 
c OUTPUT RESULTS OF C u s s I F t c A r m t  - _ _  . . . . . . . . .  
C 
--- - - 4 3 5 - C m i u H 1 I F  - __ - 
DO sea  1 = i , 5  
ISILI=ZSR{L) ........ 
DO 150 J=1 ,18  
JJa I SR Lt L-1 .... . . . . . . . . .  
I N P = O F S < J J )  
I F ! I N ?  E Q  0 )  G O  T O  1 5 0  
I F ( S C L T ( I ) . L T  I T E f l P )  S C L T I I ) = I T E # P  
1FCJ.l C F  .lSR(l+tl> 1 H P . A  
I T E N P x C H D I R  CDIRNL, IHi') /2+28 
4 5 8  COHT INUE 





C E W E T H ( I ) = I Y ~ I B U F < 2 J t 3 ~ * 1 ) )  
IC ( N O B . E Q .  5 )  .GO 70 .48  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
18 C O N 1  I N U E  
. - ._ . . cL)LL-RE#4-’1V&&.-- . _ _  
DO 2 8  I m 1 , 3 0  
......... F8#(-~~38lr~.YPCIBUF-~~~30L~)L .................................................. 
N L T <  It38 > = I V 2  C CBUF(3+?;a* 1 )  1 
C E N l  IN ( I  +38)=1 ABS< I Y P < I B U F  ( 1  7+36*1))  1 
I F ( N O B . E P . I + 3 Q f G O  T O  40 
. . . . . . . . . .  N $ T ( . ~ + ~ ~ ) - ~ ~ . Y ~ . C [ B U F . ~ S * ~ Q L ~ ) - ~ - . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . .  
- -c------ I___ ___.__~ 
. 2a .... -COLI.TINUC.-..~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
C 
C 
4 Q  CONTINUE . .  
- .C  RfAD I N  C L A S S L F I C A T I O H  TABLES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  __-. . . .  
CALL R € A 3 ( 1 # Y 8 ~ 3 ,  I B ,  I B U F ( 1  ) )  
CALL #VL ( I e U F  I 1 )  NSG, 2 * 2 9 ( )  . . . .  
I F ( N S O . C T . 5 1 2 )  G O  T O  988 
S?AR(I)=SlP . .  
SPAR(2)=NSO 




CALL P l h B E L I O B U F ,  S P A X * L f i B E l . )  
. . .  .~ . - .  
c ni+Ia  LOOP: 
G U I L B  EACW X O ! 3  OF THE OUTPUT XARYQCRPR- -  . ~. 
__ _- . . -.DQ-5Q&@i t 5 -_ - 
I SR I = I S R <  I )  
JE( . I ,LT . .S . )  GOTO 438 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
C SEE I F  THERE ARE CINY OBJECTS ON R O Y  5 
I f  (OFS(ISR1 +J- 1) . N E .  0 )  G O T O  430 
C O T 0  589 
438 CON T I NU€ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
~ . . DOL120 J = L  18 ~- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. - A 2 2 - - f x l ! i J ~  
. C..N& OEJECJS. ON .Rou. 5 ...................................................................... 
......... -.R<P).GInt.l+l-I-l1~*PZ.. ................................................................ 
R ( 3 ) = G  I D  (2+<1-  1) * 2 )  
J Js I SR I +  J-1 
1 F C J J . G E .  I S R ( I + l ) )  IMP=@ 
IF( INP.  E Q .  B 1 CALL lTL(32.  R < 5 +  (J-1)+2))  
CALL SSUlCH(1. I B I T )  
C l l L L  T Y P E ( R ,  7 8 )  
.- -- 
......... -IHPrQf-S-CJJ>. ............................................................................. 
-~ ....... __.mu.  [LmCO#LL&& R(St -<  Jr.1 )*2Le4 .................................................... 
.A- 
............ ~ < - I B L T - . ~ ,  -1.1 c & . ~ a ~  475 . .  ................................................................ 
.............................................................. . . . . . . . .  -.- ’ c -  
C I M Y O K E  THE ROY B U I L D I N G  ROUTINE 
4 7 9  COHTINUE 
.~~ CALC . KROY-(. lSA < . I +  1 ) - IM I - c O f r S C I S U I )  e S f L T - C I  L S C S C C I S R I ) ,  N S O i - - - -  - ~ ~ - - -  - ~ - -  - - -  
~~ N L a o N L 0 + 2 * S C L T (  1 )  ................................................................ 
508 COHT I NUE 




SUEROUTINE KROY(NSL,OfS, SCLn SCS,NSO, SID,MFLAC) 
.... c- . .................. ... .____ _____._ -~ . ..... 
c * * * * * * * a  
c 4  - c 
C *  K R G Y  
i+ gr 
C *+I***** 
& .. ... . .- . 
C KRUM CONSTRUCTS R ROU OF THE OUTPUT KARYOCRAH. I T  IS IHYOKED BY 
C K T  .'#PC... ..................................................................... 
C 
. . .  ... 
. .  
__ . -- -- 
.. . . . . . . .  . cannmai -~~  nva,uur, O B ~ ~ F ~ H C L # E L  F-BLCEIPCIH, - - - - -  - - - - .--- - - - - - - - - - -  - - - . 
INTEGER CEMLIN(CB),  EEHETH(68)  
1-1 
BYTE C H A R ( + )  
BYTE I t I Y B ( S 6 )  
......... I H S E J X ; E - S C L A I K g & > . .  ..................................... 
. .  .............. .L#LEG€R.UT.CC@) ............................................................. 
OF6 (91  > a  SCSf.981, NLT<CB) ,  N S T ( 6 0 )  8 FBH(6B) INTEGER 
lNTF-WRl.wnn.I 3 
BYTE OBUF(3128>,  IBLJF<2@48@) ,  L 6 8 , L F F  
............. . . L N l ~ ~ R . R ~ C S ~ L . @ A ~ S L  ............................... ., . . . . .  
...  nu^. x/ar,y~wrwpLri.r ............................................................. 
c P F T U g Y I S _ L I S O = a  -- 
D A T A  Lb@/B/r L F F / 1 2 7 / ,  R E C S I Z / 1 8 2 4 / ,  I)AXNSL/PB/ 
C 
.......... ..LFCMSD-LQ-@) G Q - T l r - W a  ................................................................ 
- c  
IF (MSL.CT ' .#BXNSL)  C O  TO 998 
... . . . . . . .  .................................................. 
C SET UP BUFFER I N D I C I E S  
I D T (  1 )  31 
__ - -. c __  .- 
. . . . . . .  --.o0.-58-I=2.t-#sL ................................................................... 
s e  I D T ~ I ) ~ I D T ( I - l > + R E C S I ~  
. .  . . .  N S ~ J ~ C W ~ ~ * ~ . ) I ~ .  ............... ................................................ 
SCL 2 JSCL42 
-P- 
C HhIW R O Y  LOOP - PROCESSES EbEH L I N E  Y I T H I M  THE ROY 
..  c.. ................ ..................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
DO 289 L = L , S C L P  
. . . . .  CALL P U T ( 0 8 U f t B ~  10) - - . . . . . . . . . . . .  . .~ 
CALL 2 I A I O B U F  ( IO+i 1, NS041 
-E _ _ _ _  ~ __ . ______ 
E SLOT L O O P  - PROCESSES EACH 8 L t T  U I T H I N  THE CURRENT L I N E  
c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . .  . .  . .  
D O  158 1=1 ,NSL  
H=O F S 4  11 
N l = O F S ~ I + l )  
. . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  -- ~ . _ _ _ _ _  ___ __ 
C CHECK FOR F I R S T  SLOT OF A P A I R  €HPTY, BUT SECOND SLOT FULL  
. . . . . . . .  JFLML,EQ.~)..CO . r o . . t ~  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
c C O T O  ise IF BOTH SLOTS ARE ENPTY 
. . . . .  N L 2 r B .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . .  
GO T O  130 
* 
C DECIDE I F  OBJECT CIPPELRS OM T H I S  L I N €  
. .  _ .  . 
ee CONTINUE 
WLJH=HLt (H)  ........ _ .  
NL2= ML TM / 2  
I F < L . L T . S C L - N C 2  0R.L.CE SCL+ML2> GO TO 120 
LO-L-SCL + NL 2 
C 
C CALCULLTE I N I T I A L  SAHPLE FOR OBJECT OM OUTPUT L I N E  
c 
NSTH=NST ( H )  
IF(SCS<I)+NS2.GT 511) S C S < I ) = S l i - N S P  
IS=SCS(I ) - N S 2  
. - . NS2=HSIWE - _ _  - 
2 
C GET F I R S T  B L O C K  I OF THE OBJECT 
C 
- - . __ 1B= E B K W -  - - ____ - 




C BYPBSS. OB.JECT.-IE NOJ  IH DfRQCtORL. ................................................... 
LPBN=RECSIZ/NSTN 
I F ( t l L O . G T . 0 )  G O  TO 9s 
J l =  I D T <  I )+RLO*NSTN 
. . . . . .  H L O = t l O D < L . O t  L P I N ) . .  ........................................................... 
_ _ _ _  -___ CBILB~CLKILBILfllllllLLesLLlILLLBULlLP~~ 
9 8  
c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ............................................................... 
C TRANSFER OBJECT SECRENT - t i l 0  THE OUTPUT BUFFER 
c .. ...................................... 




. .C_SEE.LF _THIS  IS. THL_CEM.TRQHERL~UME_ .............................. 
. . . .  .IF(NFLAG.NE~B).~GP.~O i s a  ............................................................ 
IFCLO.  NE.  C E H L I H ( N ) - l )  GO T O  150 
--c-- 
C CENTROMERE L I N E ,  F I N D  UHERE T O  PUT THE CEWTROHERE 6 R R O Y S  
,~ c .. ~ . . . . .  ...................................................... 
I T= I S- NS T N 
1 Tlt AX= LS- 1. . . . . . .  ........................................ 
DO t i 0  I U = I T , I T H A X  
._ - ~ L E L a ~ m ~ - ~ ~  - 
110 COHT INUE 
112 C O H T  IHUE 
. . . .  I T C I S .  . . . . . . .  ........................................................... 
1 1 s  I T .  I T - 1  
1 1 7  CON T I NU€ 
............................................................. . . . . .  GO T Q - l l l - .  ~. . 
- - __- - . IF( I IEIILLu3*  L T L W 8 U T O  1 4 3 
DO -118 K=3, 5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  
O W F ( I O * I U - Y ) = L F F  
1 1 8  OBUF(IO+XTtK)=LFf . . . . . . . .  ~~ 
co T O  158 
._A _ _ _  _____ ______ ~ 
C CHECK 70  SEE IF L I N E  CONTAINS O6JECT # 
C 
128 COi . iT I i+U€ 
C 
C 
L F ~ N F L A G . M E . ~ . O R . L . L T . S C L - W L ~ - ~ . O R . L . C T . S C L - ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~  GO TO 1 3 0  
C U H L L D  H-I~sfi PlLT KUMBrR r M T 0 - U  TPUTBUFFFP -___ 
..  ~ LO=L-SCL+HL2?9 . . . . . . .  ........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
I S = S C S < I  ) - I !  
IFCIS.CT.SBB) I S Q S ~ ~  ... . .~ 
I F ( N . L T .  10) I S m I S - 3  
. . .  .. ~. . 
IFICEPlETHCN).  Ea .  1 )  NNm-N 
C FLAG OPERATOR CORRECTED CENTROHERES 
CdLL OUTCON(NH,CHAR<3>. 3 )  
C A L L  TEXT(CHPR. 3, La, 08UFLL(L+ZS)A 13. . .  
GO T O  156  
C 
C C ! I E L i  T O  %;EL :F L I N E  C O N T A I I I S  GROUP I D  
c 
138 CONTINUE 
I F C I  E O  (1/2)*32h co T O  i s a  
I F ( W 1 . E P  0 )  G O  T O  1 4 8  
I F ( N L 3  C T . N L Z )  N L 2 s H L 3  
C ON T IN UE 
I F ( L  LT S C L + N L P + S . O P  L GT.SCL+NL2+18)  GO T O  159 
_ _  N L 3 ; i H L w L f a  - - __ _ _  _- - ___ - -.. - -  - -  
1 4 %  
k. 
C L I N E  CONTAINS CROUP ID, S O  OUTPUT A L I N E  OF THE I D  T O  THE OUTPUTBUF 
c - - - - 
LO= t L - S C L - H L 2 - 5 ) / 2  
IS=(<SCS( E)+SCS( I+l ) ) /4)*2- -23  - -  
I F (  IS. GT 4 6 4 )  IS464 
- __ - -- - ___ ____ 
CALL TEXT (%ID < I S , 4 c L O , O W F (  L@+IS)+2J 
- __- 158 CONTINUE - A L A  
' t = Y + R E P L + I  
RETURN 
2 BO COHT INUE 




C BUFFER TOO SRRLL TO HLNBLE THE ROY 
900 COHT INUE 
-2 
........... .MU. -7YR.E- .( !-. *.a a -WFF.E& JfJCL -SmLL- $# . ROY: 3. ... -. ..... __. .. ____. .................... 
CALL T Y P E ( ’ @ ’ )  




.. 910 ..... CDWTLNUE .................. ___. ........ .... 
. . . . .  .CALL.TYPE(’J’.) .......................................................... 
CALL T Y P E ( ’  + + +  NSO=@’> 
RETURN 
SUOROUTINE I N T 2  
.. . __ -. . - c * ++ c * +  ** 
- c i - -  - -*- 
c *  I H T 2  * 
c *  t 
c *** c * ** 
c 
c e E i t + C  DISPLRYED O N  T H E  cRAr SCALE DEVICE, FOR HSIRD copr  OUTPUT 
C OR ELSE HBK€-CHLNCES V I A  HOB AND/OR CLISCY/KTYPE PkU&nET€US:- 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
C .  COMHOR -REG ION 
COHHOH/Cl/NSO, N F L A G I G I D ~  S I D P  ISRIOFSI SCLT, SCS 
-------cuPIF~N/c I K C H B T K ; A ( I ~ X ,  SPLTH, s P A u u ,  c u m .  wc 
C I J O  BUFFER . . . .BYrE~~IOB[rr(212,)  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
C HOB PARAHETERS &ND CURRENT PRRAHETER H I G H  YBTER MLRK 
C C L S F Y l K T Y P E  PAR6HETERS BND CURRENT P A W .  H I G H  MATER I A R K  
C I N T 2  LOCAL PARAIETER BUFFER 6ND POINTER 
C RE-HOB CHROHOSORE SELECTOR 
cDc‘I c.R c. E‘ C6B I . .  
C C L B S S I F I C A T I O N  TRBLES 
........ - - - ~ . ” ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ , , ~ , ~ - ~ ~ ~ * ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  ........................ 
- r N - m T S B B J T K - - - - - -  
...... ..___I HT.ECEIZ..P ~R . ~ . ~ ~ 8 9   .I ................................................................. , 
............. ............................................................ 
- . - r r m U K C r r r - -  -
cHaoHoso”E Dt-~.ECTORT.AND .FdR”AT. 
.................................................. 
c ~ -  ............................................................. 
INTEGER -CHD-IR< 15i6-0)  
IHTECER ELKNO 
- -_  .__I_ __ - __ C BLOCK t 
C NUHBER-OF L I N E S -  IN OBJECT 
__-. 
................................................... 









- ._ -.  - - . - - . . -. . _ _  . C HUHBER OF SCIMPLES I H  OBJECT 
INTEGER D IRNS 
C LENGTH 
I HTEGER L E N C T T - - - -  
INTEGER I O D  
_ _ _ - - ~ - ~ .  
C INTECERtiTED OPTtCAL DEHSITY ..... - . . - - . - - . . .- 
.. C CENTROMERIC I N D t C I E S  
C CENTBWIERE L I N E  I) 
IHTEGER C t L d C I D r C I A  
- _. - . __ - -- - -. - __ - _. _. -_ - - - _. 
I N T E G E R- TEN ~i #-- 
PERI t lERE 
A R E A  
PERIII  SBUCIRED DIVIDEJ--EY &RE4 - 
CEHTROHERE LOCATION HETHOD 
INTEGER CEHETH 
PHASE NUflBERS FOR HOB AND FOR CLASFYJKTYPE 
INTEGER P E R I f l  
INTEGER AREA 
__ -- -. INT%GCE~-FSQDA 
INTEGER HOBPHL, KTYPHAIFOBPHSI~ 8ANDPH, FOURPH 
... 
. . . .  
. .  . . ~. 
.. ~ 
. . . . .  . -~ . - .  . 
..  . . . . . .  
RE-RUN F L k G S  
RAWDOH AREAS 
1 OG-f C 3 L m F L C K T  Y F L% L-S F L  C 




INTEGER SPAR( l€i),SST<513), N S T ( S 1 3 ) , S l o  S 2  ..... 
BYTE LAeEL(73)8BLACK!72, )~P6RBUF<BB) ,NOB8~568)  . . -  .. , ., . . . .  
......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
INT€GER K E Y  ( 3 7 ~ j  





C CLASSFlCIkTION TABLES . .  
I NT E CE !2 C ID ( 1 9 ), SI D ( 9 6  ), 1 S R (  6 ) I I  OF S ( 9  1 ) I SCLT ( 5 )  8 SC Sc-98 > 
c E T !  STATEHEN2.x -- - .. _ ~ _ _ ~ _ _ . ~ _ _ _ _ _ _ I _ - . - - ~ - - - -  . 
D A T  FI 6 L K H O/  1 /, D I FN L / 2 D I R N~S i 3/ 1 L E HC TH / 4 < I I-O,O/ 5' I C I L 16 8 C I D / 7  / 
1, C I F L / 8 / ,  C E N L I N / 9 / ,  P E R I H / !  01 ,  A R E A Y i l  
D A T  
D A T k  D E C F R D / 5 7 . 2 9 5 8 / .  FOURPH) is/ ~ - -  . 
D A T A  .... L A B E L / 7 3 * '  __ '/, eLACK/72+127/ __ ~___. ___ 
DATCl N K E Y / 3 7 /  
CALL MVL< 'ARLUU D SCALSKNNRAKCFENXDEP SPRHIRICRCDSRF 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  i~ x K..R n 3 L P ~ U ~ P I ,  . ~ . _ u p _ a x . q e e , ? K ~ _ ~ b ? 4 )  ................................. 
PSPDA/ I2 / ,  CEf4ETH/13/ 
y A X  P 62 . / 5  act/, F o W H A  /e, n 0 BPHW t i / ,  K T Y P  H A  / 9 / ,  B maw ~. I 4 ~ 
D A T A -  HO6FLG/. fAL-SE-. ( a  K~lYFLC/ .C~LSE.L~PLLFLC/ ,FPLSEI  ' J  OSFLC/ .FPLSE. ( .  
C 
C I N I T I A L I Z E  CHROHOSOHE D A T A  SET 
CALL T Y P E ( '  CHECK K A R Y O T Y P E  '10)  
CCILL R C A - .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . .  
c R E F I D  CURSOR RDJUSTNEHTS-. ' .  
CALL AFILE!_!L)BUF.lr_'RCR ....................... ' , ' 1 3 r g 1 3 )  . . . . . . .  
CILLL OPEN<IOSUFI 10241 ~ P ~ , ' R C R ' )  
CALL CLABEL( IOBUF# SP(IR, I B )  - 
CALL H Y L ~ I 0 8 U F ( I B + 1 + 7 2 ) ~ L I B E L < 2 ) ~ 7 2 ~  
................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
n 
. . . . . . .  cAcL .Gnc roeUF,.* .,.- * ~ e ) ~ ~  ............................................................ 
. . .  CALL G E T I I O B U F I ~ , I B )  ._ 
C I L L  H V L ( I O B U F C I B + l ) ,  NS0;2;294)-- 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~  - C 
C READ P R E Y I O S  P A R A f l E T E I Z S  
C 
__- 
. .  
CALL R P ~ R A M ( M ,  HOBPAR, n i x ~ n ~ ~ ' n 0 e F n A 5  
CALL RPAR-AM(K, KTYP-AR! HnXPAR. KTYP)IIA> _ _  . _ _ _  _ _  . . -  
I F ( K  L T . 9 2 )  C O T 0  69 
K r K - 9 2  
OSFLC-. TRUE. 
_-__. __ __ - -. . - -_ - 
C DO N O T  RECLASSI-FY IF OFS PAR4WETERS ARE P R E S E H T -  
C E R A S E  OLD OFS PIRIHETERS,  I F  PRESENT 
C 
6 5  I F < H . E Q . B )  C O T O  108 
-_- D o l e  * F ( n O B P A f i  1:l~H- ~ * ~ EQI,SE,) - G ~ - T ~ ~  ---- - 
7 %  CONTINUE 
GOT0 I @ @  
C REffO'.'€ O L D  S E  PISRMETERS 
C REQUEST OPERATOR IHTER4CTION 
C 
7 5  n.r-1 
- - - ~  __ I-___________I_-____ 
. ._ _- -  180 CONTINUE 
118 CALL F4RF)R( NP, PkR;-l€U,PA-RWF 1 
I F { N P  EQ 0 )  G O  TO 560 




2 5 6  C A L L  
c A i L  
G O T O  
3 C A L L  
C A L L  
C A L L  
- __-- 
C A L L  
C A L L  
... .... . 
c aL.L 
C A L L  
C A L L  
c A1.L 
1 eo 
T Y P E ( '  TYPE O N E  OF THE FOLLOOINC KEYUORDS T O  SELECT IN O P T I O N ' )  
f ' /PE ( ' C - CHAHG? CENTROHERE (USE CURSOR) ' ) 
T Y P E ( '  F - FLIP A H D  CHANCE CEkTROflERE (USE CURSOR) ' )  
T Y P E ( '  it - ROTAT-€ CHRONOSOflE (USE CURSOR) ' )  ____ 
T Y P E ( '  rl - M O Y E  CHRGHOSORE TO ANOTH€R S L O T ' )  
T Y P E ( '  X - REPIOYE _ C H R O ~ O S ~ ~ E  FR-OM KARYOTYPE:) .  
T Y P E ( '  P - PUSH A CROUP OF CHROMOSONES R I G H T  OR-LEFT ' )  
T Y P E ( '  y p  ~ . ~ .  . L  -. ~ ~ ~ - 0  ADD lz A , L A B E L  ~ (TYPE L A B E L  ON SANE L I N E ) ' ! - - - -  - ........................................... - 
C A L L  T Y P E ( '  S - SET UP CURSOR T O  CORRECT FOR D R I F T ' )  _- - 
C C L L L T Y P E [ U ( l R  D - H O V E  CURSOR UP OR DO On' 
. .  .. 
G O T O  110 
9 1 0  C A L L  HCD 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ..-. C O T O  l i e  
C 





I H L = C H D I R ( D I R N L ,  N) 
.............. n 4 ~ P A R t ~ + r , = L - ( s L C L - 1 . ~ L . ~ 2 ) ? . 1 . .  .. ............................................. 
CALL- D L I N E ~ B L A C ~ , Y ,  x,  4, i , - t )  
. .  F R S T Y x Y  ._ .
F RSTX=X 
- .  CALL T Y P E C * + H O Y E  CURSOR_ TO END .OF.CIXIS*~N . _ _  . 
CALL PARAH(NP,  P A R ,  tee)  
CALL K U R S O R C Y ,  X I  La S , S L I D * S L C L , S L C S * N )  
CLLL D L I N E < B L f i C K , Y , X - L .  3 ~ 1 t - I )  
CALL DL-fNE(BLACK, YI X - 2 . 3 , 1 , ~ 1 )  . . . . . . . .  
SY=Y 
sx=x  
I F C F R S T X  E Q . S X )  GO TO 1217  
S Y = F RS TY 
SX=FRSTX 
F R S T Y = Y  
F R S T X = X  
THEThsATAN2 ( t  S X - F R S T X  ). { S Y  - F P S T Y )  ) 
CO T O  1 2 1 5  
__  ___ __ 
____  I _ _  F < F RS T Y  L E .  Y 1 &O__I_C__12 1 B _ _  ___-_ _ _  _ _ - _  __- - 
1 2  L Q  
- _ _  _ _  _ _  __ _ _  - - - -- - 
1 2 1 7  THETA=O 
..- . .  1215 CONTINUE . .  
HOB P AR ( t i  + 4 > =THETA* D ECPR D 
Il=n+r . .  
I l O B F L C r .  TRUE. 
C O T 0  110  
. .  . . .  
___ -. - c ~ - ~  ~ - 
C PARAI4ETER AL - RE-RUB ALL CHROHOSOHES 
c 
1256 R L L F L G = .  TRUE. 
C 
C F H R A ~ I E I E R  Sb - O U T P U T  S K t L E T O H  P I C T U R E S  INSTEAD OF GREY L E V E L  P I C T U R E  
c 
1 388 
G O  t o  l i 0  
H06P AR ( t i +  1 ) =P (5R ( I P  ) 
H=#+2 
l lOBFLrJ=  T R U E .  
_ -  GO TO.i!?.-- _ _  - _.__ ____ - -- 
C 
C PARRtIETER NN - NU OBJECT H U U B E R S  
c 
1 3 5 9  K T Y P Q ?  ( C + l ! = D b R <  IP) 
k = d  + 2  
G O  T O  1 i Y  




- __ __ 
CPAR.A-nET- ENic-- -  - HO X SEPAR4TION FROH C CROUP ' 
1 6 5 6  KTYPAR (k+i)=PAR( I P )  
K = R + 2  
c 
C PkPkaETER P - FUSH A CROUP OF CHROROSONES -RIGHT-OR LEFT 
.. 
Y = 2 * ( L - 1 1  
4,1223 18 
195 196 
' 773 CALL .DLINE(I??.YJ_X_.HST(t). 1: - 1 1 .  - . ~. .. X = 2 *  (SST C L )  -1 1 
S Y I  D=OFS ( SL t D) 
O F S  ( S L I D )  =OFS(SYSL ID) 
OFS ( SVSL I D) =;SY I D  
K T Y F L G = .  T R U E .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
-- -- ~ ___ 
7 7 6  OSFLC-: TRUE.. ............................................................ 
.~ G O  10.11Q.. . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
C 
C 
... C PISRTttlETER ~ SP - SET SKELETON P6EAHETEP.S 
. ~. 1eCJB CALL t4Y.L < P h R <  I P 1 I f lO6PAR t f l + l > ,  9)  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
K = K i 4  
H O E F L G = .  TRUE. 
G O  T i i  l i r 3  
~. . . . . . . .  . .  . . .  
- _- __  .- .- .- __ - . .C 
C PARRRETEE H f x  - SET H A X I N U 8  OF CHROHOSOERS PRE CROUP 
C 
I 8 5.3 
.... .- ... . _ _ _  ...... ...____.__ ____ 
. . . . . . . .  . . . .  . .  
C AL L t i  YL ( PA R < I P ) kT YP A R  ( K t 1 ) , 2  4 > 
K = K + l l  
K T Y F LC = .- TRUE. 
GO T O  118 
. .  
__-.- - -. -. - - -____ __- 
C 
C 
.. C PfiRAllETER I R  - SET I N I T I ~ A ~ . S ~ o T ~ F ~ U . E L C . H ~ R . ~ U  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . .  
1 3 5 8  ~ CALL HVL(.PARc I P ) . ~ r T Y P A R ( ~ K + l . ) r _ l 4 . ?  , -  - -  . . ~  . ~ .. 
K = K + 7  
K T Y F L C n .  TRUE. 
ca  T O  i t e  _-_____._ - - ~ - _ _ _ _ _  __ _____ 
. .  C C PLRAHETER- IC - SET I H I i I h L  SLOT FOR ERCH C R O U P - . .  ~ - -  
C 
..... 
.~ ...... 2 4 e *  . .nYL(p.AR(tPj.,.KTYPAb<L+ij;2e.i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
i -  
K = K +  14 .. 
K T Y F L C = .  TRUE. 
G O  T O  119 
2 
C PARAilETER t lC - CLEAR NO8 PARAWETERS 
c 
3 9 5 0  n=8 .. N B ~ L c = _ l ' R ~ E :  __ __.______-_I_ . ... 
G O  TO 1 1 0  .. 
C 
C FAR,rl!C,TEP SC - SET U? THE CURSOR 
Z t a 3  CALL sc 
. -. __  . . 3 E L e p . - .  ____. .- - ~  - -. ____. 
C SETUP THE C U R S O R  
.c C .PAdniitrER ~ D s  . . . . . . . . . .  ~. .... Di.~PLAT.SpR~.IB ......................................... 
.. .~l.~s'. ..c*L' *P"RSE.~(FOBPH*T ........................................................... 
- 
C 
C O T 0  788 
---r 
. . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~- C PARkNETER RF - RERUN FOB c . . . .  ...... 
........... 2 150 .. CAL.C.~H R L  A P H A S E ( F 0 B P H I )  AH.(B; .fl -~P.~R.,.naeP"A.j ....................................... .. . . .  
CALL UPARAH(0, KTi'f'AP, KTYPHCI) 
-0 
-- 
C R E R U t l  FOB 
.. .7:  ....................................................................................................... 
c P ~ ~ R A I I E T E R  fie - ABORT 
~ . ~ .  ................................................................................................. 
2300 CALL APHASE<B) -___ -- - 7 n m 7 - 7 8 8  . .__- 
c..P*RfinETEn. C 
.~ ..__. ~ E n ~ . v E . . o . ~ J S c r . P R b ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ R . y ~ o ~ T . ~ . p E  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
C 
2 2-so 
CACL ~Kuas .oR(y ;  x ;  ii~,~s*;iLiD,dL.~~i;.s~~cs;~). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
CfiLL D L I  HE!9LACK~.Y.+I-.*?~.K+!'-!..?_..I *-:.1.)~ ................................ 
DO 2 2 6 8  I ~ 2 a 2 6 ~ 2  
CIlLL K I N E r n L W t  I -  14, x t  I T ,  2, 1,  - 1 >---- --__ 
2268  ~ O N T I N U E  
c DRAY . .  AN x. 'YER~!HE OBJECT '!.-BE.PE.LE!.E?..__ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
OFS t SL ID j =@ 
4,122,518 
197 198 
OSFLC=.  TRUE. 
KTYFLC=.  TRUE. 
G O T O  ...................................................................................... 110  
_- 
c - -  - - -  
C PkRki lETER .. L - A D D  B . . .  LABEL TG 1 ) 1 D T C - C c T E _ - D I I C N O S I S  - - - -  . - -  - - -  - .~ 
C 
2388 DO 2316 I~4,72 ~ 1 5 )  COT020~ . 
f V T T V T P i , R S U F (  I ) ) .  EQ. 
C-&LL T Y P E (  i ~ ~ f H C O i ? R - E C T  L.ABEL F-6RH&T-') 
G O T 0  190 
CALL A F i L E < N O B B ,  1, ' P I C  ' . ! 5 , 5 )  
- L T L m  EfiTmmrG-Z;T> 
CALL CETCHOBB, 1, I N )  
- - - - - --- - -- 
2 3 1 0  C O M T I N U E  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - - .  . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . .  ~ . .~ .. . .  ..... 
23-20 L-RBLENaf-3  
-. __ I- . 
.......... .~ BcL ( 08.8. ~ . - ~  ~ . .  ........... ............................................. 1 
1 ,  
. . . . . . . .  CACL L  CL.oSEiWI)BB.) HYL(PARBUF(3)r ............................................ H O B B ( i N + 2 9 8 ) , L A B L E n )  . . . . . . . . . .  
________ ~- C ALSO ADD T O  THE H O B  OUTPUT LASEL FOR RESEL'S B E N E F I T  -L G L A B E L m B U F  8 SPAR, I B )  
. . . . .  . . . . . .  CALL HYL ( P A R B i J F ( 3 ) J  IOBiJF ( I  Bt299)a  LABLEN) .. . . .  CALL P L ~ ~ E ~ ( I b ~ U ~ ~ ; S F . ~ ~ 4 , ~ f ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ F ~ ( ~ ~ ~ + i ~ ) ~  ~ . . 
. . . . . .  ................................. . . . . . . . . . . . .  COT0 118 . c -  . - 
C PCIRRHETER YBYE - _ D I S P L A Y ,  YAYEFORMS FROH BCIND 
2?5:3 C H L L  UFdl iAb i (2 ,  ' (JhYE's SANFFH) 
C . .  
C 
. . . .  . . . .  - _- 
C 3 T O  350 
c P A R A H E T E F '  A X I S  - I I I S P L ~ Y   XES FROH BAND- .  * a ....... B L  IIPkR~~ i ~ 2 r '  , ,~6aiop-H, - . .-. -- - -__ 
C O T 0  958  
C 
C P A P k R E T C R  PI3 - R E ? r J N  P , C I ~ I - ? E D  C L h S S I F I E R  
C 
... 2 4 5 9  CALL APHASE(FOURPHj ......... ____ . 
C O T 0  780 
C .. 
C P A R A H E T E R  REI - ~ U ~ C K ~ B ~ N D - C A ~ C ~ L ~ ~ T ~ ~ ~  ( O W L Y  T H E  c CROUP) 
C ............................................................. 
2seb C A L L - . S S M T - C N ( ~ ,  iS-U7) 
__  -- IF(ISY7. N E .  1 )  CLLL tr)PARAPI(P, ' O B  ' ,BANDPH)  ___- 
c ......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
5 8 8  I F ( .  H O T .  ALLFLG.IND. . N O T .  K T Y F L C .  A H D . .  NOT.HOBFLC) G O  TO ?Be 
........................... 
.............. 
G O T O  958  
~ ~. ~. . 
C 5011E L O O K I N C ~  A T -  Pd&-$&ETE-kS, .SEE I f - - &  RE-RbN--IS NECCESSbRY 
................................................................................................. C 
IF(. NOT.  OSFLC) C O ~ S 5 8  
I: 
C 
. - - c - - - U R * T E  . - . - - - -. THE .!?Fs-.P,a!!!rTERS- FP.R.Cl.P_ST_Y ................................ 
.............. -3.9LL .n vc C.'O s: ATVPA Rtrc!.! r .  22 ............................... 
CALL M Y U C O F S t  Y T V P A R < K t 3 > ,  S O )  
K = K t 9 2  
5 5 9  c ON T ~ H U E  
. . . . . . . . .  ! F' ,V T.LPLLFLG.. !E14., I rror..!oeFLc!. G O  J!?. +?a_- .  ......................................... 
r: MUST R E  u.~. no E. N .~ .~ EC 1 En . r=H.Ro nb.~.orrEs .................................................... 
.......... n=!4+3  ................................................................................. 
I F C A L L F L C )  G O  T O  6 1 8  
C 
c _- _. . ~ 
ChLL I I Y L C ' S E ' ,  f l O B P A R ( f l + 1 ) * 2 )  
nn=n 
I F ( . H O T . S E L ( N ) )  ______ CD TO 589 ---- 
n = i i + i  
N?=.NI+l - ~ ~ .  ... ........................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
M O B P A R  ( t i )  =H- 
......... efl=.e. D O  see H P f , E I O B  ................................................................... 
. . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  . . . . .  . . . . . . .  608 C O H T  [NUE 
1 F I N R . E R . B )  G O  TU 645 
..... ____I HOaPaR(nf l )=Nfl  . . -. - ._____ ___ __ 
C A L L  P U T (  I O S U F .  1 ,  is, 
c a i  L H VL < c H B I R ( I , I > , I OB u F ( I B t S  I - ) ,  2 i i 5 + 3  e j 




~- ~~ ~ .~ . . .  CALL P U T ( I O S U F , 2 <  I B )  .... 
C k L L N YL ! C H D I R ( ! 8 3 1 > I I 0 8 U  F ( I B +3 I j r - 2  * l 5 *  38 ) 
~ 
. G O  T O  618 ______ __ __._. __ __- 
6 0 5  N z M - 3  
C srLEcr-no8 ~As..NEXT p.H.AsE..T.o.8E..R.".N.~ ~- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . ~ .  . .-.. ~ . . . ~ ~ ~  ... ... ~ 
............... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ..... C 
618-  - - - - -  CALL APHASE(HOB?HA) 
__..__._______ CALL UPiiRAlICNt H O B P A R ,  IIOPPHA) - __ 
CALL UPARARCY,, K T Y P A l i r  X T Y P H A )  
.................. ~. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ .~ ._~_. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - ~ . .  G O  T O  7ee  
. .  .-..__ ...__. ~ ~ . ~ . ~ . -  -~. ._~ .~ .. _..... . . ~ . . . . . . . . . . .  C SELECT CLkSFY k S  NEXT PHBSE T O  BE RUN 
C 
~ 
6 5 8  CALL A P H A S E  ( K T YPHA > 
CALL WPII.IRN(l<, K T ' f f k E ,  KTYFHf I )  
700  C O t i T  I N U E  
CALL CLOSE( IOEUF ) 
CALL E X I T  
END 
201 
4,122,5 1 8 
202 
-- - -- CALL MYL < HBUF < HL 473 > * LIBEL I 6 4  ) z - p ;  
CALL  MYL<HBUF(HL+2171 I L A E E L ( 8 5 ) r  2 0 )  
. . . . . . . .  C 4 L - t  flyt < ~ ~ F . C - H t - * ~ 8 S r Z ; t - b 6 E L - ~ i d J . t i P ~  ). . . . . . . .  .............. - .. _ _  . .  - 
C SAVE LABEL INFORHkTION 
C OPEN KROIlDATd AND GET N L  
. . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
~ 
- 
C A L L  AF ILE(KBUF,  4, ' KDATfi  ' 1 6 4  6 )  
CALL OPEN(KBUF, 1B24.012, 'KRI I ' )  
. . . . . .  - -  - - IF (cO&E:  t T .  &> C ~ - ~ - - A F - f t e i X ~ r - , - , i . ' B b ~ l *  +., 6,.6) . . . . . . . . . . .  ..... 
.... f.ALl~ Gt*BEtiltBttP..KSP~-~~.~ . ....___ . . . . . . . . . .  ................ 
NL=lr:SP@R( 1)  
. . .  .. . .... ... - - . . _ . I  ".._ .._ ._ ._ - . . .  .. -. 
...... . . . . . . .  
i: R E H ~  S i l U F C E  D I R E C T O R Y  PECCRD 
C 
IO 
. .  
CCLLL CET(KBUF4 SCODEJKD) 
1FCHUSED. tT .SS)  C M O  2 2 - - -  - -  
' C I F  SFACE I N  T H I S  RECORD C O T 0  8 5  
I I___ --------- I C  -~ 
. . ~  . .. . .  . .~ . -  
C IF LI tST  DIRECTORY RECORD GO IfCIKE CI HEU OH€ 
. . . . . .  SCCDE= WEXT 
I ; O T O  ! a  
........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  C CO R f k D  H E X T  DIRECTORY RECORP -.- - - . - - 
2 6  N L = H L t  1 
1: STC).SE NEXT RECORD I N  T H I S  DIRECTORY RECORD 
PttT<KBtlF..SCOE- KD.f 
Hp*Nt-- -____---I-. - -- 
nt 
. . -- -. . - 
. . .  .--_ ~ - .  . . - ~  . - - - - - - - -  , 
CALL CET(K6UFa NL,KD) 
. . . . .  3 CQDE="t. . ~ .  ....... _ _  .-. .... __._.. _ _ _  .... .. ._ __.__. ---. . -- . --- - - - - - -  ... - .. - - - -  . 
N USE D= 0 
ii b u n  I & ~ U L  
D O  2 4  I ~ l r 4 2 1 r 5  
........... ~~F-I.P.~D.( .~f-EQ.O)--eoro-n% .................................................................. 
. -2+ ........ C**,*"W..- ........................................... 
C I F  T H I S  SLOT IS FREE G O T 0  26 
caLL T Y P E ~ '  RESEL ERROR' )  - > 
PAUSE 12345 
. -*6- ....... C-Att-l)w.<I-ABLL.C rt ). .mBf* .............................. 
............. .-NtfSE.DrHtfSEbc*..-- .............................................................................. 
, , 
C S T O R E  PATIENT I D  
I R = ( 1 + 4 ) / S  
U I  
I F ( R E C . N E . 8 )  G O T O  28 
NL=NL+ 1 
REC=HL 
I F I C O D E .  LT. 8 )  HL=NL+3 
-c. - t * T o . . 2 8 - 1 F . ' T H ~ S - K E C O ~ - V A S - D E ~ ~ l ~ ~  ................................ 
e. WEED T O  #*#E . -A  .NEU. ............................................. ...................... 
- 
- 
..IPD >. rp.mw.DED .............................................................................. 
2 8  CALL  PUT<KBUF, SCODEoKD) 
. . .  CAL . L* 8Et-C# BtTF. ks pll .l[l;> . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
nL - - 
KSFAR<l)=HL 
CALL PLI IEEL (KEUFI KSPCIR. KBUF(KL+! )  1 
. -  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  c -  ~ 
C G E 7  PIOB OUTPUS DkTCI A N D  TRANSFER TO K R O R D I T f i  









. -  e - 





HFC 6C)  =RFG( C > +  t 
TN(OFS ( J  > ) = T F S < J )  
C O t t T I N W - -  - ...... 
.... 




CFlLL MVU<HBUF < I H + l ) ,  CFOURC 1 . 5  ), 4 8 8 )  .. .. 
---3 A t t - t E t t r t S t t = e - r n l - -  
CALL n Y Y ( n B U F ( I n + l ) . P H I ( l r  1 ) r  4 8 0 )  
CALL GET?#BUF,~7, I H P  - - -  - -  
CALL 
. -. 
. ~~~ - 
BVO(HSUF(IR+I ) , P H I  ( 1 1  5 ) ~  468) 
30 l i e  N=I> HOB 
T - N N ( N )  .. 
mr-w mroft8----- --- - .- _. - - 
C G E T  THE F O U R I E R  DQ7A 
182  
1 0 1  
. . . . . . . . . . .  DO 162-.r.*.l;*. .................................................................... 
OCfOUR<T*  I )mCfOUR<Ha 1 1  ..00~.*84.~E=.*j.~~~~ ........ . ..... .................................................................. 
-__- OPHI I T ,  I > = P H I  <N, I +  1 > r l r r t i n m t t t t L  
198 CONTINUE 
C U R I T E  R E C O R D  O N  KRORDATll 
-.t..- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
.. *- ........................................................................................................... 
CALL I l Y O  t ON, KBUF ( K  D + l  I5 ) I  4 4 8 )  
D O  2ee ~ l t i . 9  
..... O ~ ~ f ~ F f < f ~ i - t ~ ~ l t ~ 6 8 + C ~ ,  j-4y .................................................... 
................ tw.t OLfre-dwH-C.m4e[b$+-t) ................................ 
- - t - t t  
2130 NC=NC+NFC ( 6 )  
, 
IF(IY(CnSC<187)1.NE.32) G O T O  225 
DO 228  N = i , N D  
.......... - D O  * t8 ..................................................................................... 
2 * & -  . C O ~ ( T * N ~ E  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  
C NFC M Q T C H E S  T H I S  D I A G N O S I S  
- = ,  
I F ( N F G ( C > . N E .  NFD(C,  N ) )  GOTO 220 
b U l U  L38  
220 CON T Iff  UE 
c HQ-#ATCH~ 
N = e  GMo. 2 5 8 . ~ .  2 2 5  
2 3 0  CbLL M V L < D I D ( N ) ,  G f l S G < 1 @ 7 > ,  8)  
............................................................................... 
........ ......................................................................... 
___ L i l Y t - m ,  S i  . ____ 
CALL AFILE(PBUF4 1' ' P I C  ' 85 ,s )  
CALL OPEN<PBufjSI*;8,2 .*., 
CALL OUTCDKCREC, PBUFCIP+17C>;-4)- 
CALL H Y L ( ' R E C O R D ' *  PBUF<IF+l66), 6 )  
I F { N .  NE.  8 )  CQLL WVLCD I D ( N ) ,  PBUF(  IP+290)4 8 )  
- _.._. . -  - - -  -~ - - .  ~ . 2 5 8  ..... . . . . . .  
.. 
CALL CET(PBUF,  i ,  I F )  
- -  - - - - -  
- - . -. - - - r m F F - ~ r p l  
. . . . .  - i  !p, . . . . . . . .  . . .  ..................................... 
, I  
. .  
C B L L  CLOSE<PPUF)  
C STORE DlnCNOSrS N IN PREP A N 8  ?tOB-OttfPW FOR HCOPY-~. . - -  
CALL NYLI' +4: X X X X X X X X X X  O N  R E C O R D  X X X X  ', FtlSG, 3 1 )  
.. ________..___..____I._ __ 
mtL-tlvKtABEt;tzTT 4 . F R ' S G C S X C r i  
CALL OUTCOH(REC, FNSC(29) ,4 )  
CBLL TYPE(FHSC> 
-~ 
......... . CAL.t HYtfG"S(;(I*tf-mSC~32+.* ,... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  , 
. . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  ~- . .  r f t c m c ; w ; o )  -C;Oitt-3cte---.- . - - -  - 
- ________- l___-l_ C U R I T E  THE BANBED RECORDS 
r J  
2 7 6  
C U R I T E  




C HASK.2 - C O M B I N E  2 P I C T U R E S  AHD A D D  A B O R D E R  --c 
SUSRUUTIHE H A S K Z ( D U N I T . F I L P E X )  
I BP L IC I T I i( FECER <A- 2 )  
REAL S T A T S ( 2 5 6 )  
2'fTE ..I(tj28~),B(ti?88hi:(gSe), L i < t 2 > n R E ( i 2 )  
COMHUN STATS, LE, C I  RE 
- - __ - f-L-w&~p----.---p- 
E Q U I V A L E N C E  
INFECER*~ SPBR(~), S P F ~ R W W . P ~ I R I  t e - & , K * y C a - , - ~ -  ~~~ - - . .  
BYTE F I L P E X ( 1 2 )  
(LOU, S T A T S ) ,  ( H I C H ( l ) *  LOU(2)  b 
. . . . . . . .  . D & F & H & x W / - 9 9 ~ / .  ............................................................ 
.-- €uh !. 'PI-s e&&) - 
. . . . . . . .  CC)Ll- D p h K ( A r 3 8 7 2 . . ~ r ~ , 7 ' H O B ' ~  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
............ ~.CAL-C. .AFILE~.B,S ,r .pIC ......... c 5 J& ....................................... 
D A T A  NKEY/3/.  K E Y + " H I ' r ' H S ' ,  ' K C ' / ,  H F L A C / B / I N F R / ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  I S I Z E / l @ B /  
C A S S I G N  D K l a P I C C 5 , 5 3  A S  DEFAULT F I L E  FOR HOB OUTPUT 
CALL CLABELCR, SPAR, I A )  
..... 7- I- 
C A S S I G N  D K 5 : P I C C S r S l  AS DEFAULT F I L E  FOR KCR 
lllll I P S 1  
\ 
.... 3 ........... x . f ( . I P . . 6 . ~ ; H P , ~ ~ B T O . 3 8  ................................................................. 
DO 5 J p l ,  NKEO 
-1 F-CPm-(-ZP-),  E& KE.$!d J ).%. faTo..c 1 e, -,.15.),J.. ............................................ ...... 
5 CONTINUE 
4 - - - - & 4 I F < '  =- P-R'? 
CALL T w E ( ' a ' )  
. . . . . .  -p.&(jsp .......................................................................... 
. . . . . .  CALL. Z z f i ( . S T A T S , 5 1 2 )  ............................ ............................ 
18 H F L A G = l  
I P= I P + 2  
- 
12 I S I Z E = P 6 R ( I P + 2 )  
G O T O  18 
CALL .fiF & L  E ( B, p&R ( 1  p +2 )+p &R4. gp-+3 >,g., 2.). . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . .  J p = g p + i  .......................................................................... 
- 1 5 .  
C A S S I C N  A D IFFERENT K C R  F I L E  




SUBROUTINE NSUB(LOC+NSO, XSIPE,C I L P E X )  
R E k L  STATS(256)s  HAXF, H S I Z E  
BYTE F I C P E X - ( 1 2 ) *  D A T M  1896) - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
COt4HON STATSI DATA 
I X i - E C E k * 2  F r i E Q ~ Z 5 & ~ ~ S ? A R ( 3 ~  . . - - . . - . 
EQUIVALENCE (FREQ, STAT31  
.,__ . __ - J J p L U J & E G & R # - Z  
. .  . .  
.. 
- -  ~. l-WCC-ILCllljc5$------- 
BYTE DSRN16258) ,  T ( 2 1 6 4 ) ,  WSC(28)  
. . .  E Q U I Y A L E M E .  ( D S R N < I ~ S ~ ~ , + ) , - f n S R N ( b 2 5 ? ~ - * [ 6 Y 5 ) - - - - - - .  .. ............................ 
............. .-.PMCUAXHs/.g76,,-#~~$lHs/369/ .................. .......................... 
.- - 4 ,; - 
BYTE L A B < S 1 2 ) ,  LOC(976)e B U F ( l 0 $ 9 > ,  LH(l)r LOCH(4) 
DATA SPRR/B,  B I 4 r  1,512/  
I F ( L B Y . C T . ~ )  C O T O  t e e  
C CO'FQ-IBB.IF.HOT.-iNI'FIAL.EAliL .......................................... . .  
CALL AFILE(DSRN, I S I Z E I F I L P E X ,  282) 
........ ~M.L.  s ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I s u ~ )  ............................................................. 
B U F S I Z = 3 8 7 2  
r e t -  l \  
C I F  TCIPE OUTPUT, DECREASE S I Z E  OF DSRN T O  HAKE ROOH 
........ .__._. .CAL &.ap&N(Bm kcmF&[ z.* j.*IT !#sJc< +. ........... _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
............. CA~4-Cr.]-(C-MC7.),Bp~). .~ ........... ..................... 
............................ 
CILL nvu<Loc, L A B , ~ S O  
e S A Y E  LABEL RND ePE 
_. 
IFCNS.  G T .  H A X N S )  NS=NAXNS 
. . . . . . . .  NSD2zCNS+j)& ............................................................................. 
C NSDZ IS THE NUMBER OF UORDS T O  HOVE TO DATCI 
. - .  . .. fF.<.NS,L-J7)1INMs)- H+filt&*s .................................................... 
C RINt4S IS THE P l IN INU l l  S I Z E  FOR THE DATE AND T I H E  LABEL AND H S T G R l  
.- -. K M  _____ 
N U61= (N SO + 1 ) /2  
SPCIR(4)=512/NWY 
. . . . . .  sp&$4p ,=N@Y.. ................................................................... 
. . . .  l F ( S P A M + ) i E Q .  ( t>.w.eR(/ ) ;~g.- . -  . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
_ _  ._ 4ulsU5--. -_ 
CALL  PLASEL(DSi?N, SPAR, L I B )  
CALL t l Y U ( L , T < 2 1 ) ~ 1 1  
... .CALL nuu(:.sa14g,.~r232,.~-).~.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  
c SET n w  F O R  )IT@: 
CBLL OPEKCT.,-~ wc, I ,  J , - * T A P ' - ~  . . . . .  ....... . .  
C I L L  M Y P ( 1 ,  T I S l ) ,  1 )  
- --C..8p-e& ______ __ ___ 
c SIECC€k=NSO - - - - -  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
C BtOCk:SI-ZE =-NSIL-.  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ....... . . .  
56 CONTINUE 
CclLL HYY<WSbl ,  T ( 4 5 ) )  1 )  
CALL tlYUCNSW, T ( 4 7 ) a  1 )  
..... _ ~ _ _ _ - _ _ _ ~ _  -. -- 
CclLL YLINE(DSRN, LBW, HSO, BUFI 0 4 )  
C YILITE 4.BLAMK-LIHES- ................................................................... 
C H I  D=13+HS/2  
C U U E H S / ~ ~  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
C GREY UEDCE Y I D T H  
. .  ......... ..................... 
. - e w - - !  
B2=32+CUU+ 3 
...... CLIU .. L T L ~ 2 5 5 , B ~ L E < B l - L , 8 2 1  ............................................................... 
.......... ClSLL .YEDCE~UH~TLcS.TEP..RU~.~.WS )--. .......................................................... 
C 4 L L  ULINE(DSRN, LBW*NSUIBUFIB~)  
CALL  U L I  NE (DSRN, LBWI NSY, BUF, 12) 
CCII . U F l l C F ( 3 5 . f .  -fiT.TCP. RLIF. WSS) 
C A L L  ULINE(DSRH, LBWI NSUPBUF, 1 2 )  
CALL I T L A ( 2 5 5 * B U F ( 8 1 ) , 8 2 )  - -  . . .  . . . . .  
CCILL YLIHE(DSRH, LOU, NSU,BUF, 61 I 
C U R I T E  GREY SCCILE . . .  
CALL Z I A ( B U F ,  NUU) 
-- - I k L  L U L  I N&CDSR&+LELk.-HS&arlr.&.__--.---- __ .- - .- - - 
D O  80 K=0,6 
I F ( K .  € 0 .  3) CALL R E C C 5 ,  SUFI WSY-) . . . . .  
CALL O U l C O W ( H , C N ( - $ ) ,  4 1  
D O  70 W=IBO,NS. 168 
7 0  CALL T E X T ( L H ( 2 ) J  i t  K, BOF(N+S), 1 )  
- - 88 -I;kbCUL I-uE-CBGRK*K&-- 




CALL. uLLNE.(mRN, L & J , . H W r W F c @ . & . .  ......................................... 
C U R I T E  TOP REFERENCE HARKS 
. . . .  .CALL. I yL&L295,8fJZ(5)c83 ................................................................ 
CALL I T L L ( 2 5 5 t B U F (  13+tJS)* 8 )  
---.-tALLu U P  ’ 
RETURN 
I F ( N S 0 . L E . B )  G O T 0  260 
. . . . .  . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .ice . C O N T I N U E  . ~ -  
C-. IE.  EHD. OF PICZURE,. .UT4-.2-.- .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
I F < B P E . H E . ~ )  C O T O  i t e  ---’ 
G O T 0  115 
... l . 1  a,.. ...... WLL-fiW&(UlC.Dh,TA(. n>dlS=)- . .  ......................................................... 
. L S T L P .  .I NPU.1 .LINE. liMBER. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
115 L = L + 1  
C A L L  I T L A ( R , D 4 T A ( l ) ,  12) 
rdi L i T i  CLLUIAU~.MS>,IP~ 
C ZERO LINE REFERENCE HARKS 
.~.~._- . . . . . . .  LP33Lt3 .................................................................... 
. . . .  
. -. - - . p - t A L L u K - - - . -  
N l ~ l l o D ( L P 3 ,  !@e> 
I F  ~ j y ~  . G T ,  6.n~. L...LT .4-) .c IJzo- .L~~. .  ... ........................................... 
C TINE FOR NUNBER OF HUNDREDS 
CALL 
CALL. T E X T i L H ( 2 2 ,  ; ,?lL4-DATA(17+NSL 1). .................................. 
COT0 118 
1 38 . C@HT 1.N IJE 
TEXTCLH(2)r  1 ,  HL, D b T A ( 2 ) s  1 )  
. . - -~  .. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
IF(HOD(L,S).NE.B) G Q T O  158  
_.______. ....... a L u A f . 2 5 -  
CALL I T L B ~ 2 5 5 , D A T A ( 1 7 + N S ) ,  4 )  
.~ . . .  ................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  C INSERT E V E R Y  5 nARK 
140 CONTiNUE 
. .  IF{NOD(L,252. N i . 8 )  C O T 0  - 1 5 6  ~- . -  . . . .  
CALL I T L B ( L S 5 ,  D A T f i ( S ) , + )  
-. -- - - C A L C S ~ L A C 2 5 5 + n M ~ ~ - . -  __ - 
1-58 CONTIHUE 
CALL ULIHE(DSRN,  LBU,NSU,DATA, 1) . .  . . . . . . . .  
RETURN 
C IJRITE ONE LJWE O f  D A T A  
2 8 8  CONTINUE 
C . Elj(kL-QtmY,-&&L.TE, EOT. IW(L ) :  JLuaL- 
~. . . . . . .  
~ 
DO 248 K51,  11 
- i F A K s L T . - 5 1  CIlLL REC-(25+BUFrHSY) -~ - - -  - ~ -  ~ - - -  . . . .  . .  
I F ( K . C E .  5 . A N D . K . L E . B )  CALL REF(S,BUF,NSY) 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  ~~ I F ( K . - E P . P )  CALL Z I A I ~ W , I Y U W  - - - -  - - - . .  
- &-uuBmTw-- 
I F ( H L . G E . 6 )  C O T O  228 
ML=RL+ 1 
CALL 
~~. -CALF T E X T < L H C ~ - ) ,  i*nL,  B U F ( S L ~ ~ - - - -  . - - -  . . . . . . .  . .  .-.. ~ ~ - 
. 228 CO#TIHUE..- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
.. _. -. F B . : ~ B ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~ ( s . I P A . .  - . . I .  . . .  .. - -. ~ ... . . . - .  . . - > -  .. .- - 
T E X T ( L N ( 2 ) r  1, HL, BUFt 1 ’ l tNS) r  1 )  
I F ( K . L T . 5 )  C O T O  2 4 0  
. . .  
?3 a 
240 
‘ c  U 2 I  




C F I N D  THE LENGTH OF T H I S  LIBEL 
IF(LAB(J+70-I).NE.32) GOTO 243 
. . -~-a+;r .coxr~n~-- - - - . - -~~ ....................................... 
........ .gw@.258 ........................................................................................ 
C E N T I R E  LkBEL IS BLIINK 
243 LABLEN.78- I 
0 
I F ( L A B L E H .  L E .  tlFlXCHR) G O T O  247 
.C~.SPhI.T.UP..LCIBEL;...EF..Ir ~ S . . l ! ~ . + o ~  .............................................................. 
DO 24s  1 . 1 1 ~ 2 8  
. . . .  I F - C C F ) 3 . ~ d i . + H A X C H R - I . ) ; f ~ , 3 5 )  &(tF&.24&. ....................................... 
245 CONTINUE 
---C-Ho-+- M-?%-2&-:7 
l = t  
. .  246 C H R I # & X C ~ - - I + ~ . .  ....................................................................... 
2 4 7  COHTINUE 
. . .  CALL ? & f i ( B w , f + u & )  ................................................................. 
CALL U L I N E ( D S R H ,  LSM, NSOIBUF, 04) 
___ . - .___. 3Q-g,+g..+l&&.-.- - __  . _____ 
C k L L  TEXTCLCIBC J 1 >, CHR, K,  BUF< 13), 2 )  
. . . .  - C A L L  -UL.€NE(-DSRWr LBU,HSU,BBFrU22- . - - - - - -  - - - -  - - - - - - -  - -  - .~ 
2 4 8  CONTINUE 
C URITE L W E L S  . . . .  . . . . .  
J!=Jl+CHR 
iF(LkECEH. C T .  0 )  G O T O  2 4 4  
. . . . .  -4.- +- .._~_____ __ ~ 
.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  -250 COHTl~HUE 
2E0 CONTINUE 
I F ( N S O . E Q . 8 )  G O T O  -420 . ~. 
C S K I P  HISTOGRirR I F  N S O  EO 8 
. - - __ wp-~------- - _ _ _ ~  .... -. ... . 
H S I Z E = I S I Z E ( ¶  1 
..... - -CI&L--Z-I f f<SW*#U~)  ............................................................. 
CALL U L I N E ( D S R N ,  LBU, NSUIBUFI 4 )  
. . . .  N F R f i L r ~ F &  1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .~ . 
- - - I F ( R T P S I F - L - -  ____ 
. .  32&.CONTINUf~---. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  
D O  320 I Q ~ ~ N F R H I  
HAXF=STBTS( I )  
I F < S T R T S < l ) . G T . l I I X F )  S T I T S < ¶ ) = I l A X F  
...... - - IFCSrATSCHFR) .I;L-LIIILF-)- S T L . T S L N F R ) F H A X F - - - .  ................... . . . . . . . . . .  
DO 338 I=I,NFR 
3 3 8  F REP C 1 ) 5 < S T h T S  I.)/NLIXF ) *HS I2 E + .  99 99 . .  
EARW=Ii Sj '  HF R 
HSTAR T a ( NS-BARW *NF R )  / 2 *  12 
J = H S I  Z E  
3 4 0  H=HSTART 
DO 350  I r l d N F R  
... 1 EIF.LEnCII.WL..~L--(;nTn~-~ .... -. __- ..... -. - . . 
E TIHE T O  STORE BRR FOR T H I S  DN 
C k L t  I T L A ( 2 5 5 , 6 U F I H ) +  M R Y )  
35d H = H + S H k $  
- CALL ULIH€(BSRti,LBU,NS~cBUF, I )  ~. 
J=J-1 
. -- - I P c3;4 iL-#-4w* 34-a- - 
C THE FOLLOUINC CODE UFlS CORREHTED OUT TO RAKE ROON FOR TAPE OUTPUT 
c ... 0@.32@.3.;8,64,96 .................................................................. 
C CALL Z I I < B U F , N U & )  
. . C  ...... MSTEPaJIBfiRY. ............................................................................ 
C HnhX =HS TAR T+ NFR * B A R Y +  1 
- . c - - - - - n n g a r c ~ l r f i ~ n i r ~ . e a a u . e . ~ ~ ~ ~  .- 
C 368 CALL I T L R ( 2 5 5 .  BUF(H),BBRU) 
. .c ...... .CALL.Yl INLCDSRNcLsu,~u.8w,5)~  ........................................................... 
C 378 CONTINUE 
- c  ....... .CALL Z ~ ~ ~ F t - # Y Y . I . - .  . ............................................................ 
C CALL YL INE (DSRN, L B Y ,  NSU. BUFI 2 > 
P- 
C DO 4 8 8  I C = @ , ~  
. c ....... .H=HS-K&RT..-. ...................................................................................... 
. C .  ... DO -398 H a t L w R c i b  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
-L-----LLDGARLFQ 1 - 
C CllLL T E X T ( ' @ ' ,  l , K , B U F ( H - P ) ,  1) 
C H=H+ HST EP 
C CALL OUTCON(N, L H ( 4 ) r  4 )  
C *********** 
C B A N D  * 
c 
C * * * ** .I; ** ** * 
C 
0 F I N U  UAYEFOIZH A N D  FOURIER C O E F F I C I E N T S  FOR BkNDED CHROROSORES 
C 
- __ . . - --. --- .. L--- _*-. - .  - .-...  
* .~ . . 
- . - - . ~  - __ _._______ 
C014HON /Cl/ HOB, I D I R  
COllHON / C l /  S S T i E S T  
. .  - c o n n n ~  -CCI./ -CHD-~,SCK.B(CF,LRC~F,MS~HL.CUROL.H- - - - - -  - -  ~. - - -  - ~. - - -  -~ 
. . . . .  - ~ . . C O ~ ~ O H ~ I C ~ I . . S P - I Q ~ , S ~ L J W , S ~ ~ R C C I  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
COtlHUN / C t /  HCHR 
_-__ -lxuim- 
COlfnON / C l /  BANDaI IHIS 
BYTE L R C B U F  I 7 9 ~ 8 9 )  
~. ........... coniw- L(ZL~~-ORUF. ,BUL ................. .............................. 
.............. ..BYTE-.OB.lJF.(l.L52) ............................................. 
B Y T E  TEWPB 
INTEGER TEMPI 
INTEGER BBAN 
INTEGER KPAR<PBB)  
CCII n P T t  nPT3. nP1- 
............... ~~~~L-SPAR(~iL.LlES<L2) ................................................................. 
.............. IKT.€.GEL_BBMll<166> ....................................................................... 
..------lUUEp RPf 
INTEGER C H D I R (  1 5 a 6 6 )  
.......... 1 IKTECER-CU1BOIJ ............................................. .................... 
INTEGER P A R ( 1 0 )  
. ~. - - - -  ~ - INTEGER C L P A R H U 3 0 1  . ~ . .  ..................... 
REAL C f O U R ( 6 9 , 8 ) ~ P H I < 6 9 1 8 )  
----8EPLAtLLSCLSBI.--.-..---p --- - 
R E A L  COSINE(I 5 0 ) ,  S I N E ( 1 5 B l  




- . . 
DO a x = i r 6 e  
- - ~. .SEL C IZe .-€ ALSE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
CON1 IHUE 
. . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
CALL AF ILE(0BUF.  1, ' R C R  ' , '13 , '13> 
C h L L  O P E t # ( O B U f ~ . ? B 4 Q r  I , @ ,  ' R C R ' )  . .  
CALL GLAGEL(OBUFJ SPbR. I B )  
18-8  . .  . .  
C k L L  CET(08UFa 1. 18) . .  
.. 
. .  
C b L L  MYL(OBUF(18+3) ,SPIOD,  1 2 )  
. .  NCH R =.I y a m  u . E t i z u .  ... __ .... __ .- . ___ . 
C A L L  
C A L L  CET<OBUF, 2 4  183 . .  . .  
C A L L  f l Y L ( O B U F ( ! 8 + 3 1 ) , C H D I a ( i r  3 1 ) .  2 * 1 5 * 3 1 )  
C A L L  
C A L L  
DO 23 1-19> 34 
flYL (OBUFC f8+31)9 CHDIR( 1 t I )  I 2*15+3%)  
. .  
.~ C f  T ( OBUEI 3, IB I 
f lYbl (  OBUF ( 2 1  7+ I B ) ,  OFS, 72)  - lrc lrnTBr.n-rn38-- - - - - - - - - - -  ~ 
.. I f f O F S L L L E Q - B . 1  2 8  ................................................................ 
SEL(OFS( I ))I. TRUE. 
C.OHTIN!J ...................................................................... 
CON1 I N U E  




......... . I F L N O J . , S + L C I ~ ) _  G o i n . 3 t a . . .  ......................................................... 
............. N L E C H D L R ~ ~ ~ ~ I )  ............................................................................ 
_ N S = C H D I P < I .  ! I 1  
.............. tic54 .......................................................................... I ............ 
DO 310  I I = l , N C H R  
C U R O L N = C H D I R ( l ~ I I )  
IF (CUROLW.EQ.0)  NL=B 
I F ( N L . L T . l . O R . N S . L T . 1 )  GO TO 319 
L P G = l B E I / N S  
C ........ L I NE SL GET 
C 
.................................................................................... 
- - . - D D R  I = 1. Hi 
CALL GETCOBUF, CUROLH, IB) 
......... I € I . I . E R l 1 . L B S ~ T I B = L E  ...................................................................... 
. . . . . .  no. 381.1I . I - i ,LPtL .................................................................... 
CUR DLN =CUROLN+ 1 
H C= N G+ 1 
. - -  L-.----uRLI.EfL2Ba- b. .I= 1 LNSJ 
C A L L  M Y L ( O B U F < I B + l l , t R C B U F ( l , N G ~ ~  HS) 
. . . .  IB=.LBtHs.  ............................................................................ 
I f < N C .  CE.NL)CO T O  311 
........................................................................... -381- .. CONTINUE . . .  
3 8 0  C O N T I N U E  





. _ _  
C 
TEST T H E  OBIENT6lTIOH 
S C A H  A L O H G  X (ROU) D I R E C T I O N  
J X2 = NS/2 
NNZ=B 
M SE G X =  13 
NSEGY=B 




4 0 1  C O I i  T I H U E  
C 
C 
C D E C I D E  IF I T  zs PROMBLY BEMT OR NOT n a w L  
- L F L N s - c ~ L 2 i ~ . u L 1 L + 3 ~  _____ _ _  
I F ( H S E C X . E Q . l . ~ N D . N S E G Y . E O . 1 )  G O  T O  418  
IF(NSECX.CT. 1 .  QND. NSECY. EO. 1) GO T O  420 
1FtNSECX.EQ.l.BND H S E C Y . C T . l )  6 0  T O  438 
GO ro  4 4 a  
C 
. . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  




. .  - .STRfiZCHT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
.no - 4  11. .I r.1, NL.. .............................................................. ..... 
L A S T  e= e 
IF(LRCBUF(J.I).NE.B) GO T O  486 
........ LM.TQ=J. .  . . . . .  ........................................................ 
.... 4ek. .  .-CONT LNUE- ...................................................................... 
485  CONTINUE 
F IRSTB=NS+l 
- - J W  . 1 = 1 . m  
J !ENS+ 1- J 
F I R  S TB-J 1 
............ LJ!(.LRCBUE.aL. L).NE- @)..CO-.ro..488 ........................................................ 
. ..407. .. COHTLLIUE. ......................................................................... 
468 CONTINUE 
. . d = u s m i u u i n + i  )o __- 
IBdND=e 
I H=F IRST8-1 
. . . .  IL=LASJB+-t ....................................................................... 
....... . . .  LHHIL=LH-IL+l . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
I F (  IHHIL. LE.LCIIH) G ~ T O  4208 
- - L ~ L E o . H Y I B T W C [ L T I I -  - 
I K=L AS TB+LU I N  
................... . ..... no . ~FB&- .L=IL*  XK.-. ................................ 
41B8 IBkND=IBPHD+LRGBUF<J, I )  nBwn=uI:Am. .  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ..................................... 
c N B ~ ~ N D  I S  fiAxInun VALUE OF LUIN SIMPLES 
.4158-. ~ - K = L & L -  ______- 
I B ~ N D ~ I E A N Q - L R G B U F ( I L ~ I ) + L R G 8 U F ( I K , I )  
I L = I L + l  
I F i l 3 A N D . G T . I f B A N D )  NBAWD-IBAHD . . . .  . . . . . .  
I F (  IK. LT.  I H )  G O T O  4150  
BAHD(I)=RBAHD/LUIN 
COT0 4095. - . -  ~~ . 
4288  DO 4 8 9  J S I L I I H  
4 0 9  I B A N D e  IEf iND+LRCBUf.<J,  U . . . .  
c noyc ONE-PLACE .OYER .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
C _ . C H f C E  1 . F . A L L S R ~ ~ E S P ~ T S S f ~ - . - ~ - - - .  - 
...... . . . .  ~ .~ 
. .  
B A N D t I  ) = I B A N D / I H H I L  
.4095----mDKLLws--.-.-.----------.- - .- 
IF(OPT31 LRCBUF(LLa I ) = l  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  J l 1  C O N T I N U f  . . . . . .  
C 
C.-. . .  
G O  T O  4 4 8  
. . . . . . . .  . .  .~ . . . . . . . . .  ~ 
? 
- . 4.28-- - C Q H U U E - ~ . - - ~  ________ -. 
C 









4 3 1  






B E N T -  ~ ~ ~ ~ P R O P E R L Y  ~ U I E N T E D  
A V t  Y ( I )  
. . . . . .  
LYE X CJ> 
........ 
. _ _  .. 
_._.. 
.... 
.- . - -  
. . . . .  
............. 
. . . . . . . . . .  
- --. . . . _______ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
......................... 
NPmB 
N S I G X = B  
DO ~ 1 2 2 - . ! k l a H S L L 3  
DO 4 2 2  I = l . N L  
........... ........................................................................... 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  ........... IE<LRCB.UUFIJ,.I~..EQ._B) CB -10 -422 ...................... 
NP=NP+ I 
NS I Gx= NS I CX+ J 
4 2 2  CONTINUE 
...................................................................... ........... -JZERO=NSI I ;X(NP 
............... A t l = B . . B  ..._....__.. 
cI21=9.8 
.- ~. ~ 1 2 = 9 .  e
A22=0. 8 
......... .AiX?!@-CL 
831 =@. (I 
. . . . . . .  A 3 2 = 0 - 0  . . . .  
623=0 .0  
S=R B ______ __ __  
T - 0 .  B 
C 
.................................................................. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ....................................... 
-. ................................................. 
................ ......... .A33=B. @ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .................. 
u=e .  EI 
.................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  c 
C 
. - __ _,yP-%L-J2EBu __ .. __ . .. .- 
Y P= I -I Z E R O  
A33eA33t  1-0 .. 
X TERN= XP 
Y TE R rl= YP 
A 23=A23+ Y TERfl 
T=TtXTERi l *YTERH 
S-S +XTERN+Y TERH 
A 22= A 2  2t Y TE Rti 
Y TE R N = Y  TERR*Y P 
Y TERN=YT E RN + Y  P 
I I 1 1 = B F l + Y T + I ? H  . .. 
___ U=UtxT€mL -- - -- - - 
. . -. - . . .. - .  _. - .. Y TER?l=YfERR+YP ........ 
_ _ .  . -  ._ 
_- _ _  __ aPr=fi21mW-.---.----. ~- -- 
. . -  ... 
C 
. .  - ..... 588 CONTIHUE _ _  . ........... 
c 
223 
4,1223 1 8 
224 
- _ . . P P P ~ P = & l . l . x & 2 2 U 3 Z t k l 2 . ~ 4 ~  9 - 2 3 & 1 3 1 _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _  ~ .. . 
PPF P P- A2 2 *A22 * R13+&23 +A2 3*411 +R 33 + A t  2+  A 12 
P=CPP-PPP)/CPPPP-PPPPP) - . 
Q Q = A 2 3 * <  S-8  1 1  * P )  -81 3* <T-AlL*F ' )  
O Q 5 = A i 2 * A 2 3 - A  i 3 r A 2 2  .~ 
B =Q Q /Q 80 
- - k--cs=sclte-4aBLLA! 3 - - 
c 
c . . .  ... . . . . . . . .  ....................................................... 
C 
...... NLLY.a3 ........................................................................... 
C 
C 
........... n a . 7 ~ ~ .  Z a I , H L  .................................................................. 
Y P= 1-1 ZERO 
D Y D X n I  . BlDXDY 
X P = P *  ( I- I ZERO > ++ 2+P*(  I - I ZE RO 1 +R+JZERO 














Y END =F LO i )T NL> /Z,B - YS Tb R 
PYE=P+YEND 
PPYE =PYE+ PY L .. 
EL=PPYE*SPRT(  PPYE*PPYE+-l .  0 )+RLOCCPPYE+SPRT( P P Y E + P P Y E + f .  0 1 ) 
C H D I R C I ,  TI>-FC/PTZ+S 5 
HOB LENGTH D U E  T O  UNUSUAL RESULTS ! 
C O H T  I N U E  
..... . ..... 




710  CONTINUE 
E ~ .~ .............................................................. 
L P X  - 
c ............................................................................................... 
. . . . . . . .  F.NLO.=FLnBTINl-.l) ......................................................................... 
DO 7 1 1  I s I i N L  
? I 1  CONTINUE 
NHARnm8 
F I L = C .  2 8 3 2 / F N 1 0  
CRLL sSuTCli<?~ I S M )  
C 
.......... ..__.XI <I s ~ 4 . 1 ~  12.. m u . . n n a .  ................................... 
C 
...... ._NLHRLFP< NL+11!2 ................................................................................ 
DO 5626 J m l  L H L H I L F  
~ R M L P B L W - l ~ * P I L  
LRCI J I =  J 
I: OS I NE 1LMJ 11 oC0.S <.R 8.l). 
S I N E < L R f l J I ) - S I N < R H J )  
COS I H E  ( N L H J P I  > = C O S I H E ( L R H J I  1 
. . . . . . . .  ................................................................... 
. . . .  N L # J P l ? H t - J + l L  ...................................................................... 
~ . ~ E . c u L w u ~ ~  
5828 COHT INUE 
e -  ~ ~ ........................................................... 
D O  5 8 5 0  IS1,NHARPI 
CIF-0.B. . .  
B F m 0 . 0  
...... ................................................................... 
C 
~ . ~ .  ~ F ~ . N O T . . G P T J , A H I L , . ~ G ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . C ~ - . ~ O .  3 t ~  . ........ .......................... 
C 
.......... CULOLNrCHDIR(l,II). ......................................................... 
NC=e 
C 
.......... n a . ~ ~ ~ . . i = - t ,  NL ........................................................................... 
C R L L  G E T ( O B U f ,  CUROCNi I $ )  




- c a t ! a v L  f I QCRUF(1.WCl.nRUT 1 a+ t 1_LLsI 
.............. IE (.M LGE - HL > . ra . -10. -04  2. ................................................... 
..... $42  ..... C a H T l N W . .  .................................................................... 
-.---.-U~ fl + 1 
1 BE I B+NS 
831 COHT I N U E  
CALL PUT<OBUF,CURULN, 19) 
IF(NC.GE.NL) G O  T O  841 
~0a.. .  C ~ T J N ~ E . -  ................................................................ 
841 CONTINUE 




c . _ .  ... .POSITIONS_ 2 THRU l e  HM BE RE_CBRDED.JIS._SPARE. . . . . .  
COLL . Y P ~ ~ * I ~ I J ~ A C L P ~ R M .  1 s ) .  , ..l. - .  8. . . ... 
i F  i S 3 2 . E U .  1:  CHLL AiiidYCcit3, 
LF(OPT2. O R . O P T 3 )  CALL a P H A S E ( l 8 )  - 
CALL E X I T  
SUBROUT1 HE F O U R  
- 
. , . . I  I - . I  . 
C IC SI18 IS UP, CALL YTYPE INSTEAD O F  FOUR 
........... ~ ; w n  _. 
. __ -. W M ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  __I__-._ - 
COWAON / C 1 /  SPIOD, SPLTH.SPAREA 
caiinoid I C ~ /  NCHR . . .  
COHPION / C 1 /  C F O U R ,  PHI 
CONHON- CClj O E U F t B U F  
-- 
~. 
I f i T E L E R  udV(591,  1 lTl i ir(  193)# J J T A B ( 1 0 8 )  
-- . . . .  - . &!Ts-.-L -. 
E Y T E  O B U F ( 2 1 2 4 ;  
. . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - 6 Y F E  C(3&4Q-> ~ - -  ~ - . .  
REAL L T A I J ( C B ) +  C T h B ( 6 8 )  
. .~ . -  LHLECER ST15RT115).-EHCRCZSI~-#~C(ZSL--- . ~ .~ - - - -  - - -  - .  - - -  - 
7M-Q3\ _____-. 
I N T E G E K  LOFS(91)  




...... . I ~ E ~ R . ~ & R { S )  ............................................................... 
......... 1uE&ER-CJJRnLN ............................................................... 
1C4j.-n> 
INTEGER NCHROH(24)  
....... ~ N ~ E U P - C L & S $ ( S I & )  ................................................................ 
BYTE n s ~ ( 3 e )  
........ ~REAL.DISLCLB1 ............................................................................ 
REAL Y E C T O R ( 1 8 )  
_ _ _ _  ~-EEkI I 1 Y l  F Lb &2pL-_._-.~-~ -~ - .- 
229 
4,1223 1 8 
230 
REAL N U <  i 8 r  24) 
... 2 -  RWL-.SLCKB<-L8a-2d> ........................................................................ 
. . . . . .  RWL.SBOF1(1.8. 2 4 1  ...................................................................... 
REAL HBUF ( 1  8 / 2 4 )  
C 
CALL CETCOBUF, 7, I B )  






C ...... LLfL .HYBRID.ICL~SSSLE.L~.U$EB.RLSULIS.OE ......................................... 
C THE CONVENTIONAL CLIISSIFIER 
* e * * *  *+ S ~ S  L* ++++,a+ 5 * + a * *  e+ +*a  ~ + + * i , i + + . * a i a .  + r a r s  a+*  __ 
..c ..................................................................................................... 
. - - - . . . . - - 1 L i L S b V # F & ~ ~  -__._.__ _____--- 
C G O T 0  888 FOR THE HYBRID C L A S S I F I E R  
c .  . .  ............................................................... . .  




C SU? UP IS FOR A F U L L  F O U R I E R  CLASSIFIER 
. . .  I S i . 3 1  . . . . . . .  ................................................................ 
IS2.90 
c .. ..... ... 
0 2 8  I f < N C H R .  LE. 4 6 )  C O T 0  838 
C LF HDRE T H A N  46, CILLOY F O R  2 X BHD 2 Y - . .  .. 



















988 CONT IHUE . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
C 
. .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . c .  .. 
---EU=Y&JU5 ____ 
DO 952 IK=l,NCHR 
I l S A Y = @  
DO 9 S B  I J = J C l ,  JC2 
l F ( J J . E P .  13.RNn. l S U ? . N E .  1) JJa23 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  c. . . .  . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . .  -.JJ=1J .......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
- . J < N C W & -  TO 959 -- 
C 
I: .LGNORELCROUPS LHfiT . A P E - F U U . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
C LOOK FOR U N C L A S S I F I E D  CHROROSORES 
C .  .~ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  
DO 951 IS=ISlrISZ 
- - a = L o m  ~.~ . ___________ ______--__ 
. . ( F { C u S S ( L I ) . H E . & $ )  # TD.95L. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
IF( t I .  E P .  e) C O T O  9si 
I F ( L I K L E (  11, JJ) .  C E .  E L R I N )  C O T O  9 5 3  
. . . .  C L H I N ~ L L K L E - C l I c J J )  . - - . -  .-- - 
I I S A V =  I I 
&l&kY=J-I  ___-- 
953 CONTINUE 
951 - -  CONT ZNUE 
9 5 8  CONTINUE 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
_____._ -_ 
. . . . . .  .. ~ ~ . . .  
C 
c 
- ........ I FCLLSA~-En..8~..-r;a. .T0..948- - -. . -..-.. ~ - ~- 
CLASS< I I SclV ) =  JJSAV 
NCHROM ( J J S A V )  aHCHROfiCJJSkY)+ 1 
O F S I S T A R T ( J J S A Y )  ) a 1  ISFlV 
STHRT(  JJSAV ) = S T A R T  ( J J S d Y > + I H C R (  JJSAY) 
952 COtiTiNUE 
. c .  . - . ... _ _ _  . . -. . __ . - ._ ~ ~- 




C L O O K  F O R  U N C L A S S I F l E D  AND SEE IF HOVES ChH BE H A D E  
C OlLDER UP 'IO 100 LII(ELUICl0DS LN ILIA8 AMB-JJTAB . .. 
C 
_ _  - - - - - D D - u ~ = ~ , L B B _ _  _____ 
.... ~ 
. .  
2 4 6  
2 5 8  
C IF t l D  
_ _  
C R A I S E  
386 - - 
C 
C 
DO sa8 Ls=xsi, 1s2. .. 
I I = L O F S (  IS) 





CUR 0 LNa7 
CALL GEI (OBIJF, .CILROL&.I&) .......................................................... 
GILL H Y L ( C L A S S C l ) *  OBUF<SCl+IS), 6 0 )  
......... 1: A U .  PUT ( OBUE, CUEOLNr.18.I ....................................................... 
C 
C R C L L L L L m . U a B i l F ~  
.I- ........................................................................................................ 
.......... RETURN. ....................................................................................... 
CALL APHBSE (HEXTPH) 
I F ( I S Y O . E P .  1 )  CALL QPRIHT('1') 
E HD 
c * + * * * * * * * * *  
C K F I X  * 
c 
C * * * * * * + * * * *  
c -  
c CilRi)t lOS0;9E CLASSIF 11.9 PART 3 
C 
.. G __ . f . ...... . _. _____ ..... -. 
* . .  . .  . -  
. . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  
~ - - -  .c ~ . - g # ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~  
. 8 U B R O U T E W . X F I X  ......................................................... 
. . . . . .  c o n # o # .  ~ C ~ ~ . . C H ~ R , ~ ~ W F - ~ L R C B U F , ~ ~ S , H L , . C U I L D L K  ..................................... 
COHHON / C 1 /  N O 8 8  I D l R  
C O f l H O H  / C l /  S S T i E S T  
t - 4 ,  
COflf lOH f C l /  NCHR 
caRnon I c i l  eBNB,Anis 
............ C O ~ ~ - J C 1 / . . ~ . W R 1 ~ & ~  ........................................................................ 
- .- - _ _ ~  ._. C ~ # O b l - J - C ~ / . . O . B W . + ~ f  .......................................................................... 
BYTE LRGBUF <78,88> 
t 
LOG I CAL B CROUP (69  ) 
L O G I C A L  GCROUPC60) 
LOC I CAL E GR OUP ( 6  8 )  
___.- A-L? 
I HTEGER DPO IHT ( 6  ) 
.............. IHECER- . I . I  pGw( &>-. .................... 
I N T E G E R  I I F C H R ( 6 )  
. . . . .  I RTEGER. 4. IGC&R(~)--. ........................................................................ 
INTEGER K P k R ( 9 2 )  
INTEGER L G F S ( 9 8 )  
I NTE CE R J P R  OF ( 99 ) 
INTEGER JFETUR (20) 
IHTEGER BHkX 
............... L o c I ~ L . - p c R w p - ( ~ )  ........................................ 
. - . - -. - - - . . . L O G I m t - f G R a W . ( a &  .............................................................................. 
~ - -  -- . W 6 G € D ? !  > _- 
. . . . .  ?#?-EM&IPROF<.9e) ......................................................................... 
~~ & ~ T . E ~ & . K C B & H D ( 6 )  ......................................................................... 
... . - - ? w w  
. - - - ~ ~ E G f @ . B P L . .  ......................................................................... 
INTEGER CHDIR<lSt60) 
. ~ . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - INTEGER- CUROLH - -  - ~ -  
I i lTEGER PAX(163)  
REkL G 3 ( 6 )  
RE&C - - R A T  I&C j 2 ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
REAL CFOUR(S8,  15). PHI<CB, 1s) 
REAL AFOLUR(C'3~-15)* BFOOR(68i-15)~ - ~ - - - -  - ~ . . . . . . .  





----Euv- ! -- -- 











CALL A F I L E ( U 3 U F ,  1, 'RCR ' e . 1 3 4  ' 1 3 )  
CALL OPEN(OBUF, 1624,113, ' R C R ' I  
CALL CLABELCOBUF+SPAR, I B L  
- - - C A L L R P & W & R L U W  9&- ___ ._ - 
REPD RESULTS OF COHVENTlWIAL C L I S S I F I C A T I O M  h,HD 
EXTRACT GROUP CLclSS I F  I C  AT1 ONS 
D -C ROUP ___ --- -. _ _ _  ---.___ 
CALL GET(OBUF, 3, I B )  
CALI. n y ~  < OB w 2 1 ~+ .LBL,  LOFS(-i ).+ 1 82 b.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
C 
x . . .  ..................... ......................................................................... 
C -- - 
I I D C  HR ( 1-36 )a@ 
... L L ( L E S s L a E S ( - I I -  . - 
I F ( I L O F S . E P . 0 )  GO T O  184 
I I DCHR ( 1-36 ) = I  LOFS 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  
.......... ~ C ~ ~ . C g L ~ F S ) = ,  J . R ~ . . - .  ......................................................... 
--u- 
.. .(------.. ......... ........ 
C 
C 
........ -...aD-. 1B2.t.IW116 
I I B C H R ( I - 1 2 ) o Q  
- t lnFs= l [LESLr  I 
I F ( I L O F S . E Q . 8 )  GO 'IO t82  
I IBCHR ( I - 12 ) *  I LOFS 
. . . . .  - - B c R o ~ . (  1 L O E S i a , j R u & ,  .......................................................................... 
i82.- . .  C O N I : I N ~ E . -  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . ~- ... 
C c-..-. -. _- 
C 
~~. DO. 1058 l a 4 5 c a  ..................................................................... 
.. ~ E < I L O F S . E Q . ~ > .  ~ 0 . ~ ~ . 1 a s e . . . - ~ . .  ............. ....................................... 
I L O F S = L O F S (  I) 
EGROUP ( I L O F S )  = .  T X J E .  
- - - l B s & - c D K L L p u L L - - -  ___ 
DO 1851 1 ~ 4 9 x 5 2  
. . . . .  r L W S = L Q F S ( - 2 - ) .  . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
I F ( I l O F S . E Q . 0 )  G O  TO 1051  
EGPODRIXLOES)=. TRUE. . ~ ~~~~. .~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  




C -  
C 
F - G R O U P  
. .  
DO I96 1 = 5 5 , 5 8  
I I F C H R ( I - S O = B  
I L D F S = L O F S (  I )  
LEULQELELSL-Ca-U5-#€-- - - -_ _______ ____. 
FCROU? ( I LOF S )  = . TRUE. 
I I F C H R  ( I  -54 2. I L O E S  . .  .-. < 
CONTINUE 
C-GROUP, I N C L U D I N G  Y 
4,122,5 18 
241 242 
- - c - 
DO 107 1-65178 
._ - - -  - I I C C H R < I - 6 4 b B  .... 
ILOFS-LOFS(  I )  
G C R O U P ( I L 0 F S ) - .  TRUE. 
.......... _ _  I F (  ILOFS. E0,8& W T(f le? - -  --..-..- - - .. ._ 
LtCCI IPLkd* l rLLBFLI ._  ~ - . _ ,  - 
107 C O ! . 7 I H U C  
C 
C GET CHROHOSONE DIRECTORY 
C 
CALL CET<OBUf, 1, 1 8 )  
. - G&& 4i-Y-w- &--- 
NCHRPIV~(OBUF( I B + 1 7 ) )  
C k L L  W V L < O B U F < I B + ~ ~ ) J  C H P f R ( 1 ,  1),2*15+38) 
CALL GET(OBUF, 2, 16) 
C 4 t L  # Y L ( O B U F ( I B + & - t ) ,  C H D l R ( f r  31 ), 2 * 1 5 + 3 8 t  
c 
___.~ _.___ - ___ ---- ~. 4 w - e  -. 
DO 3 i e  I X P ~ , ~  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
~ IIPIIDCHRCIX) - - -  - 
C 
........ . . & F ( . D a O U P . C I  I).).CQ..T@.381..- .................................................... 
GO TO 310 
r m  
C 
............ . J F h . T ~ C t ~ ~ .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - 2  ..................................................... 
C 
.......... C U R ~ ~ K D I R ( - ~ t & I ~  ................................................................ 
N L P C H D I R ( 2 ,  11) 
1 1  \ 
I F ( N L . L T . l . O R . N S . L T . 1 1  GO T O  3 1 0  
LPC*  1 0 2 4  .HS 
............. I C C ~ ~  ................................................................................................ 
.c .......... L I H E S a T  ............................................. 
C 
CCILL CEl (OBUF,  CUROLN, 18) 
............. I F4I.. Ea, 1-)-.LfiSTJ&rZB ................................... 
CUROLH=CUROLN+ 1 
NC=NC+l  
. . . .  . . . .  DO .38t--I I.fa.t, LpC ....................................................................... 
-A&- L J R - W !  
BO 338 J z i ,  NS 
.............. & R ~ ~ . ( J , H & r = O B W ( J + - Z B ~  ................................... 
..... &BpIB+#S ...................................................................................... 
330 COHTIHUE 
I F ( H C .  CE. N L > C O  T O  3 1 1  
----c- ____- 
380  CONTINUE 
~ & l l  ..... GO#T+HM ......................................................................................... 
C 
E -  - . . C I A I H ~ L 0 6 . I E -  - - -  
C 
. . . . .  F+.-H&p.MO(FPG-#$-G&M+1__ 
C 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
nt2=H1;/2 . . - ~ -  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
LTOP 1=2 
L B O T l = N L P + l  
. . . . . .  . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  L T O P ~ = H L ~ - ~  
. .- -&B&Wa%------- - - ____________ 
. . . . . .  .I WR.+B . . . . . . . . . . . .  .................... ................................... 
ISLlHB=0 
HfapIe . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
N B O l - 8  
C 




4- .- -. ---- ____ 
4 2 1  C0NTINI.U. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. - - ___ 
~. 
428 CONTINUE 
I BOT = I  So HB/ NB 0 1 
N D = N D +  1 
Q-WT~ rrnp-r) 
D P O I H T ( N D ) =  I I 
. .c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  





E D O  FOR B - C R O U P  
C 
..L ......................................................................................................... 
.............. M. 3 58. .LXsl,.4 ............................................................................ 
-. t ~ r u  t a b  U w a  _____ 
....... . . - -CuR.OuaC#DI 1.r). ................................................................. 
........ N S < C H D I R ( 3 , . I - I  t . . . . . . . . . . . .  
I I =  I IBCHR ( I  X )  
C 
H L m C H D I R ( 2 ,  1 3 )  
............................................ 
I B C I = C H D I R ( B I  11) 
LPC= 1024/NS 
_- - - e =  - 
- c . . .  ........................................................................................ 
DO iaee I = ~ , N L  
. . . . .  C ~ L I .  C E T . ( O B W , . G ~ R O L ~ - I B ) . . - ~ . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. n n t s a l -  _____ 
CUR OLH=CUROLN+ 1 
NC=NC+ 1 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  . . .  - D O - - i 8 3 8 - 3 = i r # S  - -~~ 
LRCBUF(J8 NC)*OlrUF( J + I B )  
. . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  1838 - COtI-T;tNliE 
I B = I B + H S  
1881 COHTINUE 
181 1 COHT IHUE 
. - - . - .- ~(&&,c&JL&.&#.-J~*l&-A.--.- __.- .. -- 
. i a e ~ .  -COHTIHUE. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
C 
C EXTRACT THE SO-CALLED 9 - B A H D  
. . . . . .  . .  .~ ~ 
- .- - c __ __ _____.____ 
I S T I R T = F L O A T <  IBCI*NL)/lOe. B 
........... I . S T ~ R T ~ W L - L I S T ~ ~ R T . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
I E W D - I S T I R T + I S T h R T - l  
N L 2 r H L / 2  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . --. ...... . . . . . . .  





. . . . . . .  
. . . . . . .  ~. . . . . . .  DO 360 I ~ t i l  
D E H H F I X 4 .  B 
DO. ;26&.4%&& __-.___-- I__----. 
I F ( B D I  J ) .  L E . D E H # A X )  G O  TG 361 
IOBJ..I I B C H R f J  j . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
I F ( I 0 B J . I . T .  1) GO T O  361 
DE&n&XpBn(&.,.. ........................................................................... 
J S = J  4 a  c m  - 
OFS{  1 2 t 1  ) = I O B J  
........... . ~ P ( . J S ) = Q ~ ~  ............................................ 
. -6 ..................................................................................... 
360  COHTIHUE 
C DO FOR F-CROUP 
_p 
............... + 3 = ~ 1  I F ~ H R C ~ X )  ................................................................................... 
DO 450 1 X ~ 1 . 4  
I F ( I I . E Q . 6 )  COT0 4 5 8  
. .......................................................................................................... 
CUROLNaCHDIR< I I I I )  
H S = C H D I R { 3 ,  11) 
..... . H ~ B  ................................................................................ 
. c..- .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ............................................................. 
___ L L - >  - 
....... . . .DQ..23Q.. I .€ I : r I ,  Lp.C.-- .......................................................................... 
. . . . . . . . . .  00 233338.&1.,4~ .............................................................................. 
LPG= 1824fHS 
DO 2388 I = l r N L  
CUR 0 LN =C U R O l N +  i 
NC=NG+ 1 
LRCBUF (JI NC )=OBUF( J + I E )  
--u)#&- 
I B= r e + w  
......... ~ F ( . N G . - ~ . , - ) ~ L )  ~ ~ . ~ & ~ 2 3 1 . %  ..... ...................................................... 
2 3 0 1  CONTINUE 
231 1 CONT IHUE 
................................. . .  - 2388 CONTINUE . .  . . . . . . .  
-.c -- __~._I_ __ . -- 
C EXTRhCT INTEGRATED OPTICCtL D E N S I T Y  
c -~ ~~ . .  . . . . . . . . .  ~ .. .... 
C I O D = B .  0 
npC=@.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
DO 4 5 1  I = l , N L  
. . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  
... .... _. - BCL-452 J-!.t&-- - - __ 
I W L = L R G 6 U F  < J, I )  
C I O D 4  IO D+FLOCIT I I V A L )  
. . . . . . . .  --IF-( lYfiL..-EQ. 0 )  .w.ra 452- ............................................................ 
............ MpC=Hpw1. ............................................................................ 
- 4 L - . C n u r r u r l F  -- --- - 
4 5 2  CONTINUE 
CD( I X )  4 1 OD fFLOA T <  HPC 1 
.. . _  ... . .  . ._ .__ .- .. E .  
c -  ........ - - - - . . - - 
C CLILSSIFY THE F-CROUP 
458 CONTIHUE 
P 
D O  460 r = l ,  I 
D E H M M = @ .  8 
IF(GPCJL.CE.DEHMX-k GO TO 1.61 
I OB J - I  IFCHR ( J  ) 
DENNAX=CD( J )  
JS=J 
ais4 SP- I = I  083- 
C D ( J S ) = B  8 
DO 461 J = l r 4  
- - l C C L ~ ? - # - c a - U M c !  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~ -  -  




---468----- c m - - -  __-----. 
C 
c -  . . . .  no FOR G-IXOUP. ........................................................................... 
C 
. .~ . .  ~ 0 . 5 1 ~  ~XI_I.-I ......................................................................... 
I I=  I I G C H R  (1x1 




. . . . . . . .  CURoLH~CKDIR( LLLI- . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
NLtCHDIR(2. I1  1 
HSr.CHD LR <SLll 1. ............................................................................... 
NG=B 
- I P G = t R 3 4 / N ~  - 
............. 
C 
............... D ~ . ~ ~ & ~ . . I . = L ~ H L  ............................. .......................... 
. ... _LUROLM=LURO~j . l ._ . ._  . .......................................................... 
Ac=nr.+  1 -- 
CALL CET(OBUF, CUROLN, I B )  
DO 1 3 9 1  I I I s 1 , L P C  
DO 1 3 3 9  J * l , N S  
........... L R C I W ~ J , H C - L = a B W ~ J j I B L . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
133A COHTINUE 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  I b I B t M S  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
IF<WC.GE.NL)  G O  TO 1311 
-t--CO1Clrullc - 
... 131.L~ . C O h T I H l l . . .  ............................................................... 
... C. .... . .EXT~RmT..&ENSI.rY.  pROF.I.LE$- ............................................... 
__---____ 




- 5 a n -  - 
N P = @  
DO set L * l r H S  
I V A L = L R C G W ( I , K )  - ~~- . ~ 
I F ( I Y A F . E P . 0 )  GO T O  5 8 1  
NP=HP+ 1 
I P R O F t K ) = I P R O F < K ) / H P  
.... IPR.OF(i(~)me . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~. 
. .___ .I p I ; C U m m i q & L L p ) a p p  __ . - .  .. 
. . . . . . . .  - -581- ~ COKSIHUE- . .  ..-- 
. . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . .  580 COKTINUE. - - 
- .. -. .. . .___ _ _  __ . _ _  eE,EllnllD - .-&-PC 
xv=e 
. . . .  DO 513 KKat,5 
I V= I Y+ IPROF (K +KK-3 ) 
513- CONTINUE - 
J P R O F < I O = I V  
-512 CJHISIHUE - 
f l A X = J P R O F ( S )  
D O  514 k=42lJLflZ 
S F ( P I A X . C E . J P R O F ( K ) >  GO TU SI4 
H A X = J P R O F ( K )  
_. -  ah&^- - ..- - - - 
5 1 4  C O N T I N U E  
C 
N S I M E = B  
I F ( J P R O F ( K ) . N E  t4fiX) G O  T O  5 1 6  
DO 513 k=KPAdJJrluCi+-cl 
. _- N S&M3)&.&.#&&----- .- .- .- -____---- 
515 CONTIHUE 
. 5 t & . . .  cO#fIHUE..- ...................................................................... 
-c ............................................................................................... K C B A H D ( I X ) s K 6 A N D + N S A H E ~ 2  
510 CONTINUE 
. 1 - ~  
C CLEtSSIFY TH C-GROUP c . -  . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  .................................................. 
_..___.._. ~  nMBP-9 ...................................................................................... 
DO 521 1 1 1 , 4  
DO 522 J = 1 , 4  
._ II_ I c--9.> . .  
I O B J = I  I C C H R ( J )  
f l f W B P = K C 6 A N D (  J > 
. . . . . . .  J # 7 < ~ O B & , C F z ~ )  G ( t  Ta.522 .............................................................. 
.......... J S d - ~ ~ . . -  . . . . . . . . .  ....................................................... 
249 
4,1223 18 
5 2 2  COHTINUE 
I 
KCB A HD (J  S )- 8 
.... $2 1. ..... CNT.K* &&- ...................................................................................... 
C 
C 
C - . .  . .  C L A S S I F Y .  . T H E - D - C R W P . .  ........................................................... 
4 ~ ~ - - - - - - -  
R W A X = 3 . 0  
I F ( R A T I O ( J I . L E . R I W X >  GO TO 6 9 2  
I F ( I 0 B J . I . T .  1) 69 T O  682 
JS=J 
I4 B C H R =  HDCHR + I  
RbT IO( JS) 4 . 8  
. . . . . . . .  DO. 6 W . J 4 , &  ......................................................................... 
...... Q&jpgpQ I*T.&-). ..................................................................... 
-_-. -Rm%=R-- 
-692- ... COHT CNUE. ........ ....................................................... 
. . . .  . . . . . .  . . .  . . . .  O F S ( 4 . 3 - I  ) = X O B J  - . . . . . . . . . .  
~ - a - ~ . - . * o v  __ ~ _____ 
688 CONTINUE 
. . . . . .  . . . . . .  .c..- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . ~  ~ .~ .. ~ . 
l 8 Q B  F O R N A T ( I l 0 )  
24'W - F O R U I A T 4 . 3 X ~ 3 9 1 3 > -  - - - . . ... . . . .  . ~~ . . -  
3000 F O R # b T ( ' 1 C H R O ~ O S D R E  ' 8  1 2 )  
_. - __ .- - -- .__- 
C 
............ CALL - ~ p f i ~ ~ ~ ~ 9 2 . ~ p m , a )  ..................................................... 
C 
........ CALL-  C l O S E ~ O % . U F )  -~ - -  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
CALL A P H I S E ( 9 )  
I 
CALL E X I T  
--END 
c e * * * *  * I* * *+  
COHHON / C 1 /  SSTIEST ......... cdnnbH~i~C~~~j~.sP~~~~D,~~~SPL.tH~;SpiiRP'~.. ..................... ........................ 
COtiHON / C i /  NCHR .- 
C U H H 3 T X ? T T F b U R ,  P H I  
COHWON D#nOA-iCI, / e l /  oeuF;.*WF--- BAND,AHIS 
BYTE L R C B U F ( S 0 , 9 0 )  
.............................. ............ ..................... 
........... lyi.c:. -0 EiiF~2-*.2.~.,-. ....... _ _  .................................................................... 
B Y T E  TEMP8 
INTEGER IPROF<PB)  
L m ; 1  C c l l  OPT I a O P T 2 r  OPI'3 





INTEGER P A R ( 1 8 )  
R-EKC73VUR7-63, 14 ), P H I  ( 6 0 . 1 5 )  
REAL AHIS(180) 
REA.L. dbs rk€i 50) , ~ ~ . I  NE-(1SVi. 
.......... X H T  E GrR--SVA R . ~  5r .................................................................................. 
T - 7  -____ 
...... rNf.EEE.R.CWP.~.RCi~-,--;M I. ........................................................................ 
HTECER*:i .SBT ~ tF , ;  E f T  * 7 ~ 6  ,.~ ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  c - .  
--.-_ ___-- 
~~ .............................................. 
.~ R E I L  AFOUR(LBI 1 5 ) r  BFOUR(6Br 1 5 )  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
C 
c 
c - --___ ____-- _I_- 
. . . . .  EQU IYALEHCE(SPLR ( 2 ) ,  BPL)  








. . . . . . . .  . . ~ .  ~- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
1 0  CO! 7 I n  UE . ~ .  . 
. . . . . . . .  . . ....... ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  ~~~ 
.. ... ... - . . - 
C 
c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
LBS T IB = I B 
CUROLNsCHDI-R< 1: 1 1 )  . . . . .  . . - - . . 
N L a C H D I R ( 2 r  1 1 )  
.............................. --  
NSzCHDIR(3 ,  1 1 )  .- 
I F ( N L . L T . l . O R . H S . L T . 1 )  G O  TO 310 
NC=B . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  L p c =  le~.4;Ns. .......................................................................... 
C L I H E S f C E T  
C 
.................................................................................................................. 
I F (  I .  EO. 1 )  L s I S T I B - I 8  
CUROLN=C URO LN + 1 
................................................................................. .~ ~ -..__..___-.__._. 
DO 381 r r x = t , L P c  ........... .N.c.-Nc; ............................................................................................. 
CALL SSUTCH(9,  J O Y )  
I F ( J A Y .  E P . r ) ~ ~ T ~ ~  e) { OBUF< J + 1 B 4 Js 1 NS) -- 
392.. .~CONT+!! ......................... .................................... .-- .
D O  338 J = l , N S  
... _ _ _  ... I B= I B+NS - __ -- 
I F ( N G .  C f .  NL)GO TO 311 
301 .... C O t r T ! . W  .................................................................................. 
380 CUHT[NUE 
. 3 1 1  . . . .C  ONTINYE ...................................................................... 
C 
... . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  ..... . .  C 





C . . MAIN L O G I C  
C 







JTH = L  I N R A W  2 
IPROF(K)=NS 
C 
... DO ..... 53Q L = l ,  WS . ____  . .- .... ~- __-_ -. . - -- ---__ 
I F ( L R G B O F ( L , K ) . C E .  J T H )  G O  T O  532 
I P R O F ( K ) ~ I P R O F < K ) - l  
5 3 9  CONTINUE 
532  CONTINUE 
- .  .. 
C 
C - - - ~ - l ) . * - , ~ L _ -  ___ 
= I ,  NS 
LL=NS+ 1 - L  
l F ( L R G B U F ( L L d  K ) .  G E .  JTH,-GO TO 562 - -  - - -  
IPROF(K)=IPROF(K)- 1 
5 4 0  CONTINUE 
C 
- - 3 ; r 2 - C O N r n E  
.. .... I F < I P R O F ( K ) . G E . N S )  IPROF(K)=B ...................................................... 
C 
............ 59Q CONTINUE .............................................. 
- . - - -  
. - C -7 
I P T O T = B  . . . . . . . .  NCP12;NL-2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ..... DO 630 K = ~ , N L H ~  
I PT =. ~F +., p.Ro.F i .~  ~ . ._ 
- - toe CONTINUE __.___~ 
C 





C TYPE 1 DETECTION- 
C 
c--- 
C TYPE 2 D E T E C T I O H -  
kT &E&ST F I V E  HEG NlJHBERS IN>>O-Y I H  PROFILE-__  - _ _  ___ . - ___ - __ _ _  











A T  LEAST FOUR OUT OF A CONTIGUOUS S E Y E H  
NUii8ERS 1H PROFILE ARE NEGATIVE BUT NOT- . 
F I V E  C O N T I G U O U S I ~ O ~  THREE COHTIGUOUS 
H O T €  T H k 7  T H E  S E A F C H  F O R  TYPE i TbKES 
PRECEDENCE, EXCEPT THkT T Y P E  2 SPANS A 
UIDER INTERVWL THE SEAfiCki IS STRICTL ' I  
ARR(5Y TO THE BOTTOR. T H I S  SEARCH PllTTERN 
ONE 51-RECTIONAL, FROH T H E  TOP OF THE P R O F I L E  
FEQTURES S O R E  AlleICUITY~ BUT NOTHING SERIOUS 
. . . .  
C 
C TYPE k CENTROHERE- 
c S K E J E D ,  L O U E S T  D I P  I N  P R O F I L E  IS F I R S 7  O R  
C L 6 S T  ONLY I N  SEQUENCE OF NEG NUWBERS T H l T  
c OCCUR NEAR THE END (TOP)  OF THE CHROWOSOHE. 
I N D I C A T E  THE CENTROHERE T H I S  IS EXPECTED T O  c. .- _.__ - ________---_I-_- ~ _ _  - -- 
. . . .  ................................................. 
C T Y P E -  B - C EHTRo H EIZ E- 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  C s y n n E r l z l c *  touESr DIP accuns..conqEsPonp!NcLy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
C POSIT IONED I N  THE PROFILE TO T H E  CENTER OF 
C 
C 
- c THE CENTRORERE I N  THE CHROkOSOHE. _______ 
................. c -  - 
K = 0  ........... * ~~T.u.R--~e- ...................................................... 
.________ 7 0 8  K = K + l  _ _  
I F ( K . G T . N L - 4 )  GO T O  758 
I F ( I P R O f ( K ) . G E . B )  CD TO ?G@ 
I F ( I P R O F < K + 3 ) . C E . B )  GO TO 710 
............................................................................................................ 
IF(IPROF<K+~I.CE.B) GO T O  n e  
............ . I ~ F ~ ~ ~ I p ; R b F . i K i 2 ) . , . C E ~ e . ~ ~ C o . . T b ~ . i ~ i e . .  ..... ........................................ 
.- -- -. .- I F ( I P R O F ( K + l ) . C E . B )  G O  TO 718 
C 
. . . . .  I.FETUR=.IF.ETUR+I. ............................................................. 
. . . . .  JFETUR( .. !FETL)R) =!FETOR. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  
KFETURx1 
c 
C SCkN T O  POS NUHBER 
C 
-. - ._ . __ _-_ 
K = K + 4  ............................................................................. 
7 6 1 -  -K-=i(+I 
.~ . .  ! F I I P R O F ( K + - l ) . L T . 8 ~ )  GKT! ?e!. ................................................. 
GO T O  700- 
L - .__ -. . - ._ __ -. -_________ I-- -. 
7 1 6  C O H T I N U E  
Hi? i ?I ijs = 1 
I FE T UR = I F E T  IJR + 1 
KFETUR=2 
JFFTUR ( I FET UR =KFE TUR 


















I F t N L T B .  CT.  NL/3) C O  TG 948  
G O  T O  9 4 1  
3-49 C Q I I T I H C I E  
. .  .. - . - -  - 1 0 9 4  F O R H R T t '  NOT A CHROPIOSOHE'I  - -  _.. __. 
C 
GO T O  950 . . . . .  .............................................................. 
€ 
-___ 911 CQNTINUE 
T F T T F E T m t  . .  Ea e )  c - 
IF~IFETUR.EO.I )  GO TO 9 i e  
TF(.IFETIIP.,EV..Z~.CO. 
TQ ~~6 ........................................................ 
I F ( I F E T U R . E Q . 3 )  GO TO 9 3 0  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ..€.- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .......................... 
GO T O  948  
3 5 8 E  
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1. An operator assisted system using a programmed 
computer for producing karyotype images from a slide 
mounted on the stage of a microscope, said slide having 
a plurality of dispersed metaphase chromosome spreads, 5 
comprising 
moving said stage under instructions of said pro- 
grammed computer connected to control said mi- 
croscope to successively present said plurality of 
dispersed metaphase chromosome spreads to the lo 
optics of said microscope, 
storing the location of each spread, thereby automati- 
cally prescanning said slide for chromosome 
spreads, 
moving said stage under instructions of said pro- 
said stage at each successive chromosome spread 
location, thereby enabling an operating to view 
each successive chromosome spread to inspect the 
chromosome spread and determine whether it is 
acceptable for the purpose of analysis or not, 
deleting under operator control the location of each 
Wead determined not to be thereby 
establishing a list by location of which the chromo- 25 
some spreads are acceptable, 
again moving said stage under instructions of said 
Programmed computer for generating a digital 
picture of each of said acceptable chromosome 
spreads, 
arranging the chromosomes in the digital picture of 
an acceptable chromosome spread in a karyotype 
format, and 
producing a visible image of the karyotype format for 
each acceptable chromosome spread. 
2. A system as recited in claim 1 wherein said step of 
producing a visible image of the karyotype format for 
each acceptable chromosome spread includes, 
displaying said karyotype format on a gray scale 
correcting my  errors to provide a corrected karyo- 
printing said corrected karyotype format. 
3. A system as recited in claim 1 wherein said step of 45 
a manner to generate successive picture elements. 
and 
digitizing each picture element generated in photo- 
graphing a chromosome spread. 
5. A system as recited in claim 1 wherein said step of 
arranging the chromosomes in the digital picture of an 
acceptable chromosome spread in a karyotype format 
includes 
locating each chromosome in said digital picture of 
orienting each chromosome in a predetermined direc- 
an acceptable chromosome Spread, 
tion, 
each Oriented  chromosome^ 
measured length and centromeric index, and 
and oriented chromosomes. 
classifying the oriented chromosome on the basis of 
15 
grammed computer to place the slide motionless on the karyotype format from the classified 
6. A system as recited in claim 5 wherein after the 
step of locating each chromosome in said digital picture 
assigning a different number to each chromosome 
which has been located. ,, A system as recited in claim wherein said step of 
composing the karyotype format from the classified and 
displaying said composed karyotype format on a gray 
correcting any chromosome orientation and classifi- 
8. A system as recited in claim 4 wherein the step of 
producing a visible image of the karyotype format in- 
cludes 
converting the digitized picture elements into analog 
printing a picture responsive to said picture elements. 
9. An operator-assisted system using a programmed 
computer for producing karyotype images from a slide 
mounted on the stage of a microscope, said slide having 
a plurality of dispersed metaphase chromosome spreads, 
means for moving said stage under instructions of said 
programmed computer connected to control said 
microscope to successively present said plurality of 
dispersed metaphase chromosome spreads to the 
optics of said microscope, 
automatically prescanning said slide for chromo- 
some spreads, 
moving said stage with a scanning motion in succes- 5o means for moving said stage under instructions of said 
sive predetermined motion increments underneath programmed computer to place the slide motion- 
the optics of said microscope, less on said stage at each successive chromosome 
detecting whether or not a chromosome spread is spread location, thereby enabling an operator to 
present within the distance of the predetermined view each successive chromosome spread to in- 
increment of motion, and 5 5  spect the chromosome spread and determine 
storing the location data for each detected chromo- whether it is acceptable for the purpose of analysis 
some spread. or not, 
4. A system as recited in claim 3 wherein said step of means for determining under operator control the 
generating a digital picture of each of said accepted location of each spread determined not to be accpe- 
chromosome spreads includes, table thereby establishing which of said chromo- 
some spreads are acceptable, successively moving said stage to the undeleted loca- 
each such accepted chromosome spread under the puter for generating a digital picture of each of said microscope optics, 
automatically focusing the optics of said microscope 65 
on an accepted chromosome spread positioned means for arranging the chromosomes in a digital 
thereunder, picture of an acceptable chromosome in a karyo- 
spread through said focussed microscope optics in means for producing a visible image of the karyotype 
20 of an acceptable spread there is included the step of 
chromosomes includes 
scale display, and 
cation errors. 
30 
picture elements, and 
35 
display, 40 comprising 
type format, and 
moving said stage under said microscope to succes- 
chromosome spreads to the optics of said microscope 
includes 
sively present said plurality of dispersed metaphase for storing the location of each spread, thereby 
60 
tions Of accepted chromosomes spreads to position meanS under instructions of said programmed corn- 
chromosome 
photographing each said accepted chromosome type format, and 
4,122,518 
261 262 
format for each acceptable chromosome spread. 
10. A system as recited in claim 9 wherein said step of 
producing a visible image of the karyotype format in- 
cludes 
means for displaying said karyotype format on a gray 5 
microscope on an accepted chromosome spread 
positioned thereunder, 
means for photographing each said accepted chromo- 
some spread through said focussed microscope 
optics in a manner to generate successive picture 
elements, and 
for any to provide a cor- means for digitizing each picture element generated 
. in photographing a chromosome spread. 
13. A system as recited in claim 9 wherein the means 
scale display, 
rected karyotype format, and 
mat. an acceptable spread includes 
means for printing Out said karyotype for- 10 for locating each chromosome in a i d  digital picture of 
11. A system as recited in claim 9 wherein means for means for assigning a different number to each chro- 
moving said stage under said microscope to succes- 
sively present said plurality of dispersed metaphase 14. A system as recited in claim 9 wherein means for 
chromosome spreads to the optics of said microscope l5 producing a visible image of the karyotype format in- 
includes cludes 
means for converting the digitized picture elements 
means for printing a picture responsive to said picture 
15. A system as recited in claim 9 wherein said means 
for arranging the chromosomes in a digital picture of an 
acceptable chromosome spread in a karyotype format 
comprises 
computer means programmed for locating each chro- 
mosome image in an acceptable digital spread, for 
orienting each chromosome image in a predeter- 
mined direction, for measuring each oriented chro- 
mosome image for classifying the oriented chromo- 
format from the classified and oriented chromo- 
some images. 
mosome which has been located. 
means for moving said stage with a scanning motion 
in successive predetermined motion increments 
underneath the optics of said microscope, 
means for detecting whether or not a chromosome 20 
spread is present within the dishnce of the prede- 
tennined increment of motion, and 
means for storing the location data for each detected 
chromosome spread. 
12. A system as recited in claim 9 wherein means for 
generating a digital picture of each of said accepted 
chromosome spreads includes, 
means for successively moving said stage to the unde- 
position each such accepted chromosome spread 
under the microscope optics, 
into analog picture elements, and 
elements. 
25 
lekd locations Of accepted chromosome 'PreadS to 30 some images, and for composing the karyotype 
means for automatically focusing the optics of said * * * * *  
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